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PREFACE.
,

The aim of the present work is to provide organ

students with a book of reference, supplementary to

the organ method selected. It is also hoped that

experienced players may find it useful for reference.

So far as the author is aware, it is the only manual

attempting to treat in a systematic manner all the

subjects which are here summarised.

Part I deals with the organ historically, from the

earliest known facts concerning it, down to our own

perioo. Part II is devoted to a description of the

mechanism, pipes, and different kinds of action found

in modern organs. Part HI treats of the technique of

the instrument, with an indicated course of study to

be supplemented at the teacher's discretion. Only a

few specifications presenting features of special interest

are given in Part IV, and the following section is a

Glossary of terms used in connection with the organ

by players or builders. In the Biographical section,

forming Part VI, the notices, necessarily brief, may
perhaps be useful to those who append notes to their

recital programmes. The "Guide through Organ
Literature" lays no claim to completeness, but it is

believed that a sufficient number of the best original

works and arrangements in different styles will be

found included in the list.

ID,50
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The authors thanks are due to Mr. R. Hope

Jones for permission to examine freely the new organ
in Worcester Cathedral; for the drawings illustrating

his electric action and the EKaphone; also for much

interesting and valuable information; to Mr. T.Casson

for particulars concerning his latest ideas in organ

construction, and for an account of the very ingenious

little "Positive" organs, which should prove a boon

to many village churches; to Mr. J. Binns for an illus-

tration of his Tubular Pneumatic action, and to Mr.

T. Austin for a description of a new departure in

organ building in America.

As the organ possesses greater latent possibilities

of development and improvement than any other

musical instrument the author will be glad to receive

from builders an account of any important inventions

for mention in future editions of this manual, should

it be so fortunate.

John Matthews.
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PART L

Historical.

Early History of the Organ.

The earliest reference to musical instruments in the

Bible is to be found in Genesis, Chap, iv, v. ai, the harp
("Kinnor") and organ ("Ugab") being simultaneously men
tinned, so that it is doubtful whether plectra! or wind in-

struments can claim precedence in point of antiquity.

The"Ugab" consisted ofa few tubes probably from some
aquatic plant of the reed species bound together. Man
having observed that the musical sounds obtainable from
these primitive flutes varied with the length, the next step
would be to arrange them in symmetrical order, the result

being a graduated series of sounds, or scale. This mouth

organ of seven, eight or nine notes, known as "Pan's pipes",
was the "Syrinx" of the Greeks, and the "Fistula" of the

Romans.
As shifting the pipes to and fro

across the player's lips proved tiring
and inconvenient, the wind was some-
times supplied by blowing into tubes I

which opened out into a wooden
box (wind chest), holes being bored
in it to receive the feet of the pipes*
A monument in the museum at Aries*
dated xx, M. viii shows in sculpture
two figures holding these tubes, which
here supply wind to nine small pipes
bound together in symmetrical order.

As the pipes would otherwise all

sound together, the player's fingers
Orf*a HMifaMfc.

Fig. I*

Pan's pipes, er Syria*,
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had to stop those that were not wanted. /In Klrcher's

"Musurgta" the next important advance is shown. A piece
of wood (slide) with a hole bored in it was placed against the

bottom of each pipe, to be diawn in or out at will, the pipe
sounding only when the wind could pass into it through
the aperture in the slide. Mouth blotting also is super-
seded in the accompanying illustration (said to be that of

^ nl?

Fig. j,

From Kirchcr's Musurgim.

the instrument known to the Hebrews as the Magrepha),
by two triangular bellows on the principle of the common
house bellows. In the hydraulic organ, an invention of

Ctesibus, an Egyptian, three centuries before Christ, and
"f which examples were occasionally made as late as
26 A. D., water was ingeniously used to equalise the

wind pressure. The pneumatic, or wind organ, in which
no water was used, superseded it

Use of the Organ in Church.

Julianus, a Spanish bishop (450 A. D.), says that or-

gans were then in common use in Spanish churches, though
for many centuries later it was regarded as a profane in-

strument by the Roman and Greek priests. The Greek
Church still prohibits all instrumental music in its services.

An organ which existed at Grado, in a church of the

nuns, before 580, is described as being about 2 ft.
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and 6 inches broad, possessing fifteen playing slides and

thirty pipes two pipes to each note.

In the 7
th

century, Pope Vitalian at Rome introduced
the organ to assist congregational singing , and its use
soon spread to France and England. Aldhelm (circa 700)
says that the Anglo-Saxons ornamented the front pipes
with gilding. In 757, Pepin, father of Charlemagne, ob-
tained a pneumatic organ with lead pipes for the church
of St Cornelius at Compiegne, a present from the

Byzantine Emperor Constantine Copronymus the 6 th
. In

Germany (811 or 812) Charles the Great had a copy of
this organ made for Aix-la-Chapelle, which town is credited

with possessing two other organs about this period a

hydraulic organ made in Venice by a monk named Ge*

orgius in 822 for the Palace of Lewis the Pious, and a

pneumatic organ "of soft tone" by Giafar, an Arabian,
sent to Charlemagne by the Caliph Haroun Alraschid*

Ancient English Organs.

By the 9th
century several organs existed in English

churches, the pipes being made of copper or brass. An
MS. Psalter of Edwin, (preserved in the library of Trinity

College, Cambridge) contains a curious illustration of an

early English church organ. There are four blowers, and
the two players seated in front are rating them soundly
for letting the wind out, or for unsteady blowing. This
is the first instance known to us in which long handles

supply the leverage required to work the bellows. The
organs of this period had only from one to two octaves
of pipes of the Open Diapason kind, tuned to the C major
scale, from tenor C upward.

In the ioth century we read of several organs of

English make, by St Dunstan (925 988) for Matmcs-

bury Abbey, another, a present from him to Abingdon
Abbey, and of a most remarkable one in Winchester

Cathedral, built by order of Bishop Elphege and curiously
described in Latin verse by the monk Wulston, thus trans-

lated in Wackerbarth's "Music and the Anglo-Saxons'
1
:

"Such organs as you have built are seen nowhere,
fabricated on a double ground. Twice six bellows above
are tanged in a row, and fourteen lie below. These, by
alternate blasts, supply an immense quantity of windy and



are worked by seventy strong men f labouring with their

anus, covered with perspiration, each inciting his com-

panions to drive the wind up with all his strength, that

the full-bosomed box may speak with Its four hundred

I ,i[ies which the hand of the organist governs. Some when
cfoscd he opens, others when open he closes, as the indi-

vidual nature of the varied sound requires. Two brethren

(religious) of concordant spirit sit at the instrument, and
each manages his own alphabet There are, more over,

hidden holes in the forty tongues, and each has ten (pipes)
in their due order. Some are conducted hither others

thither, each preserving the proper point (or situation) for

its own note. They strike the seven differences of joyous
sounds, adding the music of the lyric semitone. Like
thunder the iron tones batter the ear, so that it may re-

ceive no sound but that alone. To surh an amount does

it feverberate, echoing in every direction, that everyone

stops with his hand his gaping ears, being in no wise

able to draw near and bear the sound, which so many
combinations produce. The music is heard throughout
the town, and the flying fame thereof is gone out over

the whole country."
It has been conjectured that the "seventy blowers'*

is a textual corruption for seven, and that the "alphabet
3*

refers to the handle of the rods or levers which controlled

the wind supply to the pipes by moving a slide, the ten

pipes to each note sounding together as one huge mixture.

The First Keys.

In the IIth century, Theophilus, a monk, left a trea-

tise minutely describing the construction
.
of the organ,

but with no mention of a keyboard. The first authentic

account of a keyboard is that of an organ at Magdeburg
(built towards the end of the n th

century), with 16 keys,
each an ell long and 3 inches broad. Dom Bedos alludes

to organs with keys 5 to 6 inches wide. The mechanism

being stiff and clumsy, these were pressed down singly by
the fist, and the players were known as **organ beaters".

The Magdeburg organ keys were shaped as in Fig. 3
(each being lettered) with short keys between, similarly

placed to the black keys of our modern keyboard. Fig. 4
represents the shape found in other ancient organs. In



the 54** century the keys became Increased to as many
as 31 (from the 2nd line bass clef to the ^ line treble

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3-

Ancient Keys, II* or I2 h Century.

clef), lessened in width, and the mechanism so far im-

proved that they might be played by the fingers instead
of the fist A second keyboard was added; the upper
manual commonly forming the treble, and the lower the bass.

Invention of Pedals.

Pedals, according to some German authors were in-

vented in 1300 by L. van Valbeke of Brabant. Bernhard,
a German introduced them into Venice in 1445 and pro*
bably made some improvements which have associated
his name with the invention, but they are known to have
formed part of an old organ at Beeskow, near Frankfort
on Oder, dated 1418. And in France, Amiens Cathedral

possessed a 3 manual organ of 40 stops (seven of which
were pedal stops), built in 1429.

Development of the organ in Germany
and France*

The earliest known name in the annals of German
organ building is that of Albeit van Os, who erected an

organ in St Nicholas Church, Utrecht in 1120. The Ger-
man churches soon became renowned for the size and
power of their organs, the pedal department receiving
special attention* As improvements in the mechanism
permitted, sets of pipes were made to be drawn singly,
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and variety of ione-color was aimed at, aotably in Ger-

many by the introduction of narrow scale stops of the

Garaba class- Distinctive names were applied to the stops
in the is

lh
century, and reed stops were added. Use

French organs became noted for the variety and excellence

of their reed stops and solo stops generally. Whilst power
was chiefly required in the German organs to support the

massive unisonal singing of the congregation in familiar

horales, the elaborate ritual of the Romish church in France
uas an important factor in directing the efforts of her

builders towards providing solo stops of characteristic

quality for its enrichment. As early as 1516 or 1518
>t. Mary's Church at Lubeck contained a large organ of

2 manuals (a 3** manual being added in 1560 1561) with

a 32
Ct front of finest English tin. In 1576 an organ erected

21 Bremen in Brandeburg had a manual compass of 48 notes,

\\ith 60 stops, 1 6 being pedal stops.*
Pretorius gives a specification of a 3 manual instru-

ment of 55 speaking stops built in 1585 by Julio Antonio,
and erected in St Mary's Church Dantsic. It had a 32* stop
on the pedals, and a "tnimmel" (drum); also 3 Tremulants,

German authors assign an honourable place in the

history of organ building to Isaac Compeuius of Bruns-

wick. In 1615 he erected a large 3 manual organ of

48 stops, with 1 6 pedal stops at Biickeburg. Two other

organs. at Fredericksborg near Copenhagen, and at

1 lalie in the church of St Maurice, were of large size.

In 1616 he built an organ in which all the pipes were of

\iood.** The latter had sound boards slanting down*
wards toward the front.

Eugenio Casparini built a small organ for Vienna,
uith 6 stops the pipes of which were made of paper.
"I he Abbe Schnittker, towards the close of the i?

lh cen-

tury built two large organs for St. Jacobi, and St. Nicholas

Hamburg, of 60 and 67 speaking stops respectively.
Scba>tian Bach endeavoured to obtain the organistbhip of

St. Jacobi, in 1721, attracted by this large and fine organ,

* This organ is attributed to M. Bartold N. Ifcritig. By 1705,
nhcn Bach made his memorable journey of 50 miles on foot to

hear I'uxtchude play it, it had become enlarged to 50 stops.
**

During the present century a few organs have been built

in "wKich all the pipes are of metal.



but bis claims \vere set aside in favoui of a clerical ama-
teur who bad bribed the authorities.

Seidel* enumerates some quaint absurdities intro-

duced by some of the old builders into their organ cases:
"In the course of the i?

th and in the beginning of
the 18th centuries great care was bestowed on, and money
expended for the external embellishment of the organ.
The whole case was ornamented with statues, heads of

angels, vases, foliage and even figures of animals. Some-
times the front pipes were gilded, silvered, or painted.
The lips of the pipes were changed into lion -jaws, or
some other figures were driven, into the pipes. To this

paltry sort of artifice we should not object so much, the
less so, as in the course of time it was abolished as being
useless and unsuitable. But people went farther, and threw

away the money which might have been expended in a
worthier manner, for the most insipid and absurd orna-

ments, degrading thereby unknowingly perhaps this

sublime instrument to a raree-show. Among these orna-

ments the figures of angels played a very conspicuous part.

Trumpets were placed in their hands/ which, by some
contrivance, they could move to or from their mouths
Carillons (chimes) too, and kettle-drums were handled by
these angels. Not unfrcquently there was in the midst 01

this heavenly host some bigger angel, soaring above the
others in an artificial sea, and beating with his baton the

time for his super-earthly orchestra. Under such circum-
stances the firmament could not be dispensed with. There
were running suns and moons and moving jingling stars

(called cymbal stars). Even the host of the animal king-
dom was summoned! Songs of nightingales, cries of the

cuckoo, etc* adorned the celebration of holy Christmas,
and proclaimed to the Christian assembly the birth of the
Redeemer. Eagles flapped their wings, or flew towards
an artificial sun. The crown, however, of all these absur-
dities was the fex-iaiL It was intended to frighten away
from the organ all those curious and inquisitive persons,
who, by thronging themselves round it often disturbed
the organist Thus, when they pulled out this stop, sud-

denly a large fox-tail flew into their faces! It is clear that

* "The Orgaa ami to Construction by J, J. Setdd,
t Bves!aa**v 1844*
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by such absurd wit, curiosity
was much rather excited

than slopped, and that all this host of moveable figures
and their ridiculous jingling disturbed meditation, excited

the curiosity of the congregation, and thus disparaged
the sublimity of Divine service. Another absurd and
e\en pernicious contrivance is the tremulando, a register

which, on funeral services, fastdays, and on Good Friday,
was to indicate the sobbing, sighing and trembling ofmen^J,

Vet though money was undoubtedly thus wasted, these"

eccentric ities were mostly added to large instruments con-

taming all the more legitimate resources that organ build-

ing skill had then arrived at. They did not starve the

pedal organ for the sake of a few fancy stops, with a
Swell or Great out of all proportion, thereby robbing the

instrument of all dignity and impress!veness; nor did they

spread a small number of stops, insufficient for a two

n..:nual, over three. The two manual organs built from

50 to i co years ago, of whit h Seidel gives so many speci-

fications, showing from 12 to 14 stops on the Great, 10
or 12 on the Pedal, and a similar number on the Choir,

present a startling contrast to English organs of the same

period, a very common t\pe being a Great of 10 to ia

stops, a similar number on the Swell and only 2 on the Pedals.

Amongst German builders of the last century the
Silbermann family claims special mention. Andreas built

29 organs se\en of which were erected in the churches
of Strassburg) between the years 1707 and 1733; his brother
Gottfried built some fine instruments in Dresden, and the
two sons of Andreas woithily maintained the family repu-
tation down to the middle of the last century. A powerful
pedal organ, excellent diapasons and other foundation

stops of the Gamha class, brilliant mixtures and a solidity
of workmanship which lias well stood the test of time,
were the chief characteristics of their organs. The reeds,
however, were often crazy and "biuzing" to a degree, and
the amount of mixture work as in all the old organs
when played "full" excessive to modern ears. The
divided pallet and pneumatic action being as yet unknown,
a light wind pressure was necessary to render playable a

large number of stops at a time, whilst reeds are most
effective on a heavier \\irwi The French builders, by
making the pallets smaller and maintaining a good wind
pressure, were enabled to excel in the production of cha~
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racteristic solo stops, but at the expense of power, a large

organ being only available, so to speak, In sections at a time.

In Italy, Hermann, a Jesuit, built some fine organs
in the 1 7

th
century, and amongst other large and celebrated

instruments of the last century must be mentioned Christian

Mailer's organ at Haarlem (i?35 *738)
of 60 speaking

stops, Gabler's for the Benedictine Monastery, Weingarten,

(1750) containing 4 manuals, and 70 speaking stops, 17

of which are on the pedal with a 32* front of fine tin; and

Hildebrand's (Silbermann's foreman) great organ of 70 stops

in St. Michael's church in Hamburg, said to be a model

for convenience of access to every pipe.
The Abbe Vogler, son of a violin maker, (b, 1749*

d, i8i4\ an eccentric but gifted theorist, player and com-

poser, introduced many reforms of more or less value into

the organs of his time. These were:

i. The use of free reeds.

a. The suppression of many of the mixture ranks.

3. Arrangement of the pipes in semitonal order (the

"Simplification system" since followed by Schulze

and Kirtland and Jardine).

4. Substitution of pedal Quints for 32 foot stops.

J. Gottlob Topfer, of \Veimar (b. 1791, d. 1870) should

also here be mentioned. His "Theory and Practice of

Organ Building" as revised in 1888 by Max Aliihn is the

standard work in Germany on organ construction.

N^E. F. Walcker & Son of Ludwigsburg and J. F. Schulze

& Sons of Paulinzelle considerably advanced the art of

organ building in Germany during the present century.

The former made a name through the large organs at

St Paul's, Frankfort on the Mainr 74 speaking stops,

3 manuals and divided pedal organ, built in 1833; Ulm
Cathedral, 4 manuals, 100 speaking stops, including 31
on the pedals, with a crescendo and decrescendo arrange-

ment worked by a wheel, drawing every stop; built in 1856,
rebuilt in 18871888; the Music Hall, Boston, U. S. A.

built in 1863; theDom at Riga in 18821883, 4 manuals

with 134 speaking stops and about 50 couplers, composition

pedals and other accessories, the New Gewandhaus, Leipsic,

built in 1884, 54 speaking stops and ar accessory move-

ments, and many others.

1 F. Schulze (b. 1793, d. 1858) founded the firm of

Schulze & Sons, in Paulinzelle. In 1851 they sent an organ
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to the Hyde Park Exhibition which won a prize medal and
was afterwards placed in Nottingham Town HalL About a

dozen organs were erected by them ia England, including
the large instruments at St Bartholomew's near Leeds, and
Doncaster Parish Church, the latter (completed in 1862),

having 5 manuals and a pedal organ of 25 stops. Schulze's

system of voicing found some followers in England. The
flue pipes were copiously winded through unusually large

openings at the feet, the mouths being cut up propor-

tionately high. Their string-toned stops were also of

characteristic quality, but slow in speech.
Fr. Ladegast of Weissenfels, \V. Sauer & Sons of

Frankfort, and Schlag & Sons of Schweidnitz, Silesia, arc

also names of repute in Germany. The organs in the

Dom at Sch\verin (built in 1871) and the Nikolas-Kirche

Leipsic (built in 1862) are by Ladegast, the organs in the

Dom atFulda (built in 1877) and the Petrikirche, Leipsic

(built in 1884) are by Sauer, and a representative specimen
of the work of Schlag & Sons will be found amongst the

specifications in Part IV.

Moris. Ch. Anneessens of Grammont, Belgium should

also be mentioned here as being one of the few foreign
builders who have built organs for this country, the first

being the large 4 manual instrument in the Italian Church,
Hatton Garden, which became the subject of interesting

comparisons.
The reluctance of German builders to accept so im-

portant a feature as the Swell is a very curious fact in

the history of organ building. We find the pianist, Hans
von Bulow, writing in 1877 with reference to the organ
in the Public Hall, Glasgow, "Hearing the diminuendi
and crescendi was to me a new sensation," For a long
time, even in large modern German organs only the Vox
Humana, Oboe and one or two flue stops were placed
within a Swell box, and even so late as 1890 a distinguished
German author alludes to the organ crescendo as being
"produced from one &r two soft stops enclosed in a box
with movable shutter

1

*, and deprecating such a crescendo
as that produced by an orchestra, "as it would rob the

organ tone of its majestic passionlessness, and tend to a

sentimental or pathetic mode of playing". Yet for half

a century or more before those words were written, Knglish
buildeis aimed at producing, even in ordinary two manual
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organs, so far as funds would permit, & "complete" Swell

with reeds, mixture and a double. The German ideal

was an instrument upon which Bach's organ works could

be played with dignity and impress?veness, even on two

manuals; the English, an expressive organ with complete

Swell; and the usual chance! position or chamber furnished

by architects also greatly hindered the development, in

churches, of the pedal organ. Some of the foremost Ger-

man organists, such as Merkel and Haupt were fully alive

to the importance of the Swell, but were never, apparently,
in a position to have this improvement effected

^

with re*

gard to the organs upon which they played. Within the

last ten years or so the Swell department has developed
in German organs, and the large and powerful instruments

of the old builders are gradually being modernised and

furnished with composition pedals and pistons.

Organ building as practised in France had new paths

opened up for it, through the great abilities of Cavaille"-

Coil. He applied separate wind chests to the upper,
lower and middle parts of the manual compass, and intro-

duced the harmonic stops produced by overblowing.

Amongst his most effective organs may be mentioned

those at La Madeleine, Paris, 4 manuals, 48 stops, built

in 1846; St Sulpice, Paris, 5 manuals, loo stops, rebuilt

1862; St Vincent de Paul, Paris, Palace of Industry, Amster-

dam, etc. An organ of 24 stops was erected by him in

Paisley Abbey, in 1874, anc* the concert organs in the

Town Halls of Manchester and Sheffield are also by him.

Daublaine & Callinet we*e established in Paris in 1858.

Danjon, organist of Notre Dame, who had studied the art

of organ building in other lands with the object of im-

proving French organs, was associated with this firm* which

in 1845 became Ducroqtiet et Cie. At the Exhibition of

1851 in Hyde Park, an interesting organ of theirs was on

Tiew. In 1855 the business again changed hands* be-

coming Meiklin, Schttoe et Cie. Joseph Merklin was the

sou of a German organ builder at Freiburg, worked with

Walker of Ludwigsburg, settled in Brussels m 1843 and

with his brother-in-law as partner
maintained a large

factory there hi addition to the one acquired from Ducro-

quet et Cie. The organs atSt Eustache, Paris, the Cathedral,

Murcia, and a large number of organs throughout France

and Belgium are the work of this firm.
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Organ building in England*

The fiist English builder whose name has been pre-
served to us is that of John Roose, a Friar, who according
to the Fabrick Rolls of York Minster, repaired the organ
in 1457 at a cost of 365. & 3d. The Precentor's accounts
of Ely Cathedral for 1407 give in Latin, minute details of

prices of materials for an organ which cost ^3-17-8,
but without mentioning its maker. In 1450, St Albans

possessed a "pair of organs", regarded as the finest in

size, tone and workmanship of all the English monastic

instruments, a present from the Abbot, its cost Leing
^50. Organs with two rows of keys were described as

"double organs"; the term "pair of organs" in old records

being merely used in the same way as we still speak of

a "pair of bellows" or a "pair of stairs". A small "pair
of organs" with just one small row of pipes, capable of

being carried in procession, (and so used in Roman Ca-
tholic countries) was termed a "regal", or "portative",
whilst the instrument of fuller compass* fixed and played
with both hands, was called "pobitif '. Used to accompany
the voices of the choir, it is the forerunner of our "choir1*

organ.
Antony Duddyngton "citezen of London** contracted

to make, in 1519 an organ for All Hallows Barking, "of
double Ce-fa-ut that ys to say, xxvij playne keys, and the

pryncipale to contayn the length of v foote, so folowiug
wt Bassys called Diapason to the same, conteyning length
Oi x foot or more: and to be double pryncipalls thoro-

we out the said instrument, so that the pyppes wt inforth

shall be as fyne metall and stuff as the ytter parts , that

is to say of pure Tyn, wt as fewe stops as may be con-
venient." As keys with many sharps or flals were never
used in organ playing until a very much later period, it

became the practice to make the lowest octave a "short

octave" by omitting bass notes seldom required in the
church music of the times, and substituting others. Thus

beginning with EE the arrangement would be:

Keys EE, FF, FF$, G, G3, A, Bfr, B, C
Actual sounds CC, FF, DD, G, EE, A, Bt>, B, C
"When the lowest octave was made complete** says Dr. E. J.

Hopkins, "the EEb note was present: DD occupied its

correct position; and the CC$ key sounded AA...A key
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m*as sometimes added beyond CCt sounding GG, which
converted the compass into GG, short octaves."

DUJ ing the civil war and the Puritan ascendancy many
cathedral organs were wantonly destroyed, and English
builders had to seek other employment At the Restoration,
the Dallams, John Loosemore, (whose organ in Exeter

Cathedral, built in 1665 had a great reputation) and one
or two other native workmen were still left Ralph Dallam,
in an organ of one manual which he built about 1661
for St. George's, Windsor, introduced an ingenigus arrange-
ment for reducing the stops by means of two "shifting"
movements actuated by a pedal. Bernard Schmidt (Father
Smith) and his two nephews were induced to come over
from Germany, and in 1660 they erected their ,first in-

strument in the Royal Chapel, Whitehall Dr. Rimbault
enumerates 45 of Father Smith's organs; Westminster

Abbey, 1660; St Margaret's, Westminster, 1675; Temple
Church, 1683 1684, St Paul's Cathedral, 1694 1697,
St Georges Chapel, Windsor, Wells, Durham, Ripon, Chester,
St. David's and Manchester Cathedrals and several of the
churches and college chapels of Oxford and Cambridge,

Renatus Harris, who came from France with his father

(an Englishman settled in France) became Smith's principal
rival, erecting organs in several London churches, and in

the following Cathedrals Salisbury, Gloucester, Worcester,
Chichester, Winchester, Bristol, Hereford, Ely, Norwich,
Cork and St Patrick's Dublin. He competed with Smith,
at the Temple Church, by the request of the Benchers,
each erecting an organ in that church, in 1684, Upon
Harris challenging Smith to make additional stops, the
contest became protracted for three years before the de-
cision was finally given in favour of Smith. Harris's or*

gan subsequently formed part of the instruments he built

tor St Andrews, Holborn, and Christ Church Cathedral,
Dublin. Dr. E. J. Hopkins thus describes the Temple
Church organ as left by the builder in 1688:

"Smith's organ reached in the Bass to FFF; and from
FF upwards it had two additional keys or "quarter notes1'

in each octave, "which rarityes" according to an old book
preserved In the Library of the Inner Temple, "no other

organ in England hath; and can play any tune, as for

instance ye tune of ye 119* Psalm (in minor) and
severaH other services set by excellent musicians; which
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no other organ will do". The order of the keys ram thus:

FFF, GG, AA, BBK BB$ f then semitones to gamut G,
after which the two special quarter tones in each octave;
the "compass ending on C in alt, the number of keys on
each manual being sixty one. The keys for the two extra

notes (At* and D) were provided by those for G$ and E?
being cut across midway; the back halves, which acted
on the additional pipes rising as much above the front

halves as the latter did above the long keys.**

There were 3 complete manuals, but the absence of
a pedal organ in the specification shows that at that period
\ve were far behind our German neighbours in real organ
playing. And until well within the present century, an
octave and a half or two octaves of open Diapason pedal

pipes not infrequently formed the sole pedal bass of large

English organs. Later, however, as we shall see, the
mechanical ingenuity of English and American builders has
enriched the resources of the organ with important improve-
ments which our continental neighbours have in turn copied.

The old manual compass to GG of English organs
was for a long period a hindrance to the proper develop-
ment of the pedal. By reducing it to CC, as in the Ger-
man and French instruments, much of the expense and
space thus saved could be better applied to the pedal,
but it was not until the end of the last century that pedals
began to be made in England, sometimes of CCC compass,
and sometimes adapted to the old GG or FF range. Of
other builders who worked at their craft in England, must
be mentioned Christopher Schrider, who built the West-
minster Abbey organ in 1730; Thomas Schwarbrook, who,
in a fine organ for St. Michael's Coventry, built in 1733
at a cost of ^1400 attempted to combine strings with
the organ, in three stops, harf, lute and dukimcr; Richard

Bridge and John Byfield, who afterwards became paitners
with Jordan; Parker, employed by Handel to build the

organ for the Foundling Hospital in 1749; John Snetzler,
whose Double Diapason and Dulciana at Lynn Regis, 1754,
were the first examples introduced into this country; and
Samuel Green who supplied many of our Cathedrals about

1780 to 1790 with organs noted for their delicacy and
sweetness of tone. John Avery, Crang & Hancock, and
the Englands, father and son also date from the latter

half of the 18* century.



Invention of the Swell,

In 171 a the swell was invented by Abraham Jordaa
and first placed by the firm in their organ at St Magnus,
London Bridge. In principle it was like a window sash,

instead of the "Venetian blind** pattern of later date. This

invention, so necessary for expressive playing was ap-

preciated earlier in France than in Germany, where it is

only beginning to be generally introduced; the first small

and imperfect attempt being made, it is believed in the

latter country by Hildebrand at Hamburg, half a cen-

tury after its invention, three stops only being put into

the box. The Jordans also initiated the "reversed key-
board" arrangements. the player facing the choir or

congregation.

Improved Bellows and Composition Pedals,

In 1762 Cummings, a watchmaker, advocated making
the bellows horizontal instead of diagonal, inverting the

folds so that whilst one opened outward, the other opened
inward, thus helping to steady the wind. See Fig. la, p. 39*

For a long period organists had to be content with

little or no facilities, e*en in the largest instruments, for

changing the stops instantaneously in groups by a single

movement On the continent, the ventil system (which
cut off the wind supply from a group of stops by the

action of a single pedal or stop) was preferred, whilst in

England the "shifting" movement of Dallam was improved
on in 1809 by J. C. Bishop's Composition pedals, acting

upon the stop handles themselves.

Pneumatic and Electric Actions.

Mr. Joseph Booth in 1837 built an organ for Atter-

cliffe Church, Sheffield, in which he placed the bass of

the Open Diapason on a soundboard of its own, with a
small circular bellows, termed a "puff" fixed to each pallet

Conveyances from the Great organ soundboard conducted

wind to each bellows which,- as it opened downwards-

brought with it the pallet From this beginning, the tubular

pneumatic system so much favoured by contemporary
builders, has been developed, with important improvements,
which cannot be described here. (See Part IL)

In 1839 Mr. C. & Barker invented the "Pneumatic

for overcoming the resistance offered to the finger
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by the* wind procure when a large number of stops were
used. He placed a small bellows under each key and

through the agency of compressed air \vas enabled to ad-

just the touch to any desired elasticity, a matter of

great importance to technical execution as many large

organs required when played "full" a finger pressure upon
each key reckoned not in ounces Lut in pounds. English
builders having declined the invention, Kir. Barker offered

it to the Parisian builder, Mons. CavaJlle Coll, who first

applied it to the organ he built in 1841 at St. Denis.

Profiting by Mr. Barker's ingenious invention, Mr. Henry
Willis introduced the little knobs known as combination

pistons, projecting between the key slips, to control the

btops in groups merely by a slight touch from a disengaged
finger or thumb.

Dr. Gauntlett, foreseeing the possibilities of electricity
in connection with organ building proposed to apply it

to all the organs at the Great Exhibition of 1851 that

they might be played simultaneously from one console";

but the idea was nol entertained. Patents were taken out

by him a year later, and by Mr. Goundry in 1863, but

were not turned to practical account. Air. Barker (St,

Augustin's Paris, 1867), Mr. Bryceson, 1868, and Mr. Henry
Willis in the same year, by their inventions brought the

electric action to the fiont, and electricity has since been

successfully used also as a motive power in blowing.

English Builders and Inventors of the Present

Century and some of their principal Organs.
Until nearly the middle of the present century, we

had scarcely an organ that could compare in power and

completeness with those which the Silbermanns and one
or two other German builders had erected long before
in continental churches. The Diapasons of some of the

old English organs of Green and others, had, however, a
certain musical quality and charm of their own. The Gamba
class of stops was not represented; manual double^ were
seldom met with, and against an Open and Stopped Dia-

pason an excess of mixture work was built up on the
Great organ, its reeds being represented solely by
Trumpet & Clarion, and when pedals were added, a single
set of pedal pipes an open Diapason had to do duty
for all purposes. But the last fifty years have \vitne*sed



a remarkable development in the art of organ building

in England. \Ve can only briefly mention the builders

who have taken part in it.

Elliot & Hill's business was acquired from Snetzlers

foreman, Ohnnann. To Mr. W. Hill, backed by the strenu-

ous advocacy of Dr. Gauntlett, is mainly due the intro-

duction of the CC compass into England. Amongst the

larger organs of this firm are those in York Minster

(built after the fire of 1829 at a cost of ^5000), con-

taining So stops, and then considered the largest organ
in the world; Birmingham Town Hall, Westminster Abbey

(see Part IV); Sydney Town Hall, 5 manuals, 126 speaking

stops, 14 couplers, and 48 combination studs and pedals,

opened in 1890, the first organ to contain a 64 foot stop

(see Glossary, "Contra Trombone**); the Queen's Hall,

Langham Place, London (1893) and many other fine in-

struments of brilliant tone.

James C Bishop founded the house of Bishop & Sons

towards the end of the last century; they introduced the

Oarabella stop, concussion bellows and composition pedals.

Brompton Oratory, St James' Piccadilly, St. Mary's Church,

Nottingham, and Bombay Town Hall contain specimens
of their work.

Gray & Davison's firm dates from 1774; in 1876 they

acquired Robson's business. The large organ in the

Crystal Palace, (built in 1857, rebuilt 1882) is by them,

and in their magnum opus in Leeds Town Hall (1859)

Henry Smart's genius for construction made itself apparent.
B. Flight's organ building career dates also from the

end of the last century. He invented some mechanical

improvements, including a contrivance for steadying the

wind. In 1800 J. Robson became a partner. They built

the "Apollonicon" (see Glossary) and Afr. Robson improved
on the old "Tumbler" coupler, inventing one similar in

principle to the "drum head*' (Fig. 14) which he called

the "ram" coupler.
Mr. Henry Wills, exhibited, at the Exhibitions of 1851

and 186a organs which were greatly admired. His many
large Cathedral and concert organs became noted for the

excellence of their inechanicaLarrangeiinents and finejeeds.

Mention may here be made of those in St. Georges Hall,

Liverpool (1855, rebuilt 1867); Albert Hall, London (1871,
tee Fart IV); St. Paul's (1873); Salisbury (1877); Canter-

Mattb*w*, Oi*a Handbook.
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bury (1886); Traro (1888); fleeter (1891); Hereford and

many other Cathedrals.

One of the first English builders to take up and Im-

prove on Barker's electric action was Mr, Bryceson, who

patented in 1868 a new form of pallet, acted upon directly

by the electro-magnet, without the intervention of the

pneumatic lever, and offering no resistance in opening.

It was first applied to the organ in Dairy Lane Theatre.

Other organs by this builder are the large one built for

r. N. J. Holmes, Primrose Hill, London (afterwards erected

n the Albert Hall, Battersea, and purchased in 1896 by
jie Benedictines, Fort Augustus, Scotland); St. James* Hall,

And S. S. Peter & Paul's R. C Church, Cork (1876). In

this last organ the reeds were put in the Swell box, and

each manual soundboard was divided and supplied with

separate reservoirs for treble and bass.

Messrs Joseph Walker & Sons date from about 1819.

Out of a large number of organs of excellent quality of

tone built by them should be mentioned the large 4 manual

organs in Holy Trinity Church, Sloane Street, London

(1891); St. Matthew's, Northampton (1895)* 54 speaking

stops, ii couplers, 16 combination pistons and pedals,

with adjustable combination action,

Mr, T. C Lewis opened an organ factory in London
about 1 86 1. His organs quickly became noted for theu

structural excellence, a feature largely due, no doubt, to

his early training as an architect. St, Andrew's Hall,

Glasgow (1877); Ripon Cathedral, and Southwark Cathedral

(1897) contain fine examples of his work.

In 1882 Mr. T. Casson, a Banker of Denbigh, advo-

cated certain reforms, more particularly in the provision
of an adequate and sympathetic pedal organ and the

control of that department and its couplers. These im-

provements were successfully carried out with the approval
of eminent organists in several fine instruments, as e. g.

St. Barnabas, Pimlico, and St Paul's, Lozells nr. Birmingham.
Mr. Casson's methods are at present embodied in the follow-

ing rules:

Stops mu:>t be provided on the pedal organ suitable

for every manual organ.
Pedal stops for the Swell must be in the Swell box.

For purposes ofcontrol, all couplers should be grouped,
controlled and specified as stops of the division which they

augment.
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To control the pedal stops and couplers 9 a bar is

placed at the back of each manual, on touching which
the pedal stops and couplers are moved outwardly as well
as inwardly into the exact combination required to form
a bass for the combination of stops and couplers then
extant on its manual, continuing to do $o through allchange$
until the bar of another manual i$ touched* yet not inter-

fering with the power of the organist to manipulate the

stops and couplers himself. This novel movement, termed
a "Pedal Help" supersedes the "Pedalier" system applied
to the organs named. Two other remarkable inventions
of Mr. Casson are:

Octave Duplication In this there is provided for every
principal stop-group a secondary group of stops and
couplers selected from the primary group. Those in the

secondary group come into action by cancelling without

externally moving the primary group and vice versJL The
secondary group comes into operation however, with the
octave action only, for which the soundboard is prolonged
an extra top 8re

; the normal or 8 ft action being thrown
out of gear, so that the stops in the secondary group
draw and work in octave pitch. Tuc manual couplings
are also duplicated. In this way the resources of the organ
are augmented without appreciable increase of size or cost

Melodic Coupler. By means of this, one manual (e. g.
the Solo) may be coupled to another (e, g. the Great) so
that on playing on the augmented manual, (L e. the Great)
in full harmony, the Solo organ will follow the melody,
affording novel and useful effects. The appliance can
also be used for individual stops (see ^Positive-organ"
in Glossary).

It is Mr. Casson's contention that the elimination of
the worry with pedal stops and couplers and the immense
range of effects lying tinder the hands by means of Dupli-
cation, render any elaborate combination actions unne-

cessary, even in organs of considerable size; a few very
simple movements, easily learned because systematic,

sufficing for the largest Mr. Casson has also devised a
compound stop-key of simple movement doing a great
deal of varied work.

In iSSS Mr. RobertHope-Jones, M. L E. E. a consulting
Electrical Engineer, commenced at Birkenhead to apply
the result of an independent line of thought with regard



to the electric action in organs. The organ la St. John's
Church, Birkenhead, was rebuilt by him In tlint year, and
several improvements effected with respect to control, which
attracted the attention of organists, and led to the de-

velopment of many new features in organ construction.

Various firms were first licensed to carry out these Ideas,
but In 1895 a company with Mr. Hope-Jones as Director

and a large staff of workmen at Birkenhead (pending the

erection of a factory in London) undertook the building
of organs upon this new system. Investigating more

deeply from a scientific point of view the subject of tone,
Mr. Hope-Jones sought (by means of special apparatus
showing the actual form of sound waves upon a mirror)
to obtain the upper partials necessary for brilliancy from
foundation stops of 8 aiid 4ft

pitch without resorting to

mixtures. These .studies* led to the production of stops

yielding new qualities of tone, some pipes being made to

give certain upper partials in a very marked manner, whilst

others, such as the "Tibia Plena** yield almost pure founda-
tion tone in large volume. Such variety of scales have
not hitherto been incorporated in any one instrument by
previous builders; the exceptional narrowness of some of

the string-toned stops, and the unusual proportions of the
"Tibia" class being marked features of the system. The
various new stops in these organs are described in the

"Glossary". About a dozen patents extend from 1890,
one of the most important of these being the "Diaphones".
These were exhibited in 1894, and about twenty different

kinds have been constructed experimentally by Mr. Hope-
Jones. Many forms of this new method of tone production
were explained and illustrated by the inventor in a series

of articles which were published m 1896. The Diaphone
may here be briefly described as an arrangement of valves
within a box communicating with a resonator or pipe fixed

over it. Two or three forms of Diaphone were u^ed for

the first time in the Worcester Cathedral organ in 1896,
and an illustration of one of the simpler kinds will be
found in the "Glossary

1
",

In his electric action Mr. Hope-Jones sought not only
to obtain a repetition of the utmost quickness, but also tO|

throw the reeds and other pipes into vibration by a

"percussive blow", so to speak; being in this way enabled
to produce certain qualities of tone unobtainable from
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ordinary actions. Roundness and smoothness of tone
from the more powerful reeds, and great body and fullness

of tone as well as depth from the pedal stops are also

noticeable features in these organs. The hardness of tone
in the treble part of many large modern organs Is not
found in them; a result probably as much due to the

exceptionally liberal scales of certain of the "8rt
"
stops as

to special voicing. Many of the leading players of the

day have already expressed their entire approval of the

abolition of mixtures, whilst by a few others they are

missed. But it is an indisputable fact that an astonishing
amount of brilliancy and power has been obtained without

them, and the most important organ yet built by the

Hope-Jones Company (that in Worcester Cathedral) though
containing bnt 55 speaking stops as against the 126 re-

gisters of a few of the largest organs in the world, is one
of the most powerful instruments yet built, containing also

many new effects in the matter of tone-color.
A fair comparison of English work, such as we have

here passed briefly under review, with the finest continental

examples will show that our native craftsmen of to-day
occupy a leading position, having succeeded in combining
the Harmonic flutes and fine reeds of the French voicers,
and the string-tond stops of the German builders with

the best features of English work and superior methods
of control. Not the least striking sign of the times is the
remarkable progress made of late years by several pro-
vincial builders, who (often from humble beginnings and
the bad effects of "cheap" work resulting from an unwise
method of competition*, have, under fairer conditions,

produced artistic work, and amongst those who have
erected important instruments in London should be men*
tioned Messrs. Foster&Andrews of Hull, Brindley& Forster
of Sheffield, Mr, J. Binns of Leeds, Messrs. Hele of Ply-
mouth and Norman Bros, and Beard of Norwich; there
are doubtless others worthy of mention with whose work
the author is not so well acquainted.

The disastrous policy to often punned by committees in

employing the builder who often to erect the largest organ for the

money, resulting IB the use of cheaper and less substantial materials

throughout, whilst on f*p*r tile quality seems equal to that
offered by the apparently dearer builder.
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Organ Building in America.

first organ erected in America was imported from

Europe in 1713 for Queen's Chapel, Boston.- Several or-

gans were thus ordered, at great cost, chiefly for Boston.

In 1745 Edward Broomfield of Boston built the first organ
in America, but the first native builder of note was
W. M. Goodrich, who set up in business in the same city

in 1800. In 1827 Messrs. Elias & George Hook began
to manufacture organs. In 1854 they built for the Tre-

mont Temple, Boston, an organ of 3 manuals and 56

speaking stops. The manual compass extended to A in

alt (58 notes) whilst the pedal of 10 stops was restricted

to D, 27 notes. The firm subsequently became known as

Hook & Hastings, and amongst their numeious instruments

may be mentioned the large concert organ at Cincinnati

with 81 speaking stops and 28 couplers and other acces-

sories.*

Henry Erben and the brothers Jardme also established

themselves in America, building many oigans.
Mr. Hilborne L. Roosevelt of New York made himself

a name through his great mechanical ingenuity and his

skill in the application of electricity. Although only 37
when he died in 1886, he had established a large factor)
in New-York, with branches in Philadelphia and Baltimore,

and the remarkable organs in Garden City Cathedral (1880)
and Grace Church, New York gave him a world wide re-

putation. These are extreme examples of the "divided"

organ, being distributed over ciifteient parts of the church,
the connection being by electricity. To this builder, and
his son Mr. Frank Roosevelt, must be ascribed the in-

vention of sliderless soundboards, and an elaborate system
of adjustable combination actions. Two striking points
in which American ideas have diverged from our own
must here be mentioned; viz. the tendency to place al-

most the entire instrument in swell boxes, and a preference
for a central balanced swell pedal. In the large organ
of 109 speaking stops planned for Chicago Auditorium

by Roosevelt's firm, 13 of the Great organ stops, the

Swell, Choir, Solo and Echo were placed in separate Swell

* An engraving of the very beautiful and artistic case en-

closing this organ is given in the latest edition (German) of Pro-

fessor Topfer's great work on the organ.
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boxes, with a composition pedal to open and another to

close all the boxes simultaneously* Messrs. Fanand & Votey
are the successors to Mr. Roosevelt's business; up to the

present year (1896) they have erected over 800 organs.
Tracker action is almost entirely discarded by the leading
builders in America, in favour of Electric or Tubular
Pneumatic action.

An entirely new system of organ construction is now
attracting attention in America. In 1894 John Turnell
Austin patented his "Universal Air Chest" and, in connec-
tion with his brother Basil George Austin, induced the

Clough and Warren Co., of Detroit, Mitchigan, to add an
organ building department to their American organ factory.
All the mechanism except the Key-action is included in

the wind chest, and in large organs, an air-tight door

gives admittance into this large chamber, where the valves
and every portion of the mechanism are visible, and
can be adjusted if necessary, without the displacement of

any pipe or
parts

therewith connected. The feeders de-
liver into this large air space, and are tiot connected
with any mechanism to give pressure. The pressure board
is detached from the feeders, and is placed on the internal

side of the air-chest, being actuated by flat springs of
steel, rivetted at the angle. The springs work without

friction, and the outward folding rib is made of such a
size as to just compensate. The tubular pneumatic on
the exhaust system, and also the electric and pneumatic
systems in combination are used. It is claimed that an

absolutely steady wind supply is only obtainable by the

adoption of this system; that the wind does not, and
cannot admit of the least variation whether one stop only
ic used, or all the stops on the sound-board, and that

with the wind chests at present in use, transitions from
one stop to a number would show great variations in

pressure, could they be tested by the wind guage, and
that the precise conditions under which each pipe is voiced
and tuned, are not, and cannot be maintained under all

circumstances, save through the adoption of die "Universal
Air Chest".

Twenty-two organs have already been built In
America upon this system, and its development will be
watched with considerable interest A small two-manual



organ at Rushden, Northamptonshire, is at present (1898;
the only example in Great Britain.

There can be nojxna/ity in organ building. Whilst
the violin fascinates by Its perfection, the organ does so
no less by its almost Infinite possibilities, and modern
science is fast trausloiining it into a highly sensitive in-

strument. The orchestra! effects and overwhelming re~

ut/iifos possible from such organs as those described in

this work, "double touch", new methods of tone production
such as the "Diaphone", the ease with which all the re-

sources of a powerful instrument can now be placed in-

stantaneously at the performer's command are develop-
ments of which Bach and Handel never dreamed, and
the organs of the future may perhaps develop still further

in directions unforeseen by the most advanced thought of
the present day.

PART II.

Descriptive.

The keyboards. r

The principal manual is termed the "Great" Organ.
If another low of keys be added, it will be placed just
above the Great, and is called the "Swell". The pipes
belonging to this keyboard are enclosed in a box, and
shutters, on the principle of a Venetian blind, worked by
a pedal, enable the player to make a cresctmlo or the
effect of an accent by opening the box; the effect when
the box is closed is subdued and distant and. in the
case of a large and fine Swell, a sense is conveyed of

suppressed power. (See Sw. Box and Sw. Fed. pp. 44 to 46.)
The third manual, placed below the Great, is the "Choir"

organ, (tlie "Chayre" organ of ancient specifications,)*
It consists of stops specially suitable for supporting a
choir, (less bold and commanding in character that those
of the Great) together with some imitation flute and reed
"solo" stops.

*
In. Cathedrals, the pipes of the Choir organ were often at

the r>aclc of the organist** sea; hei.cc the confusion as to name.



Large organs have also a fourili manual, placed
the Swell manual, called the "Solo" organ 9 containing
stops of special character. A few very large instruments
make a still further demand upon the length of the player's
aims in the shape of a fifth manual placed above this

again; its pipes* enclosed in a swell box, are frequently

placed in a distant part of the building to give the desired
-echo'* effect.

Compass of the Keys.

The usual compass of each keyboard is 56 notes,
from CC to G. Many modern organs extend to C, five

octaves, and it is highly probable that this extension will

become general. The value of octave couplers is thereby
greatly increased. In old organs the Swell was frequently
minus the CC octave, and was then termed a "Tenor C
Swell"* Sometimes it extended only to "Fiddle G". The
lower keys (if inserted) then acted only on a soft stop of

the Great, or in some cases, upon whatever Great stops
happened to be drawn* A few organs, for instance, that

of Westminster Abbey previous to the recent rebuild, had
a "Great" extending to CCC; the "Choir" of the Abbey
organ retained the old GG. compass, whilst Swell and
Solo were of the usual CC compass.

The Pedals.

These are simply larger keys played by the feet
When raised at the sides and made to radiate toward
the player, they are termed "concave and radiating".* The
short keys are also made to assume a semicircular form in
front ^We have, therefore, four kinds of pedalboards:
i. Straight, 3. Concave and radiating,
*. Straight and concave, 4. Radiating without the concavity.

Underneath each pedal is a stout steel spring to
enable it to return, and behind the knee-panel is the
tsacker and roller board arrangement transmitting the
movement to the pedal stops, which are usually placed
either at the back of the organ or at the sides.

"The older pedal boards in English organs are often

tsConcare pedal* w*r first introduced into England by Schulzc
fe I$51; JUdiating pedali by Elliott * Hill io the organ in York
Minuter in 1854. Both principles wew combined Ivy Henry Wtltk.
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too narrow for firmness and cettaintf IB pedalling* la

Germany, they are somewhat inconveniently wide; much
wider than any scales used by English builders, After
several years* experience upon each kind in succession
the author pronounces decidedly in favour of a slight

concavity, but against the principle of radiation which,

though it may somewhat favour "toe and heel" playing
uith one foot at the extreme ends of the pedal boards,

proves better in theory than in practice. Since the long
keys are not always pressed down on one particular spot,
buf the left foot must pass frequently behind the right,
the player's impression of the distances at the ends of

the pedal board is altered and disturbed by the radiation,*

Compass of the Pedals.

From a modest octave the range has been extended

upward from CCC to F, 30 notes, at which notes, the

compass appears finally fixed.** The pedals of many large
continental organs have only Cjf and D over the two oc-

taves as, for instance the Haarlem organ with 15 pedal stops.

The Pipes.

The different sets of pipes, termed in organ phrase-

ology "stops" "or registers" may be considered under three
main classes, "open", "stopped" and "reed".

Open Pipes.

To this class belong the open Diapason, Principal,
Fifteenth, Mixture work, Dulciana, Salicional, and the va-

rious Gambas, amongst metal pipes, whilst the Clarabella,
Hohl Flute and pedal Open Diapason will be the most
familiar instances of open wood stops. The scale, nature
of material, its substance and method of "voicing" and

* It is much to be \\ishcd that the excellent scales for straight
and concave pedal* recommended by the College of Organists at

their conference in iSSl were universally adopted. As it is, or-

ganists are greatly inconvenienced by the present want of uniformity
in the scale, shape and location of pedals.

** The organs in the Albert Hall and Alexandra Palace,

London, by Willis; one at Kronstadt by Walker of Ludwlgsburg,
am! a few others have a pedal compass of 32 notes, but there

appears to be no desire on the part of players for the extension.



Woods***

shape of mouth account for the great differences in tone

quality of the various open stops enumerated, the general

principles of construction remaining the same. The air

entering at the narrow aperture termed the^W4 $ being
checked by the block or

languid b, rushes out, and
is cut by the Iff, d, part of
it passing out through the

mouth of the pipe and part

ascending and passing out
at the top. The pipe thus

set into vibration yields a
note in accordance with its

length, reckoned from the

mouth to the opening at the

top. We thus speak of
"8 ft"

stops, meaning that the

lowest CC of the keyboard
requires a pipe of this lengthy

measuring from the top. As
we ascend the scale, the

pipes, it will be noticed,

rapidly decrease both in

length and diameter, each
octave in succession only

requiring pipes half as long
as those of the octave below

it, so that, on reaching the

highest C of the keyboard
the length will be only 6 in-

ches. Owing to differences

in scale this method of mea-

suring pitch in feet and in-

ches will be subject to a
little modification in certain

stops.* If the back of the

English form. German form.

a) pipe foot, b) block. *. c) cap. witfe

lower Hp. 4)apprHp. f) body of ptp*.

pipes constituting the front

of an organ be examined, it will be noticed that some
appear cut across in several pkces toward the top. All

that part above the lowest of these cuts is merely added
10 preserve an imposing or symmetrical appearance, having
no effect upon the pitch of the note.



Stopped Pipes.
In these, the air, passing up the pipe is pwented

from getting out at the top by a plug, termed the stopper.
It lias, therefore, to. descend again in order to escape at

the mouth, and travelling thus a double journey, an octave
lower in pitch than the apparent "speaking length" of the

pipe is the result; e. g. "8 ft tone" from a 4** pipe. The
chief stops of this class are the Bourdons (i6

(l

fow) the

stoppedDiapasons andGedackts and some of the flute family.
~"

Reed Pipes.
The Reeds form quite a distinct class, and are usu-

ally grouped together at the top of the other draw stops
belonging to the same mamni. It

will suffice here to mention the Oboe,
Horn or Cornopean, and Contra Fagotto
on the Swell; the.Trumpet or Posaune
on the Great; the Clarionet on the

Choir; and the Trombone on the pedals
as the most familiar examples of this

cla^s of stops; each imitating with more
or less fidelity the orchestral instrument
of the same name.

The principle of construction is

as follows: A brabS tongue attached
to a small cylindrical brass tube termed
the reed, is set in vibration by the

pressure of air passing into the lower
end of the "boot" as that part which
encloses it is termed. A metal or
wooden tube whose vibrations corre-

spond \vith those of the reed greatly

"(en-
enrich the tone in quality,* and this

feature constitutes the essential ditfe-

Fig. 6.

Reed uith MboolH

closing the km or part)
tlie pipe (fitting ioto rence between the organ reed and that
the hole at the top), of the haimonlum. A tuning wire (c)

remov*.*.!,,

a) tongue. b)rced. e) tu-

ning wire, d) socket Into
* "When reed and pipe synchronise

the pipe Is fined, perfectly, the sound is most pore and forcible;
a certain latitude, however, is possible on

both sides of perfect synchronism. But if the discordance be pushed
too far, the pipe ceases to be of any use. We then obtain the
sound due to tie vibrations of the reed alone.

1* * 4
Souru!'\ by

John Tyndall, D. C. L.
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presses against the tongue, and the tube at the top Is

fitted with a metal shade which is used to modify the

roughness or inequality of any particular note. The fitting
or "voicing** of the little brass tongues is a particularly
delicate and difficult matter, calling forth the organ builder's

highest skill, and requiring a keen ear for tone quality.
Reeds are of three kinds; "open", "closed" or "free". In
the former, the opening against which the tongue vibrates
extends all the way up, yielding a powerful tone. In the
second kind the opening only extends part way; in the
"free** reed the tongue vibrates freely into the opening
instead of striking against it

Foundation Stops*

An organ composed of "8 ft"
stops, L e. stops of uni-

son pitch, would, it was soon found, lack brightness of
tone. The octave above (4

ft

pitch) and the octave above
that again were therefore added (a pitch, termed the 15

A
being 15 notes above the lowest note of the manuals).
These smaller 8r stops are termed by the Germans "Se-

condary stops" (Seitenstimmen). Stops of i6ft
pitch,

an octave Mow the 8ft
stops add gravity, yet the whole^

without the "filling in1
*
imparted by the compound stops

does not give the desired sense of brilliancy combined
with power. (C p. 20, Hope Jones system).

Compound Stops*

These consist usually of from 3 to 6 ranks of pipes,
some of which do not give C on the C key, but various
intervals. Next to the octave sounding ranks, the "fifth**

sounding ones are the most important of these "mutation**
sets of pipes* The higher harmonic sounds which are not

sufficiently prominent in the foundation stops of &* pitch,
are in this way represented and corroborated. Such com-
pound stops are variously termed, Full, Grave, Acute or

Sharp Mixture, Sesquialtera, Comet, Echo Cornet, Fourai-

tnre, Plein Jeu, Cymbal, etc. These are the intervals*
from which mixture stops arc compounded:

*
31, 33 and 36 appear on the two organ* la Milan Cathedral,

tat as the "Trigestm* test*" would only be three inches mt CC,
k obYioMly crnanot be carried &r. The $90* appears fa tone
tg*% fe* iastaac*, CamuJW CoIFs at Note Dane, Park.



Sometimes the 15* and 12th are made to draw as a sep-
arate mixture (Ger. "Rausch quint

3 ' or "Rausch pfeif"),
which is, however, a mistake (unless there is a separate

stop of 2 ft
pitch on the same manual), as the i$*

h is some-
times useful without the 12 th

. A "complete" two manual

organ should posses the 15
th and 12 th as separate stops,

in addition to a mixture of 3 or 4 ranks according to

the number and power of the foundation stops.
As several of these small sets of pipes would be

ineffective or "expire in their efforts to clea\e the gamut*
1

as one writer aptly puts it, "breaks'" or "returns" to some
of the lower ranks are introduced at two or three places
in the scale where such changes in the composition of
the mixture would be least felt. Frequently, both Great
and Swell Mixtures, in ordinary two manual organs consist

only of "octave" and "fifth" sounding ranks as follows:

/// A\ut& Mixtut-f.

Intervals: 15. 19, 22 from CC to middle C.
8. 12. 15 middle C upward.

IV Rank Mixture.

Intervals: 19. 22. 26. 29 from CC to fiddle g.

15. 19. 22. 26 ft fiddle
g;

to middle c.

12. 15. 19, 22 treble cjj upward.
Even five rank Mixtures are introduced without any "third"

sounding rank, as by Messrs. Lewis. The 17 th or Tierce
is the most important of the two 'third

1 *

sounding ranks,
shown in the figure (17 and 24) and ordinarily forms the
lowest rank of a III rank Sesquialtera (see Glossary) which
would then begin with 17. 19. 22. as in Smith's organ at

the Temple Church. In Harris and B> field's famous organ
in Doncaster church (destroyed by fire) the Tierce drew

separately (a frequent custom with Harris) and the V rank

sesquialtera contained:



Intervals: 19. a a. 24* 26. 29 from CC to middle C.
8. 12. 15. 17. 19 middle C$ to the top.

Harris's organ at St Peter's Mancroft, Norwich, contained
both Tierce (i 7*) and Larigot (19

A
) as separate stops

with a III rank Sesquialtera (beginning ip.
22. 26), II rank

Mixture (29. 33) and III rank Furniture (22. 26. 29). The
23

rd rank ascended to tenor C, when it was exchanged
for a 26 th

.

All the above compound stops are formed of pipes
of the open Diapason kind, varying in scale, the "third"

sounding ranks being proportionately the smallest and
weakest A compound stop is not placed on the fourth

or "Solo" organ; on the "Choir" only in very large in-

struments; sometimes it appears on the "Swell" of small

organs whilst absent from the "Great". Compound stops
have, in one or two instances been formed of reed pipes,
but with unsatisfactory results, the practical inconvenience
of smaller reed pipes than those of 4ft

pitch being of itself

sufficient to prevent further attempts in this direction.

Compound stops are frequently met with on the pedals
of German organs, and have sometimes been introduced
into large English instruments, as in the Albert Hall organ
(see Part. IV). Mixtures of 2, 3 and 4 ranks, in addition
to a separate Quint and Twelfth, form part of the large

pedal organ by Messrs. Hill in Sydney Town HalL
In old organs, containing, as they frequently do, an

over-proportion of mixture woik, resulting in a great want
of dignity, (whilst yet not too powerful, or perhaps, not

powerful enough for the building), the proper course to

pursue generally is to add foundation stops of & and i6 ft
,

when the mixtures will become duly subordinate to the

general effect, and fulfil their rightful function of adding
brilliancy and fullness, but without overpowering the

Diapason tone.*

* As an extreme instance of an excessive number of mixture
tanks controlled by single draw stops, may be mentioned Gabler's

organ in the Monastery at Weingarten, where the Great Organ of
16 stops contains a Sesquialtera of VIII ranks, a mixture of XX,
and * cornet of VIII t Of course many of these ranks must b
duplications, also presumably containing some of the more rarely
introduced members of the harmonic series, such as the "sharp
so*** or "fiat *!?* of the harmonic series (t

1
/? foot) inserted in

one continental organs. When all the ranks of a mixture are not



Materials used for Organ Pipe.
The metal pipes are made of an admixture of tin and

lead. "Metal" in organ builder's phraseology means about

Fi. 7. Various forms of Open Pipes.
a} Wide scale. L) Narrow cal*. c> Medium auale. with variously for
month*, as met with in German organs d). e) Wood p'pea. I), ) Cone CA

maintained throughout the entire range of a manual, they are *afd
to "die out".
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one past tin to three parts lead* and Is most generally
used for its cheapness.

Spotted metal consists of about half tin and half lead,
and is more durable, yielding a tone of finer and more

V

w

J,

tig. 8.

Various forma of topped
a) Qumtaiosu fc) Rokr Flute, e), d) Woo* pipe. *) Sid view f GrmM

"Dopprf nStew <pip with. doobl mouths).

brilliant quality. The tin shows on the surface in bright

spots against a darker background, giving the pipes^a
handsome appearance, and dispensing with the necessity

* A* even lead looks bright when quite new, inexperienced

persons mi* *pt to be deceived into imagining the pipes of a new

organ to be of * much higner standard than they really are. It U
desirable, therefore, in the interests of artistic organ btnlding that

all who may oae day hav to do with the errctton of sew organ*

ahonld possess some knowledge of tb* quality of metal me* ta

pips work.
M*t6fc*wa, Organ Handbook.
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of diapering or gilding. Pure tin is still firmer and more
durable, but is less often employed in this country than In

Germany. It makes an exceedingly brilliant front. As it fuses

easily, a small percentage of lead is always alloyed with it

Zinc is cheaper than any of the above mixtures. Its

disadvantages are, a lack of "body"* richness and travell-

ing quality of tone, and a tendency to rattle when used to

form the front. For small pipes it is utterly unsuited,
but is often used for i6ft

stops with good results. When
used for the lower 8V of the diapasons, "metal" mouths
are a necessity.

For stops of the Gamba class, spotted metal or a

still higher percentage of tin is particularly desirable; but
whatever the proportion employed, good substance, skilful

"voicing", and a neat and clean finish are even more
important factors in the production of tones of rich,
musical quality.

The \vood pipes are generally made of well seasoned

pine, free from knots, as being easy to work, and capable
of yielding a pure, mePow tone. Some of the old builders,

notably Father Schmidt - often used oak for the Ge-
dackts and Flutes, which gives a strong, clear tone, and
is of course particularly durable.

Arrangement of the Pipes.
In ancient organs the pipes followed each other seml-

tonally on the sound board, and this plan has been revived

by Schulze andWalcker in Germany, Brindley and Foster,
Kirtland and Jardine and others in England with the

object of simplifying the action from key to pallet.
The ordinary arrangement is to plant the pipes alter-

nately, L e. the CC to the player's extreme left, the CCj{
to the extreme right, and so on; thus avoiding the in-

convenience of having all the large and heavy pipes
at one end of the soundboard. Sometimes the largest
pipes are placed in the centre, the alternate plan being
still followed. Another system is to place them in regular
succession with the exception of the lowest octave, which
is divided between the two sides.

Conveyances.
The bass pipes of some 8 and i6 ft flue stops, notably

*xe Great Open Diapason, are employed to form the front,
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and being placed apart from the soundboard, metal tubes
termed "conveyances" are employed to convey the wind
from the soundboard holes to the pipe feet

The action between the Keys and the Pallets.

There are several differentsystems in use; the "Tracker",
"Tubular Pneumatic", "Pneumatic Lever" and the "Electric",
with various combinations of the Electric and Pneumatic

systems,
The Tracker Action*

This is most frequently used, and for very small or-

gans presenting no complications with regard to position,

1

Sid* view of key action mad wind chest,

is the most suitable, if carefully finished Trackers are

narrow slips of pine varying in length according to the



distance they have to transmit the movement The key

being pressed down at a rises at the opposite end, causing

the stickfr </, to push up one end of the backfall* e, whose

other end, falling, takes with it the trackir. f, which pulls

down (by means of the pulldown wiri g) the palkt* h,

which, whilst closed, prevents the wind forced by the

bellows into the wind-chest from entering the foot of

the pipe. Still the wind cannot enter unless, by previously

drawing a stop belonging to the same keyboard as the

key we have put down, the slidir (a long, flat piece of

wood pierced with holes) is moved so that the perforations

correspond with the channels leading to the pipe feet.

As a familiar illustration the reader may think of the

working of a slide in a magic lantern (substituting light

for wind) the principle being the same, c is the pinrail

upon which the key is balanced, b. the thumping board*

a piece of wood weighted with lead, which prevents the

key from springing out of position,

. 10. Potter board.

a. a> Are tracker* from two adjacent key* *howms how l3k rollers, fc)aftacl*A
to a itout irregular shaped board or frame, <W) trma*aut ihe nottoa Iran, ib*

cc tide 10 tfcft cc r -rice rersJL



The Fan Frame and Roller Board Movements.
As the soundboard, arranged to take the feet of pipes

greatly varying in diameter, is much longer than the key-
board, it is obvious that the key action cannot be perfectly
direct throughout When the backfalls are spread out in
the shape of an open fan, it is termed a fan-frame or
lever movement In a roller board movement^ rollers of
iron or wood, turning partially round, transmit the key
movement from one side to the other.

The Sound Board*

The top and front of a sound board of 12 stops is

here shown, portions being cut away that the underlying
construction may be seen. At d. d. seven of the sliders

are shown. . These are moved in and out by an arrange*
ment of arms and levers controlled by the draw stops.
The pipes, as in the solitary specimen given at //9 pass
through the rack board I (a thin layer of pine, mahogany

Fig, n.
a) Wiad cfeet witfe pallet* and pall down*, b) Saand board froowea and barf.
t) !?* d> Slider.. > feareti. ff) Channel*. h> Upprbo*rdi. I) Pip*

rack or rack board, m) Rack ptllar.

or cedar) and rest on the holes prepared for them on
the upper board, b, b are the grooves above the pallets

(one to each pallet) along which the wind passes seeking
exit through the channels which lead up to the sliders.

If one of these twelve stops be "out", the holes in the
slider win coincide with the holes underneath the pipe
feet of this particular set of pipes. When "in", the un-

perforated part of the dider blocks the way. Bearer* g, tf
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support the edges of the upper hoards that the sliders

may work freely; yackpiUars% m, support the rack boards.

It must be understood that the shallow rectangular box,
termed the wind chest, in which the wind is finally stored

before admission to the pipes, is carefully closed at a*

by the front board, the wind trunk being fitted into the

side opening.

The Bellows.

Having shown how the mechanism set in motion by
the depression of a key operates upon the pallet, we will

now turn to the bellows handle and see how the pipes
are supplied with wind.

The bellows usually occupies the greater part of the

ground space taken up by the organ. The ordinary-

blowing arrangement may be seen by removing some of
the panels at the back of the organ. Occasionally the

bellows is placed overhead at a little distance from the

pipes, as in the accompanying diagram, which enables us
to show more clearly the working of the counter-balances^

A bellows handle is a lever, n, which operates upon
the feeders, a, b. These are perforated at the bottom
with large holes covered inside with leather valves working
on a hinge at one end, on the same principle as the

common house bellows When a feeder is distended by
ihe movement of the bellows handle, the outside air, rais-

ing these valves rushes in, and is prevented from getting
out again by the return movement of the handle, the in-

side pressure causing the valve to close the opening
through which the wind entered. It accordingly forces

open the valves in the bottom board of the "escruoir

(upper part of the bellows) to which the feeders are at-

tached. When the feeder has thus emptied its contents
into the reservoir, the valves, closing, prevent any return
of wind into the feeder. Thus by a few strokes of the
bellows handle the reservoir is stored; one feeder pouring
its contents into the upper part of the bellows whilst the
other feeder is being refilled. Weights, slabs of cast iron

are placed around the edges of the upper board of the

bellows, and by a contrivance called an Anemometer or

wind-gauge (see Glossary of terms) the pressure of air is

measured in inches and the weights adjusted to give the
amount of force desired.
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The counter balance$* or beU0w$ register$t g, g, thin

pieces of iron fixed to the upper, middle and bottom
boards cause the two folds to open equally.

A Waste Pallet obviates over-distention of the bellow's.

A vent is cut m the middle board, and a pallet placed

Fig. la. The Bellows.

a, b) Boabk ) Upper. middU and bottom Ward*, Wi
C) Weights. i> WU. I) ^*ter. i>BeIIa

pott. ) Bellows handle.

on it, secured by a rope to the upper board, which on
the reservoir rising to its full extent, automatically lift*

the pallet, allowing the wind to escape underneath, therebr

guarding the bellows against excessive strain.



The IVmd Trunks are wooden tabes (occasionally
metal) sometimes of considerable length, let into the reser-

voir, the other end into the wind chest. The weights on
the upper board ot the bellows forces the wind through
these wind trunks into the wind chesL

The bellows shown in the diagram are of the "hori-

zontal" kind universally employed in England, and so named
because the top remains always leveL In the diagonal
kind, chiefly made in Germany, the top rises diagonally,
one end rising whilst the other remains stationary, the
bellows assuming the form of a wedge.

The Concussion Bellows.* This is a small bellows
fixed either to the 'wind trunk or to the underpart of the
wind chest, fitted with a spring on its outer side. The
wind passing through the wind trunk partially inflates it,

but when a sudden demand on the wind supply occurs,
the reduced pressure enables the spring to fulfil its function
of forcing in the side of the concussion-bellows, which,

emptying the wind it contains into the wind trunk , helps
to counteract the deficiency. Per contra, if the wind

supply is likely to prove excessive, the concussion bellows,

inflating, takes off some of the over-pressure.

Separate Reservoirs,

In high cla^s organ work separate reservoirsare provided
and placed underneath the wind chests of different depart*
ments to prevent any tremulousness resulting from un-

steady blowing or from sudden transitions from Jf to fp
or vice versa. Flexible connections are often made from
the top of the bellows to the reservoirs. .

The Pallets.

The upper surface of the pallets are covered with
white leather on felt to enable them to fit closer and close

silently. The underpart is brought to a point in order that
less resistance shall be offered to the compressed air of the
wind chest. The wires underneath the front of the pallets
are the full-downs. The opposite end of the pallet
works of course on a hinge (see Fig. 9) and a wire spring
closes it when the key is released. As in large organs

* Invented by Mr. J. C, Bishop and first applied to the orgaa
in Old Covent Garden Theatre.



the pallets are of considerable size, sometimes as much
as i

ft

/t foot long and 4 to 5 inches broad in the case of

pedal pallets, the resistance offered by so large a sur-

face having to move against compressed air makes the
touch heavy. Various ingenious contrivances have been
successfully employed to o%'ercome this drawback, such
as the ''relief pallet, "valve" pallet, double, jointed, divided
or split pallets; the principle being generally to cause a

portion of the pallet to move first

The Draw Stop Action.

The draw stop a, when pulled forward by the player,
causes a stout, upright roller, termed * trunale> b. to

Fig. 13.

The Draw stop action,

ft)Draw atop rod, b) Traadfe. cj l*wtr.

4>SS*r. *)Trc*. l> DrawMop jaa*.

move on its axis; the horizontal rod, the trace, t, to

which this is -morticed, is centered at the other end to

an upright lever of iron or wood, c, whose upper end

poshes out the *&&rv d.



SECON0 PART,

The Composition Pedals.

These are small iron pedals placed a few Inches

higher than the short keys of the pedals. They control

the draw-stops, pushing out certain groups and taking in

others, if out. In modern organs they are always thus

'"double acting". Blocks screwed to the traces of the

stops to ue actuated are controlled by an iron bar, or

"composition iron**. This iron passes without contact over
all the other traces, which may or may not be operated
upon by the composition iron of another pedaL The
actual working mii!>t be seen to be fully understood, and
there are, naturally, many differences in construction in

organs by different builders. The combinations from /
to jf should always be arranged from left to right, and a
convenient grouping of stops for the specification given
in Part III would be as follows:

Pedal Swell Great

c 21

Combination Pistons.

The^e are small knobs placed in the key slips be-
tween the manuals, which, by means of pneumatic action,
control easily any desired grouping of stops with a slight
touch from any disengaged finger. If the organ contains
Pistons in addition to the composition pedals, they may be
made to give sfefial combinations as for instance: On
the Swell, No. i might act on Gainba and Voix Celestes.
No. 2, Gedackt and Oboe, etc. On the Choir, No. i might



act OB Clarionet and Gedackt, No. 2, Wald Flute only;
No. 3, Gedackt and Dulciana, No. 4, Full choir,

On large instruments one piston might give a

grouping of flute tone; another of string-toned stops,
and another of reeds; others, solo effects as indicated

above; the composition pedals giving suitable gradations
of power.

The couplers are sometimes actuated also by the

composition pedals or combination pistons, especially the

Great to Pedal, this coupler being often provided with a

special "on" and "off* pedal or piston.

The Vcntil System*

In this system, more favoured on the continent

than in England, instead of draw stops being put in

and out, the wind is cut off from supplying the pipes,

leaving the draw stop mechanism unaffected. Mechanically,
it is a more effectual action than the other, as the com-

position pedal action requires frequent supervision to make
it do its work silently and thoroughly, leaving no stops

partly out, and always throwing out those operated upon
to their fullest extent but the ventil system is open
to the serious objection that the stops drawn do not show
the true state of the organ at all times.

Modern Systems of Control.

A reference to the specifications given of a few mod*
ern organs will show that various builders have, through
the employment of pneumatics and electricity given or-

ganists the power of altering the combinations themselves

during the course of a piece* But such conveniences are

as yet found only in a few organs.
A very perfect system of adjustable combination

action has been invented and patented by Mr. J. J, Binns,

Bramley, Leeds, and first applied by him to a chamber

organ at Tadcaster, Yorkshire Three composition pedals
are provided for the Great and Pedal Organs. Over the

Great draw stops there are three interchangeable pistons.
The player may draw any Great and Pedal stops he

* See Specification in Part IV, Berlin Philharmonic.
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pleases, and then pull out the first piston, and let It go
back again. This "fixes" the combination, and no matter

what Great or Pedal stops are subsequently drawn, bis

first combination fedat will always gire kbn the far/it-ula**

combination hi has thin prepared. For the second and
third combinations he pulls out other grouping of stops,

"fixing" them in the same way by the combination pistons,
and they instantly become attached to the second and
third composition pedals respectively. Three similar pistons
with their corresponding pedals control the Swell stops
ni the same way, and the player can not only change
the selection of stops he desires his composition pe<Jal

to act upon to suit each piece, but suitable oppoitutrities

may be found during the course of a piece to prepare

any special combination in advance. The system is appli-
cable either to tubular pneumatic or electric organs. The

"Stop switch" of Mr. Hope-Jones, Mr. Lewis's Pedals for

interchangeable combinations, Messrs. Urindley and Foster's

interchangeable pistons, are also applications and develop-
ments of Roosevelt's "Automatic adjustable Combination

action", first applied by them to an organ built in 1872*73,
in various ways enabling the player to alter his combi-

nations, or to prepare in adxance different groupings of

stops and couplers.*

The Swell.

The pipes belonging to the upper keyboard, in or-

gans of two and three manuals are enclosed in a wooden
box provided ivith shutters in front, and (occasionally also

at the sides) on the principle of a Venetian blind. The
shutters have bevelled edges covered with felt and are

about ten inches in width, running the whole length of

the box, and are worked by a s\vell pedal placed to the

extreme right, or, in case of a "balanced*
1

swell pedal, fre-

quently in the centre of the composition pedals. To

* In 1896 Herr Wiegle of Stuttgart exhibited in London a
sma]l organ having a system of adjustable combination stops, each

stop, however, requiring a small knob placed over it, the itops
themselves not being moved. He also showed a few pipes of pe-
culiar form, with moaths extending around three-fourths of the

diameter of the pij>e. Placed on a ia Inch wind their power was

very great, though obtained at the expense of Quality.
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obtain a subdued and distant effect when the box is closed,
it is necessary that the sides and shutters should not be
less than 2 inches thick, and be thoroughly tight fitting, or
the crescendo obtainable as the shutters are being opened
by the swell pedal, will be feeble and ineffective. Some-
times Vt to *

/4 inch boards are used (the box being 3 inches

thick); the space between being tilled up with sawdust,

tightly packed, and the interior of the box is, or should

be, lined with stout brown-paper for the further retention

of the sound within the box. In very large organs with

from 20 to 25 stops in the Swell, a brick chamber is

occasionally built Sometimes the Choir and Solo organs
are enclosed in a Swell box, and a portion of the Pedal

organ is also sometimes included in the Swell box. The
conditions of an effective Swell are:

1. Box thick and tight fitting.

2. Space enough inside to prevent overcrowding of
the pipes or undue compression of air when the full swell

is used for some time with the box closed.

3. Box raised and situated so that the shutters shall

not open directly against the other pipes of Great or
Pedal organs, or the tone be blocked in its egress against
a dead piece of wall, or pillars.

Sometimes one or two solo stops such as the Vox
Humana have been enclosed in a small box within the

larger one: a "Swell within a Swell", but the result is

not in proportion to its cost American builders have

gone to greater lengths than any others in their desire to

make every department of the organ expressive, by en-

closing nearly all the stops, even part of the Great
and Pedal organs in Swell boxes.*

As to the effect on the tone of the pipes, reeds are

decidedly improved by being enclosed, but the open
Diapasons lose much of their round, full and pen-ading
quality of tone, the effect being seldom if ever equal to

that of an unenclosed Diapason, even when the box is

opened to its fullest extent When two departments, for

instance, Swell and Choir organs are each provided with

separate Swell boxes, some charming effects can be produced

* The organ built by 'Green for the Chapel Royal, Windsor,
itt 1790 was tints treated, sham pipes being provided for the front.

The "General Swell* eedothtg the Great was removed by Gray.
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by a facrescmde from one division whilst & crescendo &

being produced on the other.

By some modem builders the shutters are placed fer~
pendicularty, moving vertically, a dubious "improvement**
as they do not close so easily or so tightly as when assisted

by their own weight in the ordinary position; and in

tuning the reeds instead of renwning one or two of the
lower shutters to get at the tuning wires, it is oftentimes

necessary to displace all. A separate board should be

provided at the bottom for access to the tuning wires of
the reeds.

To obtain a kind of "mezzo forte" effect, by fixing
the box partially open, so that the foot may be released

for the proper use of the pedals, a "ratchet" arrangement
is sometimes made, notches cut in the swinging rod
of the swell pedal, or in a piece of wood screwed to the

side of it, to hold the swell pedal at the desired distances,
but this device has not yet beeti very generally adopted.
It is more conveniently obtained by means of the

Balanced Swell Pedal,

which t hinged and weighted, remains fixed open exactly
at the point at which the foot leaves it- This kind, how-
ever, possesses along with this advantage one slight draw-

back; the closing is not effected rapidly by simply letting
the foot follow the upward ascent of the pedal (after

knocking aside a swinging rod) but by pressure; the open-
ing and closing being efleeted by toe and heel, involving
the free use of the ankle joint as in the treadle of a

sewing machine-
That the whole organ may be exposed to the same

atmospheric influences it is necessary either to keep the
swell box fixed open, or to open it some minutes before
a service. The latter plan saves much dust from the

pipes, but is not in all cases sufficient to keep the enclosed
and unenclosed stops in tune with each other. This

precaution uiu^t not be neglected for instance, during the

sermon, or on any similar public occasion when the organ
is silent for some time, as the gradual rise in the tempe-
rattnre from the breath and warmth imparted to the at-

mosphere by the presence of a congregation, will, in most
buildings considerably affect the pipes*



The Couplers.

In the smallest modern two manual organ will be found
draw stops labelled "Swell to Great", "Great to Pedals",
and ' Swell to Pedals". When the former is drawn, playing
on the Great organ takes down the keys of the Swell

organ also; the other two couplers connect their respective
manuals with the pedals in like manner. To couple the

keyboards in old organs it was sometimes necessary to

pull forward the keyboard itself about *U inch by means
of metal knobs at the end of the keyboards, an arrange*
ment which existed in the organ in the Kreuz-Kirche,
Dresden (since rebuilt) so late as 1893. In another ob-
solete kind, the draw stop was fastened by a hook to

prevent it from running back. Another kind no longer
made, but still sometimes met with, known as the "tumbler"

coupler, possessed this disadvantage, that the fingers had
to be lifted, or were forced off the keys when it was

being drawn.
Messrs. Kirtland & Jardine ofManchester are accredited

with an improvement upon the "tumbler" coupler, termed
the sliding coupler. At the back end of the "Great" keys
the upper surface would be cut at an angle, and the in-

clined plane thus formed covered with leather and black-

leaded. The "under" edge of the Swell keys received a
similar incision, but with the incline reversed. Through
this hollow in the swell keys, tapped wires passed, regu-
lated by a button at the end. Short upright stickers were
caused to glide up the inclined plane at the end of the

"Great" keys, by the action of the draw stop, until they
readied the regulating button, The knob of the sticker

being bevelled at the back enabled it on coming into

contact with this button, to raise the end of the swell key
gradually, if the great keys happened to be down when
the coupler was being drawn.

In the backfall coupler, the different divisions are

connected by an arrangement of backfalls and stickers

(see Fig. 9 p* 35). When this system is applied to the

pedal board, a "splay" backfall is used, so called because
the arms are not parallel to each other, owing to the

pedals occupying so much mare space than the same
compass of notes on the manuaL A roller board, (as in

Fig. 10) answers the same purpose, and Is generally pre-
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ferred. The "drum-head" coupler is another variety. Wooden
circular blocks called drum sticks are pivotted on a "stock"

(a slip of wood the length of the keyboard). They slide

Into position between two inclines cut on the top ofthe Great

and under side of Swell keys, filling up the space between
when coupler is drawn. Saw cuts are made in the end
of the Swell keys, through which a tapped wire passes

having a button at the lower end and a loop at the top
whereby it may regulated.

Fig. 14-

Dram-stick coupler.

m) Key of Great Org. b) Key of Swell Or*, c) Iram stick, d) Tapped wir*

or screw, with loop or head for regulating ipo nt I Icn ed). > Iron bar across

upper keys, connected by arms to f) the **-tock" into which the drum -suck*
are crafted. "Ih draw top action causes the iion Toller to turn, a&d the dotted

line* fchow ike stock in its second position. The dmui sticks tbea te^t, inopera-

tive, within the hollow cut out from the lcy*.

There are several other varieties of coupling actions

which cannot here be described. One kind, radically

different from all these, but more limited in its application,

is known to German builders as the "Wind chest" coupler.
The stops of both manuals are placed upon the same

soundboard, and the wind is admitted through the grooves
or cut off at will by draw stop mechanism. Such a system

might be applied to Great and Choir of small organs,

but, it is obvious, could not be applied to enclosed and

unenclosed soundboards such as Swell and Great.

In a large four manual organ couplers will be found

connecting each of these keyboards with the pedal, also

Swell to Great, Swell to Choir, and Solo to Great A
Choir to Great is often omitted; it is of use, however, in

small three manual organs containing a very limited number
of 8 ft foundation stops. All these manual couplers are



wnison couplers, other kinds, adding to the resources of an

organ, termed ectavt (the "terzo mano" or "third hand**

of Italian organs) and sub-ectave couplers cause the notes
an octave above or below to sound , either on their own
keyboard or bringing, for example, the octave above or
sub -octave of the Swell into effect on the Great keys,

The sforzando coupler (first made by Lincoln in 1844)
only met with in large organs, acting by pedal, attaches

the Great suddenly to the Swell whilst playing on the

latter keyboard.
In tracker-work organs the advantages accruing from

numerous octave and sub-octave couplers are somewhat
counterbalanced by the necessary complications in the

mechanism, where (as in chancel positions generally) space
is limited In modern electric organs, however, couplers
may be multiplied almost to any extent without this draw-

back, as in the remarkable organ in Worcester Cathedral,
where each of the four manuals has both a. "sub" and a

"super" octave.

The Tremulant.

The old
pattern

of tremulant consisted merely of a
valve in the wind trunk opened by the wind flowing from
the inside. A spring held the valve down, allowing it to

open a certain distance, then pulling it back again. Many
tremulants work with a flapping noise, and are til contrived,
but various improvements have been made by modern
builders. In one improved make, a little box is attached
to the wind chest, by a conveyance, having an opening to
admit the wind. A small diagonal bellows, about 12 inches

by 4
I

/a constitutes the other side of the box* This little

bellows is kept down by a spring which forces a small

pallet hinged against the bottom board ofthe bellows,

open. On the top board of the bellows, (at the hinged
end) a hole is cut, but when closed down the air cannot

pass out freely. When the pallet is open, the wind rushes
in faster than it is able to escape, lifting the little bellows,
but the closing of the pallet, and the opening in the upper
board let the wind escape until the spring forces the
bellows back again, and the automatic repetition of this

act causes the more or less rapid fluctuations .in the wind

supply, which reaches the pipes in * series of shocks
or

&Iatthws.



In some tremulants, a small sliding weight at the end

of a vibrating bar may be shifted so as to quicken or

retard the pulsations. The concussion bellows, when

there is one, has its function temporarily suspended by
the mechanism bringing on the tremulant, to enable the

latter to act It is brought on either by pedal, draw stop,

or a knob in the key slip, and the swell is invariably the

manual chosen; tremulants to unenclosed keyboards being

very undesirable additions. In Dallam's organ, built in

1606 for King's College, Cambridge, there was a "Shaking

stop", and "Trimeloes" occasionally figured in Smith's

and Snetzler's specifications.

Tubular Pneumatic Action.

This modern development of Barker's invention was

shown in an organ at the Paris Exhibition of 1867,

Mr. Henry Willis subsequently introducing the system into

%*& rebuild of SL Paul's Cathedral organ- Tubes with

compressed air supply the place of trackers, and as turning

corners and a considerable distance between the keyboard
and the pipes present no longer any difficulty, it is much
in favour at the present time wherever the action is not

direct, and has much to recommend it for the pedal de-

partment of small organs which have the ordinary tracker

action for the manuals. Modifications in detail occur in

this system as applied by various builders, but the general

principles are the same in all, and are as follows:

The key, being depressed, rises at the opposite end,

opening a small valve, letting the wind into a leaden tube

at the other end of which is a "puff" valve, connected

by wire with a "plunger" or disc, which, in its turn, is

connected with another valve in the wind chest, stopping
the inside pressure of wind. The movement of this valve

allows the motor, a diminutive bellows placed inside the

wind chest, one underneath each pallet to exhaust,

bringing down the pallet, and allowing, as in the other

action, the wind from the wind chest to enter the pipe holes.

The leaden tubes, from */ to V* inch in diameter, are

easily bent to pass around corners, and may be of almost

indefinite length without affecting the resistance offered

the finger by the key, whereas obvious inconveniences
and complications ensue from a too lengthy tracker action.

It ia *.to less liable to ciphc*, and is noiseless in its
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working. The touch is quite distinct from that of the

tracker action, and the player has not quite the same

feeling of personal contact with his instrument The tone

usually "lingers" a little after the key is released, an ad-

vantage, perhaps, in a building which is particularly dead
to resonance, but a decided disadvantage when a rapid
shake is attempted; for in the tubular action as commonly
made, the two notes sound together. The form of tubular

pneumatic here illustrated is perfectly free from these

drawbacks, and were all tubular actions as perfect, the
"tracker" system would undoubtedly be completely super*
seded excepting, perhaps, for the smallest and cheapest
instruments. The illustration is reproduced by permission
of the patentee, Mr. j. J. BInns, Bramley, Leeds.
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Fig. 15.

The mechanical part* inside the windchcst are here show*
in section.

A is the windchest constructed at usual, connected
to the main bellows by pipe A1

, or wind-trunk, provided
with as many channels, and pallets, B t as keys, also

with springs, C, and spring-fail, D, with a corresponding
series of pneumatic bellows, , upon the coverboard F,

through which are suitable channels, G. Within the chan-

nels G are a series of solid valves, H, to open and close

apertures J, J
1
, each having a spindle, K, through the

centre. Each valve H is connected at its upper end hf
arm L to a small exhaust bellows M. The pallets B at*
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connected to the bellows E by connecting-rod B1
; the

tubes, N, from each key are fixed to the hole connected
to the small puffs F in the puff-board R. Within each

puff is a spindle, S, passing upwards through the cover-

board; upon each spindle is -a disc, Ss
, to raise the valve

T in the cover-board, and to open and close* apertures
T 1 and T2 in the top and bottom of the cover-board.

Upon the spindles below the cover-board is a button, U.
and in the puff board is an exhaust hole, V. The button

U is adjustable so as to regulate the amount of exhaust
from puff F. W is the top board, X the slider, Y the table,

Z is one of the pipes. The action is as follows: Air is

passed through the tubes N by the movement of the keys
which raise the corresponding button valves S 1

, lifting

their spindles S and closing the apertures T* in the bot-

tom of the windchest A, and opening a similar aperture T
in the bottom of the cover-boaid F, causing the com-
pressed air to escape from the exhaust bellows M, which

close, raising the solid valve H in the cover-board F andf

closing the aperture J
! in the windchest A , shuts off the

air from the bellow*, which immediately close, drawing
down the pallet B, which admits air into the channels O,
and supplies any of the pipe* which are over the channels O.
Instead of the puff spindle being operated by the tubes from
the keys, electricity may be employed in lieu of the tubes.

The Electric Action.

This is variously applied by modern builders. The
system invented by Mr. Hope-Jones is here described, as

being exceptionally quick and sensitive in repetition. On
depressing the key, an electric contact is effected, which
consists of rubbing points. An electric current passes
from two or three dry LeClanche cells through the above
mentioned key contact, and afterwards through a flexible

cable about i inch in diameter, and containing possibly
1000 fine guage wires of tinned copper. These wires are
insulated by a rubber covering, and are so grouped and
twisted together as to neutralise the self-induction of the
circuits. Within the organ, the wires from the other end
oi the cable are attached to small magnets specially wound
so that no spark results when the electric contact at the

\ry is broken. This magnet attracts a thin disc of iron
about */4 inch in diameter, (held up by a high wind pres-
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sure from underneath) and draws it downward through a
space of less than Vsoo ol an ^

Fig. 16.

llie working is as follows: The box A is connected

with the organ bellows and so (immediately the wind is

put into the organ) is filled with air under pressure, which

passes upwards between the poles of the magnet N. Lifting

the small iron disc J, it finds its way through the passage L
into the small motor M, thus allowing the movable portion
of the motorM to remain in its lower position, the pallet C l

being closed and the pallet C* being open. Under these

conditions, the large motor B collapses and the pull-

down P (which is connected with the organ pallet) rises.

When a weak current ofelectricity is caused to circulate

round the coils of the electro-magnet N, the small armature

disc J is drawn off the valve-seat H on to the zinc plate R.

The compressed air from within the small motor M
escapes by way of the passage L, through the small holes

in the valve seat H into the atmosphere. The compressed
air in the box A then acts upon the movable portion
of the small motor M in such a manner that it is forced

upwards and caused (through themedium of the pull-wire E)
to lift "the supply pallet Cl and dose the exhaust paUetC*,
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thus allowing compressed air to rush from the box A in*a the

motor B and so cause this latter motor to open and (through
the medium of the pull down P) to pull the soundboard

pallet from its seat and allow wind to pass into the pipes
The valve-seat H has formed on its lower surface a

large number of minute bosses, each pierced with a very
s-nall hole. A very slight movement of the armature

disc J, therefore > suffices to open to the full extent a

large number of exhaust passages. The movement of this

disc is reduced to something less than the 1
/ 100 part of

an inch. It is, therefore, always very close to the poles
of the magnet, consequently a very faint impulse of electricity

will suffice (aided by gravity) to draw the disc off the

valve-seat H. The zinc plate K, being in intimate contact

with the iron poles of the magnei N, protects the latter

from rust by well known electrical laws. The cap F is

made of teak, with the grain running perpendicularly, -io that

no change in the u eather can affect the relative position of

parts. R is the point at xvhich the large motor B is hinged.
G is a bpring retaining cap in position; O the wire con-

veying the current to the magnet N; Q the removable
side of the box A.

The drawstop action resembles the key action with

respect to the magnets, armature discs anc t>nmary pneuma-
tics; the secondary pneumatics are of larger =i/.e. Each stop-
action has two magnets, one lets the wind operate upon
one side of the secondary motor (which moves the slider),

and the other lets the wind act upon its opposite side.

The circuits being automatically broken, no current flows

except for the fraction of a second when the stopkey is

moved either on or off.*

PART IIL

Practical.
Technique of the Keyboard.

No one should attempt the organ without a fair ac*

quaintance with the piano. The piano works of Bach
are invaluable as aids to the organ student. It will be
sufficient here to mention the following:

* Students desirous of further information with regard to

various applications of electricity to organ building arc referred to

the **Ettjjlish Mechanic and \Vorld of Science** for August and

September 1896
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Petits Preludes et Fugues. Ed. by
Buonamici (Son Aug. Ed.)

15 Two part Inventions. Ed. by
Buonamici (8012 Aug. Ed.)

15 Three part inventions. Ed. by
Buonamici (8012 Aug. Ed.)

48 Preludes and Fugues.* Ed. by
Czerny (i and 2 Peters Ed.)
Pedals attached to the piano are also recommended

for home practice. The old notion, dating from the

days when piano touch was extremely light and organ
touch very heavy, that organ practice was injurious to

pianists has long since been proved a fallacy; the one
instrument acts as a corrective for the faults commonly
engendered at the other. The pianist learns at the organ
to be more careful as to the exact duration of notes; the

organist retains his feeling for time, rhythm, and accent,

and acquires rapidity of finger through piano practice.

Organ Touch.

The keys must be pressed down firmly and steadily,

with the finger joints bent so that the first joint of each

finger descends perpendicularly. If the fingers hesitate for

a moment, resting on the surface of the keys without

pressing them down instantaneously, a disagreeable whim-

pering sound is produced owing to a little wind being ad-

mitted into the pipes (through the slighv movement imparted
to the pallet), but not sufficient to produce the proper tone.

Overlapping of the notes, i. e. letting the fingers lie

on the notes last played in scale passages etc. so fre-

quently observed in faulty piano playing, becomes speedily
corrected at the organ; for this and other reasons its study
is highly recommended to pianists by Schumann and
other great musicians as an invaluable aid to a good
legato style.

Fingering on the Organ.

The necessity for binding the tones closely together,
and the absence of anything analagons to the convenient

* Weinman's "Aatflytis of Back's 4* Pwtad* and

{91059206 Aug. Ed.) m*J be profitably read an connection with

the ahovt.



right pedal of the piano for prolonging the sound of notes
which the fingen have left, have caused some important
modifications of fingering on the organ. This subject must

engage the student's attention at anearly stage, and it is recom-
mendedthatexercises of the followingdescriptionbe practised

alternately, by way of relief, with the earliest pedal exercises.

Substitution of Finger.
The following exercises must be played slowly; but,

however slowly die notes are played, the finger or fingers
reliering those first pressed down must do so as rapidly
as possible* During the change, the key must not be
allowed to rise partially, but the player must feel that it

is depressed to its utmost limit ail the while.

Draw a soft 8ft on each manual, Clarabelia or Gedackt,
Salicional or Dulciana, \vith Sw. to Gt. or Sw. to Ch.coupler,
so that from the first the touch may be adjusted to the

extra pressure which is demanded by the coupling action,*
Hx. i. R. ii.

SI 31 21 21 21 31 11 t 12 12 13 13 13 13 1

Then with the other fingers, 2,3, 3.4, 4,5 in

like manner.
**""' ^"^ *"""'

EX. 2. u a.

13 12 13 13 13 12 13 1 81 21 31 31 31 31 3

Then with the other fingers, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5.
Ex. 3.

* ' "' **""""*'

i OH

Unless the organ happens to be a modern one with electric or

pneumatic action the couplets ofwhich add nothing; to the key resistance.
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These, and the following exercises should also be

transposed into a few keys utilising the raised notes.

Ex. 4.

, It i?

i n
H - ~ ^^^^ *

*yr^ s
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* ii^^ - M
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\

ft 4

Ex. 6.

ft

* ?-izJ-iri5-3Zi 5-1- i
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More extended examples of this kind of Angering will

be found in the manual exercises of every good orgaa
instruction book.

Use of the thumb on consecutive notes.

Not only is it necessary at times to slide a finger or
the thumb from a black key to the next white one, with
more frequency than is usual in piano playing, but the
thumb may be passed from one white key to the next
white one, a device peculiar to organ playing, and oc-

casionally of great service. The under side of the thumb,
to the first joint, is bent as far as possible over the next

key, the wrist being depressed slightly below the level of
the keys and raised again as the thumb joint, with a. rapid
movement straightens itself out upon the key.

This, of course, applies to descending passages in the

right hand and ascending in the left; the reverse process
being not so easy.

E>c. 7.

R. H. } fs t
5

f
5

f
5

f
5

I f

Similarly, the thumb may also be made to slide from
a \ihite key to a black one, instead of lifting it entirely
from the key as in piano playing.

Playing on two manuals simultaneously with the
same hand.

When the keyboards are not too wide apait, and
overhang each other conveniently (as they should do) it

is practicable to sustain a note on one keyboard with the
little finger whilst the thumb or index finger plays melodic

phrases oa the keyboard below. Or the thumb may sustain
a note whilst the rest - of the hand is upon another key
board. The following examples are given for the student's

information, not for practice at an early stage:
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Ex. 8.

Sw. (Clarabella)

Allegro Cantabfte ($ th. Org. Sym.)

C M. Widor.

^..la i~+Gtfi ,j, , t . i m*

**4ft. ^.g j.g ^g.

Ex. 9.

Ch. soft S & 4 ft.

"Angclus", J. Massenet

arr. by Smallwood.

ff t. -jj i
r-

..
. and j

Obit Sw. JJ.
'

^
Bourdon 16 ft.

Gnilmant's "Cantilene Pastorale" is another well known
instance, impossible of execution as written on many
old organs.*

* The Royal College of Organists* resolutions and recom*
mcAdations oa this point are to the effect that the overlapping be
Sfl

/t Inches, that the height front the upper surface of a white key
en one nmft* to that of the next manual below should never

exceed 3 iaches, and that no key slip be inserted.
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The "Prolongement Hannonique**, a modern invention

for enabling the player to fix at will any notes, a voluntary

"cipher"*, in fact, leaving the fingers free for the other

keyboards, would be found useful sometimes. For example,
in Dubois* "Marche des Rois Mages" an inverted pedal
note, B above the treble clef, (supposed to represent
the "Guiding star**) is held down, with few intermissions

throughout the piece on the Swell (4** flute and 2 fs
), the

player being directed to place a weight upon the key.

The Art of Pedalling:.

The seat should be of a convenient height, so that

the player will not have to stretch the feet down too far

to reach the pedals, or rest them in an uncomfortably
rlat position oil the long keys. This is extremely tiring
to the player, and organs are sometimes met with, where,

owing to the manuals and pedals being brought too close

together there is no alternative between such discomfort

and hindrance to the free movement of the ankle joint,

and that of raising the seat so that the hands are too

high over the manuals.* The distance of the organ stool

from front to back must be regulated with regard to the

convenient playing of the short keys. No exact rule can
well be given, as bodily proportions vary.

In the first attempt at using the extreme ends of the

pedal board, especially when the left foot has to follow

the right nearly to the top, or the right foot has to descend
to the lower notes, the student will feel as though he
ucre falling forward, or slipping off the seat. Though at

first it may appear necessary to rest one hand on the

seat or console, practice gradually enables the player
to render with apparent ease rapid pedal passages from
one end of the pedals to the other, with the arms

folded, A' id without shifting up and down on the seat
A good player will be noted for the ease and smoothness
of his pedalling, and the grotesque contortions and wrig-

gling of the body sometimes witnessed are quite super-
fluous.

* The Royal College of Organists advises 32 inches as th

distance from the upper surface of the Gt, Org, natural key im-

tt.ediately over the centre of the pedal board, 10 the upper surface

of the centre natural key of the pedal board.
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The signs generally used to indicate the pedalling
are as follows:

V, V or t, the toe

U, U or h, the heel

X D C c^ or *^ ^ change the foot on the note

i 1 , i notes thus bracketed together
are played by the same foot, toe and heel.

When the above signs occur over the pedal staff they

apply to the right foot; when below it to the left By
some writers the letters rf 1 (right, left) are used, placed
below the staff.

Points to be especially observed:

x. Do not shift from the centre of the seat in order
to reach the notes at the extremities of the pedal board,
or the mental impression of the relative distances or po-
sition of the notes becomes confused, which is fatal to

the attainment of certainty in pedalling.
2. Being once correctly seated, on no account look

at the pedal board when playing.

3.. The pedals must be pressed down firmly, not struck;
on releasing each note, do so gently without an abrupt
jerk. If the first part of this direction is not attended to

the large pipes will often speak imperfectly. Reed stops

especially show up faulty and irregular pedalling. Lifting
the foot abiuptly is the cause of much unnecessary noise
from springs and pallets.

4. The left foot passes behind the right on the long keys.

The First Pedal Exercise.

Drawing the Bourdon with a soft pedal stop of 8* pitch,
and with either of the manuals coupled to Pedals, (so that

the student may see upon the keys in his first attempts
the notes played), our first exercise will be:

Ex. to.



Transpose the above am 8"* lower* then into several
different keys.

Ex. II.

For the f$ the left foot must pass in front of the

right, resuming its place behind again on the a. In quick
passages the e and f$ would be more conveniently played
by the heel and toe of the right foot, and the ttfp two
notes c and d in the same manner, but it is desirable In

the earlier exercises to be well practised in the use of
the toes alternately.

Transpose Exercise n into c, d, f and bX
Exercises for finding various intervals; to be played

very slowly, the notes not guessed at, but only pressed
down when the student is fairly certain his foot is over
the right note:

E*. 12.

\ * r
i i

Transpose into d, e and

Ex.

Transpose into a?, b? and g.

Although in pedalling by alternate feet the toe is the

part used, cases will present themselves when the heel

may be substituted to facilitate quick pedalling, by lessening
the movement the feet have to make in passing to their

next notes respectively, as in the following example:
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E*. 14.

The alternate use of right and left foot forms the

basis of good pedalling and must first be acquired. "Toe
and heel" playing is termed by the German organists
"artistic pedalling". Our narrower scale pedal boards;
the radiating principle (now happily being abandoned),
and the seductiveness of the Swell pedal, have doubtless

led to its greater development with us. Merlcel f in his

Organ School remarks "there is always a danger that an
excessive, sluggish and unskilful use of this manner of

pedalling will entail indistinctness and rhythmical uncer-

tainty". On this ground also, the use of the toe and heel
should not be begun until a suitable number of exercises

supplementing Nos. 10 to 13, have given the student some
degree of firmness and certainty.

Freedom of the Ankle Joint.

Just as on the manuals one must be able to play
freely from the wrist without using the weight of the arm,
so on the pedals the keys are not pressed down by the

whole weight of the leg, but by a free movement of the

ankle joint* Bearing* this in mind, any convenient pedal
note may now be played several times in succession, by
the toe of one foot, afterwards by the heel, to attain

flexibility.

The natural inclination of the feet is, of course, in an
outward direction, but it is sometimes necessary to turn

the toes inward, as in Exercise 16. To give the ankle

joints the requisite flexibility, such exercises as the follow*

ing are practised:

Ex. 15. U ir LJ U * LJ

Laced boats, if tkkk and clnratr, groatly binder thi* movt*
aaeml; Lady students should eschew high and narrow heel pieces.
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Ex. 17.

V LJ -J *

^\j=Tr=f I H^T^r

Ex.

It should here be observed that Ex. 16 20 are intend-

ed solely for the attainment of flexibility on the part of
the ankle joints. In playing difficult arrangements such

exceptional pedalling is often required if the S\v. pedal or

composition pedals are to be used with proper effect.

Passing one foot behind the other.

In the following exercises the right foot is placed a
little nearer the short keys than the left, which must pass
behind it except in bars 3 and 6 of exercise 22, where
the left foot reaches the short key f$ by passing in front

of the right

Ex. 21.
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Changing the feet on a note.

When the time is not too quick, such passages as the

foregoing are frequently played by changing the feet
Such changes, as in substitution of finger, must be effected

quickly, the left foot passing behind the right; the toe of

the right foot being more pointed to make way for the
left Changing on the short keys is somewhat difficult, and
on some inconvenient pedal boards not very practicable.*
It is sometimes unavoidable, if a good legato is to be
maintained, as in the following examples. It also becomes
necessary when it is desired to relieve the foot which can
most conveniently reach a composition pedal, (the use of
which may be required* as at the end of a movement),
the pedal note being a short key* The toe to be replaced
must be brought nearer the knee panel to allow space for

the other to be placed behind it

Exercises 21 and 22 may be utilised for practising

changes on the long keys, the change being effected on
the 3

rd and 4th crotchets of each bar. For changing on
short keys, practise the scale of f$. major, one octave,

changing on each note except the key notes at the bottom
and top.

Skipping intervals with the same foot.

It is convenient at times to skip a minor or even a
major third, as at the beginning of Exercise 13, with the
same foot Like toe and heel playing generally, this is

more convenient at the upper and lower ends of the pedal

* To facilitate changing on ft short key, it was suggested at

the College of Organists
9 Conference in i&Si that the back of the

short keys b slightly raised, but th proposal remained iumbodic&
Matthews. Oria* Hmdbook.
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board, for the right and left foot respectively, than ra

the middle.

Playing two adjacent short keys with the foot*

This is done by passing the toe, or rather the broader

past of the foot, from one side to the other on the two

keys. The short examples which follow embody the various

points just enumerated, also two different systems of marking
the pedalling, with an alternative method for the last two

bars (compare with bars 3 and 4). The first system shows
the use of toe and heel more minutely, but the second
is simpler, and is recommended for adoption by those

who understand the general rules which govern pedalling.
As the heel is never used on the short keys, the intention,

even in such a troublesome passage as this, is quickly

comprehended, and the marks catch the eye at once.

The separate signs will, of course, be needed when it is

desired to indicate pedalling by alternate toes as in the

earlier exercises.

Ex. 23.

*

STT^ ^L*=^^F^ g=uf f- F-f r*"* rpndUi*-J- T
-f -ftt

x * >
,

*
' '

Ex. 24. Fminor Prelude, J. S.
4 A * v i

Organ Trios.

When the student has acquired a fair knowledge of
the pedals (and the attainment of facility upon the pedals
when used alone is not so very difficult), a suitable selection

* Vol 1 of Bach's organ work, Best's Edition (Aug. Ed. 9801)1,
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of easy trios for 2 manuals with pedal should be made.
The real difficulties to be surmounted in organ playing
become apparent when both hands and feet are engaged
in music of contrapuntal character, involving much contrary
motion between the left hand and pedals. When first

combining hands and feet students need to be particularly
watchful over the fingering of the left hand, as it is only
too likely to become involuntarily disturbed by the pedal
part

A sufficient number of preparatory studies such as
the following must be practised with one hand and pedals
only, before combining the three parts:-

_U I

j -\=fe->*-+* rH- \K 1

Ex. 26.

TH-iH^-nH
tH. 14 1 1



Rinck*s 3 part studies should now be practised (Augener
Edition, 9545 a).

In organ trios, three different qualities of tone, but
about equal in distinctness, are selected on manuals and

pedals, and the three parts are of equal importance from
a melodic point of view. The manuals not being coupled,
the parts pursue their way independently; often crossing, the
tone remaining distinct. Of modern trios Rheinberger's
10 Trios Op. 49, Merkel's 4 Trios Op. 39, and one m E by
Smart, are recommended for practice. The most important
are the six "Sonatas" of J. S. Bach, and their contrapuntal
character renders them far more difficult of execution than

many fuller sounding works whose effects are gained chiefly

by full chords. Jt must be for the teacher to make a
selection suited to the student's technical attainments. A
few suggestions are here given as to registration, which

may need some slight modification on different organs:

Sir.

J
Geclackt

land Oboe
l
or Gedackt
UndGamba

I coupler.*

Stir.

Open Dp.
\
Gcdacki

J
Gamba

I and 4&.

Gt.

Clarabella

only.

Gt.

f
Gamba and
Flute or

Ch.

GeJacU
and

Dulciana
and \Vald

Flute).

Ch.

{Clarionet

and Ge-
dackt.

Fed.
Bourdon
and lJa;s

Flute for

coupled to

lone of the

3 manuals
not used).

Fed.

( Bourdon

JandViolon-
I cello.

.* Left hand part, ms the right may ascend higher than th*
8* coupler takes effect.
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Sw, Dia-

pasons and
Horn.

Clarahella

and
Gamba or

2nd Open
Dp.

Sw. Gt. Ch- Fed.

Bourdon,
Violin Dp. Violon-

Gedackt 1cello and
and

'

Bass Flute

Dulciana, (or Open
Dp. and 8^.)

An effective pedal may be got by drawing the i6ft of

one of the manuals with one of 8 ft and coupling that manual
to the pedals, without drawing any pedal stops, as for

instance, the Contra Fagotto, L. Bourdon, and Gedackt
of the Swell, with the hands on the other manuals or an
8 higher on the one thus coupled. It is much to be
wished that one or two soft Swell Pedal Basses such as

the above were to be generally found, attached by dupli-
cation to the Pedal department, leaving the Swell key
boatd free for any other combination that may be desired.

With the application of tubular pneumatics, on Messrs.

Brindley&Foster's "Metechotic" system, or after Mr. Casson's

plan it is quite feasible,

Pedal Solo.

Sometimes the pedal has assigned to it solo passages
of many bars; by "pedal solo" the pedal alone is here
understood. In Bach's great Toccata in F, there are Pedal
solos of 26 and 32 bars in semiquavers, and in Guilmant's
well known organ Sonata No. l t the vigorous first subject
of the first movement, (after the introduction), is given out
in this manner, the first 19 bars for the pedals alone.

Melody assigned to the Pedals.

The melody is sometimes given to a pedal stop,
whilst the left hand part is, in effect, mostly below the

pedals. In the following extract from a Choral Prelude

by Bach the top F$ is written for* Although the pedal
range in Bach's time rarely exceeded D, there was built

in 1708 for the Lutheran church at Cothen an organ with

pedals extending to F$. In 17x7 Bach was Kapellmeister
there, and the prelude dates from this period. On other

organs it became necessary to transpose the pedal part
an 8 lower, using a 4* stop of melodic character. Oo
most English organs It can only be played as intended b)

coupling the 4* Flute of Great or Choir.
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A good Bass Flute 8ft or a really characteristic Violon-
cello Sft are invaluable; an fact, both are on this and other

grounds, indispensable to a complete 3 manual organ,
whilst one at least, should be found in ordinary two-manual
instruments. For power an 8 ft

Principal is often chosen,
but for melodic purposes it is not so useful

Pedal in Octaves.

The pedal part Is sometimes played in octaves when
&n especially bold and powerful bass is desired. If the

organ contains a "Pedal 8V Coupler" it will of course give
the same effect when single notes only are played*

Ex. 19.

Var. IV.

Variations on a theme

of HandcFi by F. Lux. Op. $3.

In variation V of die same piece, the pedal part is

in *
(semiquaver triplets) throughout.

Double PcdaL

Two independent parts are sometimes assigned to the

pedal, a very fine example of which is found in Bach's

Prelude on the Chorale "By the waters of Babylon"
1
:
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Ex. SO.
Choral Prelude **As* \Vass*tfiBssc* Babylon**. J. S. Back

The *'drone bass" in the middle section of Guilmant's

"Tempo di Minuetto" is thus treated with characteristic

effect:

Tempo di Minuetto, A. Guilinant, Op. 45.

Ex. 31.

_ __- .

; Fed. Soft.

i i6&Sfc.

uncoupled - "*=""

In the same composer's "Chant Seraphique" (which
follows a "Marche Funebre11

), the right foot plays the melody
on an 8 ft Violoncello and Flute 4 Ft (which may be got
by coupling the Choir Flute to the Pedal) coupled to the

Swell, whilst the left foot plays the real bass in detach-

ed notes; arpeggio passages being divided between the

two hands.
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Occasionally three pedal notes are put down simul-

taneously for a special effect, though such instances are

Finale, Guilmanfft 1st Organ Sonata.

Andante, maestoso.

T*
""

Ex. 32.

r

Shake on the Pedals.

Sometimes a prolonged shake is made on the pedals

(as in the "Marche Fun&bre" just quoted), which contains

one on the lower g and f$ lasting through ten bars fff.

On a large and powerful organ the resultant shocks of

sound are too overwhelming for the nerves of many people.
One celebrated organist of modern times, G. Merkel, in

teaching organ pieces containing pedal shakes, invariably
desired them to be disregarded.

On the Aft of Combining the Stops.

The Sft Foundation stops are the solid basis upon
which the manual stops are "built up" and are, conse-

quently, more in number, and more pervading in tone than

those of any other pitch. On the pedal,
the 16* pitch

predominates. Stops of the Open Diapason class are the

most decidedly representative of genuine organ tone, and
the Great Open Diapason* the chief foundation stop of
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the chief manual must therefore be regarded as the most

important stop in the organ.*

Although organs differ widely in tone character and
in the blending of the various stops, owing to a variety
of causes, - differences in voicing, materials employed,
amount of wind pressure used, size and acoustic proper-
ties of the building, and the position in it occupied by
the organ, yet certain general principles are observed by
all good players, and it will now be of seivice to give a
specification of an ordinary, well balanced 3 manual organ
containing the stops usually met with, and consider the

following remarks on stop combinations with reference to it.

Great Organ. CC to

1. DoubleDiapason 1 6 fc- tone
2. Open Diapason
3. Open Diapason
Xo.2(orGamba)

4. Clarabella

5. Principal
6. Harmonic Flute

7. Fifteenth

8. Twelfth

9. Mixture 3 ranks
10. Trumpet 8 ft-

Choir Organ CC to G.

I. Violin Diapason
or "Geigen Prin-

cipal" 8*-

a.LieblichGedackt S ft tone.

3. Dulciana or Sali-

cional 8 1*-

8ft-

8*.

$ it

*-

**/*'

4-Wald Flute 4^
5. Clarionet 8 ft*

Couplers.

i. Sw. to Gt. 2. Sw. to Ch.

3. Sw. 8 VC -

4. S\v. to Fed.

5. Gt. to Fed. 6. Ch. to PedL
Tremulant to Sw.

Swell Organ. CC to G.

1. LicblichBourdon 1 6 ff* tone
2. Open Diapason 8 ft-

3. Lieblich Gedackt 8 ft- tone

4. Gamba 8^
5. Voix Celeste (to
Tenor C) &*

6. FrincipalorGems-
horn 4 ft-

*
Attempts have been made (in order to supply village churches

with an organ at as little cost as possible) to erect small organs
containing an Open Diapason only. But, besides the monotony
resulting from one inflexible mf or J degree of tone, a stop of
&fe pitch, or any number of the same pitch, will, owing to well
established acoustical laws, be found to lack brilliancy, and the

asseitlvcness necessary for maintaining a body of voices in tune.

Under "Positive Organ** in the Glossary will be found a description
of the cheapest kind of small organ really advisable.
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7. Fifteenth or Fla- *. Bourdon 16 ft- tone.

geolet 2 ft*
3. Violoncello or

8* Mixture 3 ranks Principal 8 ft-

9. Oboe 8"- 4. Bass Flute 8ft-tone.

10, Horn 8 ft-
5. Trombone i6ft-

if. Contra Fagotto x6ft-

12. Clarion 4 ft- 8. Composition Pedals,

-* . . ^ ~~~ 4- Combination Pistons toGt
Pedal Organ CCC to F. J w toSw
i. Open Diapason i6 ft

4. toCh-

In the above organ, the Choir Dulciana and Swell L
Gedackt will represent the softest // effects obtainable
on their respective manuals. For a fight piano combina-
tion on the Choir, the addition of the Ch. Gedackt and
Wald Flute will give a quiet and unobtrusive support to

voices, with Bourdon and softest 8ft* on Pedal, or Bour-
don coupled to Choir. The Choir Diapason being added,
will represent about mf.

On the Swell the Gamba, Open Diapason, Principal
or Oboe (perhaps both*) would be successively added to

afford a similar amount of support
On the Great organ an mf will probably be attained

by a couple of stops only, the Clarabella with the 2 nd-

Open Diapason (or Gamba). A light and clear effect

can often be got by using a 4 ft
stop of mellow tone,

with only one 8*; such as Gt Clarabella and Flute, or
Ch. Gedadkt and Flute.

The Swell a* stop will be found most useful if a
certain subdued brilliancy is desired, or if voices still

flatten when the 4 ft

stop is drawn. For a rich, reedy
effect, the Oboe and Horn are used with the Swell Dia-

pasons only. For a more powerful and reedy tone, add
the Swell i6 ft and 4 ft reeds. The Lieblich Bourdon and
the Contra-Fagotto irnpart depth and richness: the Mix*
turet brilliancy. The Voix Celeste is used for special
effects with the Gamba, and is not added to the Full Swell,
nor made to "draw" on the composition pedals in group-
ing the stops.

9 The Oboe tone is much more distinctive without Principal
Of Open Diapason $ in some organs tne Principal ooes not

*eqr well with the Oboe in mf effects.
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On the Choir, the Clarionet is treated as a solo stop.
It may be used alone, or with the Gedackt to give a little

"body" to it, according to taste. Unlike its orchestral

prototype, it is seldom pleasing in chords, even in two

parts only.
The Great Organ will be similarly treated to the

Swell, the Clarion being the last stop added for brilliancy

and power. The 12th
requires the j$

th to "cover" it or

the highest sounds heard will be a fifth above the Prin-

cipal or Flute. The two last named stops sometimes

tend to neutralise each other, and, against three or four

8Ct it will be preferable to use only one 4ft
;

the Prin-

cipal for brilliancy and power, the Flute for a more mel- .

low effect, and a less obtrusive brightening up of the

foundation tone.

The Pedal Organ.

The most generally useful stop is the Bourdon, which

is best combined \\ith a soft S ft
pedal stop if the organ

contains one, or coupled to one or two soft S ft on Choir

or Swell. The tone is thereby defined more clearly, and
bound more closely to that of the manuals.* The small-

est two manual organ \\ith one i6fl on the Pedals should

contain also an 8 fz

pedal stop, which might in such cases

be borrowed from the Bourdon, needing only an addition-

al upper 8ve of small stopped pipes to complete it

The i6ft Open Diapason will add great depth and
fulness to the tone, and the pedal reed (which is never
used without some if not all ot the other i6ft

stops) adds
richness and weight. An 8 ri

pedal stop is sometimes used
alone with good effect, and in" some compositions an
effective solo is assigned to an 8 ft

pedal , when a good
Violoncello or Bass Flute is found most useiuL

A Double Open Diapason, or Sub-Bourdon of 32 foot

pitch will only be found on large organs. When drawn

alone, the deeper notes are felt rather than heard as a

*
Extraordinary mistakes have sometimes been made In de-

signing large organs uuti several pedal stops, all, or nearly all

being of l6 !t
pitch, to the neglect of those of 8fl

pitch; the natural

result being a '"bottom and top** effect giving an actual impression
of less power (because less incisive) than if a doe proportion had
been observed between the i6 ft and Sft-
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distinct musical note, but in combination with the i6ft

Open Diap. and Bourdon, a stop of 32* pitch gives great

grandeur and depth to the pedal organ. A substitute for

it, the Quint, giving in some situations a. somewhat similar

acoustical effect from pipes io*/s
ft at the lowest C is

sometimes met with in organs of moderate size.

A 32* reed. Contra Posaune will only be found on

large organs containing a Double Open Diapason or Sub

Bourdon, or both. A solitary instance of a 64* reed oc-

curs in the organ built by Messrs. Hill for the Town Hall,

Sidney; its effect in combination is said to be like that

of kettledrums. The organ in Worcester Cathedral, built

by the Electric Organ Co. on Mr Hope-Jones' system, con-

tains on the pedal a 64* of wood, named "Gnmssima;**
the lower octave^ however, is resultant

Organ Tone.

Organ tone may be summarized into four general

types or qualities: each class, however, being capable of

considerable modification or fusion into one of the other

types, in the hands of artistic voicers.*

1. The Diapasons. The bold, round, and pervading

yet smooth tone of this class of stops is quite peculiar

to the organ. Useful alike in full harmony and in solo

passages (more especially in the tenor) they are the very

foundation upon which the whole superstructure of reed,

mutation and mixture stops is reared.

2. String toned stops Under this head come first

the various Gambas, and the Violin Diapason or "Geigen

Principal", the Gemshom, and, on the pedals, the Vtolone

and Violoncello of i6ft and 8*.

3. Flute toned stops. The Harmonic Flute, Wald

Flute, Suabe Flute, Lieblich Flute, Lieblich Gedarkt, Stop-

ped Diapason and Clarabella are all more or less repre-

sentative of this type.

As MI instance of what is possible in this direction, it maf
be here mentioned that, although wood pipes ha*t quite * distinct

quality of tone from metal ones, skilful roicers prwlr themselves

upon being able to make the tone of pipes constituted of **ne ma-

terial so closely resemble that of pipes made of the other, that ao

difference, or break is petceptiblt when the bas* pottkm of ft slop

is f es material and the ttrbte of th* other*
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In some large organs striking effects may be got bjf

grouping together (through couplers) several stops of string

tone on the same manual, and using them alternately with

8fl and 4ft of ftute quality. These two classes also blend

exquisitely.

4. Reed Stops. These are mostly imitative of or-

chestral instruments of the same name, and frequently in

& good Oboe or Clarionet the resemblance is remarkably
close."

The first reed stop usually placed in small organs is

the Oboe. When used as a solo stop the Gedackt is

generally drawn with it, to modify the comparative rough-
ness of 'the reed and to give body or to help the tone,

Accompany on the Choir Gedackt, or, (if a two manual),
the softest Great 8 ft

stop, which will probably be a DulcLana.

The Horn, a stop of bolder tone, though next to the

Oboe the most useful Swell Reed, is not by any means
to be regarded as a good imitation of the round, pure
and luscious or cloying tone of its orchestral namesake,
which is not a reed. When used as a solo stop, it will bear

all the other 8ft foundation stops being drawn with it,

without marring its distinctive quality. In playing arrange-
ments from orchestral works, a much nearer resemblance

to the orchestral Horn may be got from a thick, full toned

Clarabella, or a smooth, quiet second Open Diapason.
The Trumpet adds power to the full Great Organ, but

is also sometimes used for solo passages, and in chords,

when one or more of the Gt Diapasons should be drawn
with it When thus intended to give a distinctive color-

ing, like the orchestral Trumpet, diatonic progressions
are best suited to it, but when used in the full organ this

is not taken into account with regard to the chromatic

nature of any passages which may occur.

Reed stops more than any other kind possess the

property of drawing the listeners* attention to the parti*

cular spot from whence the sound emanates; whilst the

Diapasons especially the pedal flue pip^s pervade the

building.

Use of the Manual I6ft
Stops,

Many charming effects may be obtained by using a

i6ft
stop with one of 8 fl

, and playing an octave higher,
as for example Sw. L. Bourdon and Gamba, or L. Bour-
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don and Gedackt, or Bourdon, Oboe and Contra Fagotto;
and on the Great, the Double Diap. with Clarabella or
Gamba.

In accompanying voices, manual doubles must be

sparingly employed; generally only when the Full Swell

or Full Great Is required. Often in fugal "leads" the

effect of a double is unpleasant, though no exact rule can
be given. Much must be left to the judgment of the

player, as the size of the building and the prominence
of the particular i6ft

stop in question must be taken into

account In the Messiah Chorus "Worthy is the Lamb",
for example, at the words "Blessing and honour" all the

doubles in the organ might be used with good effect in

unison with the pedals; but at the treble lead which fol-

lows the effect would be very bad, sounding just as dis-

agreably as though one voice sang the part an octave low-

er than the other members of the chorus. But directly
the other voice parts arc again engaged the doubles may
be used with full Swell or full Great with good results.

It will be understood, therefore, that when it is necessary
to play any chorus part sing

!
y (except the bass) for the

benefit of one section of the choir, whilst stops of 4 and
aft

pitch may be added if desired, doubles must be ex-

cluded.

A Swell Bourdon is often effectively used with the

full Swell minus the reeds.

Doubling or thickening the parts.

The study of harmony and counterpoint is essential

to all who desire to play the organ well, as it is neces-

sary to know which parts may be doubled with good
effect when accompanying with several stops, it may
be of acute pitch, drawn. And per contra* to avoid

a thick, turbid effect when using the manual doubles, a,

re-arrangement of the parts is often required when the

tenor and bass parts both lie rather low. Judiciously used,
the manual doubles add dignity, but their continual use

causes voices to flatten, as the more definite and incisive

tones are partially obscured by the admixture.

Balance of Tone between Manuals and Pedals.

If the student is fortunate enough to have the use of
an organ with several pedal stops, considerable discretion



must be used in selecting an appropriate bass to any given
manual combination. Speaking generally, the Bourdon
with one pedai 8fl will form the most suitable bass for the
Choir organ, for the Swell up to mf> and for the softer

stops on the Great (such as the I st Gt composition pedal
would give) coupled or not to one of the manuals as

may appear desirable. The 8 ft
pedal Principal or Violon-

cello is more definite than the Bass Flute, or than the result

obtainable by adding a Pedal octave to the Bourdon, for

pedal passages which have to be brought into prominence.
A bold, full effect from the Great Diapasons, or the full

Swell, if opened, will certainly demand the addition of
the i6ft Open Diapason, and a corresponding strengthen-
ing of the 8 fl tone is obtained either by the addition of
another 8 fl Pedal stop, or by coupling to Pedals.

When the Great Diapasons are used uncoupled, an
excellent and expressive pedal may be obtained by coup*
ling the Swell i6 fl and S fl reeds to the Pedal Bourdon
and Bass Flute. The i6ft

pedal reed not only adds dig*
nity and power to the full organ, but may often be
effectively used when considerably less than the full power
of the organ is employed, to give weight and prominence
to certain pedal passages. Occasional verses in psalms
or hymn tunes without pedals give great relief to the ear,

enabling the pedal to re-enter with impressive effect

Many players fall into one of these two opposite er-

rors; the brutal employment of the i6 ft
pedal Open with

loud reeds, probably a powerful full Swell through-
out the service, or a tame accompaniment mostly on a
few colourless choir stops, fearing to use full organ effects

occasionally in verses which positively cry aloud for such
treatment. In the Anglican service, for instance, when
the psalms are chanted, it is quite inconceivable that such
verses as these should be tamely treated:

Pfi. LXXYII. v. 16, The waters saw thee, O God. the waters
&aw thce and were afraid: the depths also were troubled.

17. The clouds poured out water, the air thundered: and thin*
arrows went abroad.

1 8. The voice of thy thunder was beard round about: the light*

oings shone upon the ground, the earth was moved and shook wiihaL

Weak choirs in danger of being completely drowned
by the powerful organ effects demanded by such verses

might be directed to sing them in unison, suitable chants
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feeing chosen for that purpose. The needful contrast and
relief may ^be afforded by taking verse 20 "Thou leddest
thy f>eople" on some flue stops, mf without the pedals;
nor is there any necessity to make an anti- climax by
bringing up the "Gloria" to the dramatic intensity of the
verses quoted; a rich forte, such as is afforded by the
Gt Diapasons coupled to the full Swell, will probably
suffice.

Use of the Tremulant.

The Tremulant is chiefly used with the Vox Humana
or Oboe, sometimes with the Contra Fagotto or Horn,

in solo passages. Its effect is wearisome if long con-
tinued, as ^sometimes prescribed by French -writers. Gener-
ally speaking, a melodic phrase of 8 bars or so at a time
is sufficient. A good Vox Humana is sometimes effective
in full harmony; whether used thus or in single notes, the
tremulant is invariably drawn with it. A piquant effect

may be produced by using the tremulant with the Gedackt
8ft and a aft

stop, playing single notes only, on the upper
two octaves of the keyboard.

Instances of its effective use when accompanying the
choir will be rare. An exceptional case might be cited
in Psalm CHI, v. 15 & id, where, with Swell to Oboe or

Principal a few beats of it only arc suggested for the first

half of v. 16.

v. 15. The days of man are but as grass, for he flourish-

eth as a flower of the field.

ir. 1 6. For as soon as the wind passcth over it, it is gone:
and the place thereof shall know it no more.

Special Effects.

Besides the orthodox combinations applicable to every
organ, the advanced student who is well grounded in the

general principles of registration will frequently find on
individual instruments certain combinations available for

occasional use, which are apparently outside the prescribed
rales. The acoustic properties of a building, or the Voic-

ing** of particular stops* and their relative power win ac-

count for certain combinations blending well on one or*

gan, whereas on another they would be quite inadmissible*

By a quick comprehension of every resource afforded by
if*ufcw. Otpui Haadtoofc.
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each particular instrument, experienced players will often

get more variety from an ordinary two manual organ than

others, equally skilful, It may be f as regards technique,

but with less knowledge of orchestration or feeling for

tone color, produce from three manuals. It is said that

organists who saw Bach prepare his stops before playing,

were frightened, believing such combinations could never

blend; but were subsequently surprised and delighted at

the effects produced.
A few hints are here given by way of helping stu-

dents to make the most of the resources at their disposal.

In small organs possessing no manual double, the

effect of one may be suggested by playing a verse of a

hjmn tune or chant an octave lower on some suitable

combination of Swell or Great & & 4* thus:

T. Tallis.

! i I ! _

^^Ii^^^^S\pfcggg=g^-^-^gril

Playing thus an octave lower, a full and brilliant

effect might be produced by means of the S\v. 8*e Coupler,

using the Full Swell without manual doubles.

Many other good effects may be got from octave and
sub octave couplers. For example, in the specification

given, the Swell Gedackt and Gamba with the octave

coupler drawn, would be found an agieeable change from

the ordinary direction "Swell soft 8 & 4fl ".

Sometimes a light and agreeable effect may be got

by using a few 8 fl with a 2 ft
stop, without the Principal

between to bind them more closely together; to this a
soft double might be added. A Lieblich Bourdon i6ft

combined with a 4
ft Flute will often make a good solo,

if a soft, plaintive effect be desired, accompanied by the

Swell with Oboe. A Gamba and Flute, one only of

8ft and one of 4ft is often a very rich combination,
either in chords or as a solo.

Clarionet and Gemshorn 2 fl
appears an utterly im-

possible combination; yet the author has known the thin,

reedy tone of the latter stop merge so perfectly into that
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of the Clarionet, (if used within about the range of an
alto voice only), that it merely gave a peculiar and plain-
tive coloring to the reed without being distinguishable as
a separate stop. A 15

th
, whilst perhaps more generally

useful, on account of its brilliancy, would have been too

bright and hard.

Even the la**1
, if not too bright and shrill, may

sometimes be used without the i$
th or Principal; giving

in the middle of the keyboard solo effects, if combined
with a Gamba, Gedackt and Flute, resembling a Clarionet,
and serving as a substitute for that stop in some instru-

ments. Such unorthodox combinations are, of course,
limited to one or two octaves of the keyboard best

ascertained by actual experiment above and below
which the stops stand out lor that which they actually are.

For bell effects also, the 12th is sometimes used without
the 15

th
.

For a very bright, flute-like effect, available only on
the upper half of the keyboard as a solo, a 2ft

stop may
be combined with a Clarabella, Gedackt or Hohl Flute.

Sometimes a i6ft Lieblich Bourdon is used, with singular
effect, with a 2 ft

stop, three octaves apart, as in

Leramens* Fantasie Pastorale or "Storm Fantasia". In

organs containing a Harmonic "Open Diapason"* the upper
part of this stop is often available as a powerful flute solo

against the Swell reeds.

On organs built upon the Hope-Jones system many
novel effects may be produced. For example, the Quin-
tadena, 4* (voiced to yield some of the upper partials

very strongly), is effective as a solo stop in the tenor

register. A light arpeggio passage in the treble with a
soft 8ft foundation stop combined, sounds actually higher
in pitch than the same Sft used with the ordinary a fl Har-
monic Piccolo. Some of the more powerful reeds more

nearly resemble the orchestral Trombone class of instru-

ments than the ordinary type of organ reed bearing simi-

lar names; whilst the "Tibia Plena" is singularly effective

in passages imitative of the harp.

The Organ in Public Worship.

Opening Voluntaries. These should be of a quiet*
devotional character. As it is difficult to know the exact
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moment the service wOl begin, and In order 10 avoid the

awkwardness of having either to bring some well known

composition to a premature and unsatisfactory conclusion,
or to keep clergy and congregation standing waiting for

the organist to finish, when every minute seems an

age, experienced players usually prefer extemporising
in one of the simpler forms. For those who are unable
to do so satisfactorily, the slow movements of Smart and
Merkel may be instanced as models of what opening
voluntaries should be*

The Responses. Tallis" Ferial Responses should be

unaccompanied; the Festal form for use at Easter. Christ*

rnas, etc, is better accompanied plainly, / to mf as the

words suggest, on suitable S and 4** stops without any
solo effects.

Hymn Tunes. These are usually played over with

both hands on the same manual, using foundation stops
of 8ft

pitch, with perhaps, one of 4ft
, and without pedals,

for example:

(a). Swell Diapasons with or without Principal.

(b). Great Clarabelia and Open Diapason No. 2, or
Gamba.

(c). Choir Gedackt, Dulciana, and Violin Diapason
with or without Flute.

The pure four-part harmony will then stand out clearly
for the benefit of each voice part equally; but when
new tunes are introduced it may sometimes be desirable

to -play the treble pan as a solo for Clarabelia, Clarionet
or a 4f* Flute an 8ve lower, etc. The left hand accom-

panies on Swell or Choir soft 8ft
, with a quiet pedal ac-

cotQpaniment The Swell and Choir will be found most
useful as an unobtrusive support to ordinary choirs, the
Great being mostly reserved (especially if the stops are

boldly and powerfully voiced) for special f or Jf effects;
but when the singing is congregational in character,
or the choir Lirge and powerful, the Great will be
more frequently needed. As no exact rules can be
given, the player's taste and judgment must decide upon
the amount of organ tone desirable. Beginners will here
note that

i. When the pedals are used, the left hand plays the
tenor part
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s. A soft stop of 8 ft
pitch on the pedals, or the pedals

coupled to one of the manuals, in order to obtain it, is

necessary, even In the softest lines, to "define" the bass

part clearly.

3. When the trebles have to sing the same note
two or three times consecutively, it must be clearly

repeated each time; but when this occurs in any of
the lower parts the notes are sustained from chord to

chord, unless the phrasing suggests an obvious discon*
nection.

4. The first chord must be pressed down with decision
on manuals and pedals simultaneously*

5. It is a good plan to allow one silent bar bet-

ween each verse of a hymn tune, which must suffice

for ft rapid rearrangement of stops. But if the sentence

is carried on from one vcr$e to another there should be
no break.

6. "Dragging" on the part of the choir is corrected

by a temporary suspension of our y* rule; a few staccato

chords generally sufficing to awaken the choir to a proper
sense of rhythm and speed, the pedals only participating
in the staccato effect in very flagrant cases. The original

tempo, if once lost towards the beginning, is not easily

regained without much unsteadiness between the more

experienced members of the choir and those possessing
less feeling for time and rhythm.

In/ passages, the left hand on the Swell 8ft with Oboe,
and the right hand (treble and alto parts) on a couple soft

choir B\ with or without the 4ft
Flute; the pedal Bourdon

being coupled to the Swell only, will give an effective,

quiet support When the tenor part is a melodious one,
it may occasionally be brought into prominence as a solo,

for example:

(a). Gt Diap. and Flute, L. H. (tnf to /); R* H* on
Swell or Choir 8 and 4*: Fed. Bourdon and Bass Flute,
or Bourdon with Sw. or Ch. coupled*

(b). Sw. Oboe and Horn with the Diapasons, L. H.;
IL H. on Choir B and 4*; Fed. Bourdon and Bass Flute,
Or Bourdon with Ch. to Fed. coupler only*

The Great Diapasons coupled to all the Swell 8ft

foundation stops with the reeds makes a rich, full com*
binaUon. The Gt Diapasons should sometimes be heard
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uncoupled, (without any reed or even Gami>a coloring^ la

four-part harmony.
A knowledge of harmony enables the player to con-

struct a melodious inner part, or even an entirely new
part as a solo above the treble, with excellent effect, and
the plain "note against note" of so many of our English

hymn tunes may often be treated less stiffly with free

counterpoint, without altering the four-part harmony as

sung by the choir, if the student has gained some fluency
in counterpoint As excellent and well known examples
of a diversified treatment of h>mn tunes may be men-
tioned "The Son of God goes forth to war" (St. Ann's) by
Sir A Sullivan, and ''Praise, my Soul, the King of Heaven"

by Sir John Goss.
Cfitiuibi*. The suggestions as to effective combina-

tions already given are of course equally applicable here.

There must be no pause whatever between the verses,

however, and in the Psalms, only the first chant is played
over; sometimes only the first section of the chant, or

merely the chord. It is an ancient custom, observed in

many churches, to play over the fiass only of the first

phrase of the chant, whether Gregorian or Anglican.
There is, of course, considerable scope for dramatic treat-

ment, when done with taste and discretion. An example
of a special treatment of Psalm cl., a Psalm usually asso-

ciated with Pelham Humphrey's "Grand Chant" is here

given:

Psalm CL. iMmlate TJominum.

Ex. 34.

Ps. cl. P. Humphrey's "Grand Chant**, Arr. by J. Matthews.
V. I. Gt 8 & 4ft cpld to Sw. with Reeds.
V. *. Full Choir w
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V. 3. Gt Trumpet (uncoupled)

I .__ ^ ..

Full Sir.

V. 4* Ch. Ged. & aft (uncoupled)

Sw. 8 & 4ft only (closed)

Soft 16 & 8 ft.

V. 5. Gt 8 A 4ft.

Full Sw.

zijfl

Add to

Ped.0rg.

-
i

@F
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V. & F*n Sw. cpld. to Gt. ff

[Full Org.)

ii^=fe

Gloria (Full Harmony as in V. l) reduce

to Gt. 8 & 4ft cpld. to Full Swell.

In this setting, the choir mu^t take the verses as

follows:
, I. O Praise God in his holiness: praise him ia

Full Harmony J
the firmament of his power.

Jf \ z. Praise him in his noble acts: praise him ac-
*"

cording to his excellent greatness.
T & "B (unis) 3. Praise him in the sound of the trumpet: S & A

(urns) praise him upon the lute and harp.
S. only 4. Praise him in the cymbals and dances: praise

him upon the strings and pipe.
S. A. T. (unis) 5. Praise htm upon the uell tuned cymbals: Praise

him upon the loud cymbals.
Full (unis) . Let every thing that hath breath: praise the

Lord. Gloria in harmony.

Concluding Voluntaries. These are usually of a bolder
character than the introductory ones. Smart's three Post*
ludes in C, D, & E7, the allegros of Handel's Concertos,
the first and final movements of Mendelssohn's, Merkel's
and Rheinberger*s Sonatas, are, in addition to Bach, the
finest compositions for this purpose. A further selection
is included in the "Guide** at the end of this book.

Flattening in pitch against the Organ.
The real preientative is, of course, careful practising

of the choir especially the trebles in scales. Oc-
casionally, however, really good choirs will sink in pitch
in dull, heavy, wet weather, or it may be, pulled down
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by flat singing in the congregation, or through having to

sustain a / or // for a considerable time to a very sub*
dued accompaniment The use of manual stops of i6ft

pitch wiU also draw down voices, and except when required
to balance the full Sw. or full Gt, manual doubles are only
used under special circumstances. (See p. 78 "Use of the
manual i6ft

Stops."
When flattening does occur, the remedy should be

promptly applied, and the following are the methods

adopted by experienced players:
1. The addition of stops of 4 and a ft

pitch.
2. A crescendo by means of the Swell PedaL
3. Playing the upper part an octave higher with the

right hand on the Gt Clarabella, or on Choir soft 8 ft
coupled

to the Swell

Sharp singing, a less frequent fault, is sometimes
caused by a too loud accompaniment inciting the voices
to exceed their natural powers.

Faults to be avoided.

In accompanying a choir, the first chord should be
played decisively and simultaneously with the pedal note.

An old and objectionable practice still lingers of putting
down the pedal first, then making an arpeggio from the
bottom upwards. Less objectionable, but mostly unneces-

sary, is the opposite habtt of sounding the treble note in

advance. If the trebles are likely to be uncertain in start-

ing, their part may be brought into prominence by being
played as a solo on Choir or Great, the left hand accom-

panying on the Swell, (coupled or not), without having
recourse to this method of prompting.

Some players often precede the treble note in chants
and hymn tunes with an appoggiatura, the object being to call

attention to the note; the effect is flippant and tasteless.

Running up and down the chromatic scales and playing
arpeggios up and down the keyboard when accompanying
the choir, are grotesque exhibitions now happily seldom
heard. Such practices, traceable to a decadent period in

English Church Music, are condemned by good players.
The Swell Pedal is frequently abused, some players

bring apparently unable to keep die right foot away from
it for many bars together. Good

pedalling
is often there-

by sacrificed. Staccato pedalling is another failing which
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robs the Instrument of all dignity when the service &
habitually so accompanied. By some organists, pedals
and manuals are not played quite simultaneously, one

dragging after the other with an unpleasant, blurred effect

analogous to that produced by some pianists in whose
chord playing the left hand slightly precedes the right

Reducing the stops at the end of a piece.
At the end of a piece, or after the verses in hymn

tunes, (but not in chanting) the stops are rapidly reduced
as far as possible by means of the composition pedals. Ra-

pidity in making the needful changes from verse to verse
must be cultivated. As even blind organists are able to

give recitals on large organs after a brief preliminary trial,

a very cursory glance should suffice for those gifted with

sight, in determining the position of each stop, and ex-

perienced players deem themselves fortunate if only a
crotchet rest occurs to enable one hand to make several

rapid changes, without troubling to look at the drawstops.
In loud pieces, the final chord has a fine effect in a

resonant building if ended abruptly and cleanly after its

due \alue; but it is generally better to let the pedal linger
a second after the hands have been removed from the

keys. When it is desired to reduce the full organ to a
pianissimo, after closing the Swell and quickly effecting
all that is possible by means of composition pedals or

pistons, (the softest 8 fl foundation stop only remaining),
the chord is grasped as conveniently as may be by one
hand whilst the other pushes in the couplers. The notes
are finally released from the top downward, a soft pedal
i6 fl

being the last sound heard. Or, after deducing Swell
and Great to their softest S ft foundation stops, without

putting ip. the Swell to Great coupler, the hands may be
transferred to the Swell; the Gedackt or Gamba on it

being the last gradation possible in the diminuendo.

Rapid transference of the hands from one manual
to another.

A striking effect, peculiar to the organ, that of
short phrases answering each other by means of a rapid
change of keyboard, remains to be mentioned. In Bach,
the closest interchange of this kind occurs in his arrange*
ment of Vivaldi's Concertos. The following extract from
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the 4* Concerto has the directions "Ruckposttiv" (Back
Choir) and *'Ober werk" (Upper manual).

Ex. 35. Concerto No. 4. J. S. Back

Obw. ='L=
=^^:

This effect has been developed by modern composers:
Ex, 36.
Fr. Var. a.

Variations on a theme of Beethoven.
G. Merkd. Op. 4,5.

Obvv.(Sw.) Ilptw. (Gt) Obw, Hptw. Obw.

i^I?fc
TljLH y

Ex. 37. Allegretto.

A_
"

Caprice Op. 20. A, Guilmant.

OHM
; i

I II n

s



The Incessant changes maintained tforoughotst this

piece of Guilmant's readers it one of the best studies for

obtaining dexterity in making such changes,

Mental and Mechanical Difficulties.

As the difficulties in performing organ music of the

highest type are, from the contrapuntal nature of the

music, to a great extent mental, the practice of score

reading apart from an instrument is recommended. For
this purpose the cheap editions of Haydn's, Mozart's and
Beethoven's Symphonies in full score are invaluable. In

addition to the formation of the student's taste, and the

knowledge of orchestration gained by the study of these

masterpieces, the following direct benefit to his organ

playing will result:

j. Facility in reading several clefs simultaneously.
Sometimes four staves are used by organ composers to

express their intentions more clearly, and in ordinary
anthems and choruses an organist must be able to follow

easily with the eye all the voice parts whilst playing
his own organ part.

2- Familiarity with the alto and tenor clefs so often

required in reading church music from score, and in the

choral preludes of Bach,

3. An instinctive feeling for the most suitable combin-
ations of stops in playing arrangements of orchestral works,

The mental difficulties being thus, so to speak, gradually
smoothed awayf the mechanical ones are purely a question
of steady application to the course of studies recommended

by a competent teacher to suit each individual case

Arrangements for the Organ.
Whilst in Germany, owing to a stricter taste in organ

playing, arrangements of orchestral or choral works, piano

pieces* trios, quartetts, etc. are seldom heard, in England,
France and America such are freely used, and recital

programmes are sometimes seen which contain scarcely
a single organ composition. As nearly all English organ-
ists are compelled at times to play at least some arrange-
ments, a few bUggestions here will not be out of place.

First, a good knowledge cf orchestration, comprising
an accurate perception of the tone quality of each
orchestral instrument, must be acquired-
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The indications as to manuals and stops can or*!/
be regarded as suggestions, each organ requiring individual
treatment The most successful imitative stops are, the

Clarionet, Oboe, Trumpet and Flute- Delicate phrases
for solo violin above the other parts may sometimes be
effectively given on Choir or Great Dulciana, or Viol

d'Amour, whilst bolder forte passages in which all the
violins participate, must, perforce, receive the addition of

many stops conveying little or no idea of "string" tone.*

However, in our imaginary orchestral transcription,
Flutes, Oboes, or Clarionets will frequently be found

"doubling
1*

the violin passages, but the organ Clarionet

being essentially a "solo** stop cannot thus be mixed
with the others with analagous effect

In some large organs, the rich orchestral effect of a
number of Violoncelli playing a melody in unison, can
be very effectively rendered by massing together on Choir
or Great all available 8ft

stops of Garaba character (Dul-
ciana, Salicional, Geigen Principal or Violin Diapason,
Viol df

Amour, all, as far as possible, included); whilst a

good pedal Violoncello i6ft can give effects highly sug-
gestive of the actual "bite" of the bow of the orchestral

Double Basses and Violoncelli.

Light staccato or Piccolo effects may be obtained by
uniting a 2ft

stop to an Sft Gedackt, Clarabella, Hohl
Flote or Rohr Flote, using the upper two octaves of the

keyboard only. Mr Best's treatment of organ arrange-
ments on large organs of ample resources, and Sir John
Stainer's accompaniment of Spohr's "Last Judgment",
(formerly given annually at St Paul's Cathedral without

orchestra) may be cited as artistic triumphs over the diffi-

culties presented by this branch of our subject
As a role, slow movements from the orchestral works

of the great composers are relatively more effective than
the Allegros, ana many charming movements from the

symphonies, serenades and concertos of Haydn and Mozart,

(in which the orchestration is not so crowded as in modern
works) may be artistically reproduced, if carefully stud-

ied and well adapted to tbe particular organ upon which

* The orchestra, nfttafftlly, h endowed with more "life" and
hwSirtduftlity, wail* fee organ homogenous, and therein ii Ot*

arranger** greatest difficulty.
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they aie to be played. And It is obviously better that

such movements should become known through the me-
dium of an arrangement than not at all.

A few piano pieces may be mentioned which really

gain by transference to the organ, such as Henselt's wAve
Maria" and the well known Pastorale of Kullak. Many
of Handel's Choruses and Concerto movements are highly
effective for the organ alone, andT amongst the most va-

luable' arrangements are those of Best, Prout, Stone, West-

brook and Wodehouse, A number of those which usually
come out well on ordinary organs of 2 and 3 manuals
will be found at the end of the "Guide through Organ
Literature".

PART IV.

Specifications.
/. Organ in t/u Royal Albert Hall, London> built by

Mr. Henry Willis, iSji.

Great Organ CC to C, 6f notes.

l. Flute conique (partlv 13. Viola 4<t

harmonic) io ft 14. Octave 4^
a. Contra Gsmiba l6

ff 1$ Quintc Octaviante **/

3. Violone 1 6, 16. Piccolo Haniionique 2.
4. Bourdoa 16, 17. Super Octave 2,
5 Open Diapason. & 18 Furniture, V ranks -

6. m 9 No. 2 S 19. Mixture V ranks

7. Viol di Gamba J$, 20. Contra Posaunc 16^-

8. daribel Sw 21. Posaune S,
9. Flute Harmoiiique Sn 22. Trompette Hanuoniquc
10. Flute a Pavilion Sn 16 and Sw
11. Quint 5 I(sj 23- Troniba 8
I. Flute Octaviante Har- 24. Clarion Haniionique S and 4,

monique 4 F 25. Clarion 4,
(All metal exce|i Bourdon and ClaribeL)

Swell Organ CC to C% df notes.

1. Double Diapason 16^ S. Quint $*/,&
2. Bourdon i6n 9. Flute Harrnonique 4,
3. Sallcional S,, lo. Viola 4 B

4. Open Diapason 8 W n. Principal . 4,
5. Viol di Gamba 8, 12. Quinte Octaviante 2*
6 Flutes a Cheminees 8, 13. Super Octave *w
7. Clanbel Flute $9 14. Piccolo Harmomque a.



$5 Sesquialtera V ranks 21. Oboe 8<*
if* Mixture V ranks 22. Cornopean &
17 Contra Posaune i6t 33. Tuba Major $
I?. Contrm Oboe 16, 24, Tuba 4,,
19 Baryton i6n 25. Clarion 4W
ac Voix Humaine 8n

(All metal except basses of Bourdon and C. Flute*)

Cltoir Organ CC to C, 61 notes*

1. *Violone i6f' 12. Piccolo (harmonic) 2**

2. Viol di Gamba S
fl 13. Super octave 2,

3.
* Dulciana 8 14.

* Mixture III ranks
4. Lieblich gedackt 8, 15.- Corno di Bassetto 16.
5 Open Diapason 8, 16. Clarionet 8,
6. Vox Angelica 8. 17.

* Cor Anglais 8W
7. Principal (harmonic) 4, 18. Oboe 8W
8. *G*m$horn 4, 19. Trompette Hannonique
9. *Ueblicli Flote 4B 16 and 8,

10. Celestiana 4, 20. Clarion 4.
11. Flageolet 3 9

(Ch. Org. entirely of metal. Stops marked * yoked to form an
Echo organ.)

Solo Organ CC to C, 61 notes.

I* Contra Bass i6& II. f Corno di Bassetto 5 6ft

2. Flute a Pavilion 8, 12. f Clarionet 8,
3. Viol d'Amore 8. 13. Bassoon 8n
4. Flute Harmonique 8, 14. f French Horn 8W

5. Claribel Flute 8. 15. OpMcleide 8,
6. Voix Celeste 8W 1 6. Trombone 8W

7 Flute Traversiem 4W 17. fOboe 8,.

8. Concert Flute 4, 18. Bombardon 16,.

9. Piccolo Hamaoniqne 2M 19. Tuba Mirabilis 8
10. Cymbale 20. Tuba Clarion 4, .

(Solo stops marked f enclosed in a swell box.)

Pedal Organ CC to G, 33 notes.

I. Double Open Diapason 7. Violone 16*

(wood) 3 ft 8. Great Quint iO*/
. Double Open Diapason 9. Violoncello 8,
(metal) *2* IO. Octave 8+

3. Contra Violoae 32 if. Quint 5,
4. Open Diapason (wood) 16* 12. Super octare

*

4,
5- ,

*

(nwtal) l6n 13. Furniture V ranks

6. Boordoa I6W 14. Mixtare HI ranks
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FOURTH PART*

15. Contra Posaone 32** 19. Trombone
16. Contra Fagotto i6 20. Fagotto
17. Bombame 16, ai. Clarioa

iS. Ophicleide l69

Solo Sub Sve (on itself) Solo to Choir

m Super * Plals
Swell Sub m Swell

Unison Solo to Gt. Grrat 9

n Sw. 9 a Choir w v

m Choir, s Sforzando.

Swell to Choir

There are 32 combination pistons (8 to each manual)
6 Ventil pedals for thePedal organ. 2 Pedals apply and detach
a movement that causes these 6 pedals to act also upon
the combination movement of the Gt. 6 Pedals govern
and combine in various ways all the other accessories;
thus by one instantaneous movement of the performer
varying the eftect of the whole instrument a Pedali

govern the Gt. to PecL Coupler. A double acting vertical

movement for the heel of either foot detaches and
connects the movement of the Pedal organ from all but

the Bourdon, Violone, metal Open Dps. and Octave, and
also draws and withdraws the Gt. to Ped coupler. The
S\v. and Solo Tremulants act only upon suitable stops.
There is an atmospheric contrivance (patented 1892} for

actuating the Swell independently of the Sw. Ped. The
front pipes are made of 90 p. c. tin to 10 of lead, the
interior pipes being of spotted nietaL

2* Organ in the Philharmonic Concert HaUt JBtrlfn,

built 1888 by StJilag i Sons from a specifictitien

l>y Olto DieneL

Ifaupiwerk (Great) CC to G
1. Principal (Op. Dp.) l6f

56 pipes 9. Gatube 4f

2. Bourdon 16, 56 ID. Rau^chquiute
3. Principal (Op. Dp.) 8, 56
4. Garube 8* 56
5. Grob-Gedackt 8, 56
5. Poituna! flote 8, 56
7. Octave 4, 56
i. Flute harmonique 4, 56

11. Cornel, 111 to V
ranks 244

12. MixtureV ranks 280
13. Troinpete 8, 56



I. Gedackt 16*
9. Principal(Op.Dp ) 8 $6
3, L. Gedackt 8 W 56
4. Flute Ilansioiiiqtte 8,, 56
5. Salicet

6. Und* Mara
f. Octave flote

8W 56
8,, $6
8,, 56

(S&ffll) CC to G.
S. Rohr aoto 4'

9. Fagara 4* 56
to. Harmonla elherea

II to IH
Si. Scfiarf. Mix. V

ranks 280
Clarinette $ 56

I. Bordua
3. Stentorphoa
3. Hohlflot*

4. Violon

5. Octave
6. Flaut traverse

7. Violine

f Sotowerk (and Cftmr) CC to G.
i6ftlone 56 pipe* S. Nassard
S
8.

8,,

56
56

56 ,1

56
5 ,,

g. Piccolo jfl

10. Solo Cornet III

to V lies. :

tl Obo* $
U. Tuba tnirabni* SM

56pipe*

56

f Ail in * Swell except the Tuba.

Pedal CCC t+ F.

8. Violine

9. Nassard
10. Comet HI ranks

4^30 pipes
to,, 30 tt

II. Posaune
I a. Tuba
13. Trorapete

16,, 30
i6tt 30
8lf 30

Couplers: Sw. to Gt; Solo to Gt; Sw. Sob-Octave to

Gt; Gt to Fed; Sw. to Fed, Solo to Ped, and a "CoIIeo
tiv" Coupler by draw stop and also by pedal , uniting all

the former except the Sub-Octave.

By Pedal: Pedal to disconnect couplers; Pedal to
"fix" any desired combination of Great Org. stops. Draw stop
to shut off all the Reeds, Pedal named "Accent CoppeT,
affecting the Great Keys, so that by deeper touch the
Swell and Solo manuals are brought on. This pedal
coupler releases all the other couplers except Gt. to Ped.,
Solo to Sw. and Sw. Sub-Octave to Gt

Seven combination pistons to each manual, arranged
and labelled thus: MF., mezxoforte combination, F.f forte,

FF, fortissimo; Fl., stops of flute quality; Gb., Gamba or

String toned stops; R, Reeds. O (Null Knopf) annuls
these ventil arrangements, allowing the stops actually
drawn to speak.

Matthews. Orga* 1



Four Composition Pedals to Pedal Organ, giving full

>edai, forte and piano combinations, the fourth being a
"Null Tritt" to annul the effect of these combinations as

in the case of the manual knobs,

Five "Collective Tritte** four pedals for adding
(with the necessary couplers) to the existing registration,
a mf, f, $ or reed ensemble; the fifth being a "Null TritT

acting as previously described.

A "General Null Tritt" throws out of action all com
bmations save those made by hand.

The "Roll Swell1' or General Crescendo, placed in

the middle by the side of the" two balanced Swell pedals,
and worked by the foot, gues a graduated crescendo of
the entire organ from pianissimo to its full power,
acting on the couplers and Swell shutters as well. The
reverse movement produces a decrescendo, and a dial to the

right of the desk shows the player the degree of power
arrived at.

A "Prolongement harmonique" (by draw stop and

pedal), fixes any key on the Swell until the player chooses
to release it by pressing down the pedal.

The action is Electro-Pneumatic by Welte und Sohne,
Freiburg, (Schmoele-Mols Patent).

The pipe work is entirely concealed behind an elabo-

rate architectural design of light iron scroll work, forming
a screen for the entire contents of the organ.*

$ Organ in Tewkesbury Abbey* built 1885**
Michell & Tkyrme.

Great Organ CC to C, 6l notes.

1. Violin Diapason i6ft 6. Flute Ociaviante
2. Grc^t Open Diapason 8t, 7. QuintMixture (12**,

3. Small 8,, 8. Great Mixture (19^
4. Claribcl (wood, open, 8,. 26^, 29*J

throughout) 8,, 9. Tromba i6ft

5. Octave 4,, 10. Trumpet 8,,

* This unusual treatment has also been adopted by Mr H.
Willis in his organ in Union Chapel, Islington.

** For the Inventions Exhibition; it was also exhibited in 1886
at Liverpool, and erected in Tewkesbury Abbey in the following jcmr
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Aec&sory Steps to Great
Sub-Octave Choir to Great VcntO Great Mixture sad Reed
Swell to Great Prolongcment Harmoniqoa*
Solo to Great Three Composition Pedal*
Veati!, Flue to Quint Mixture

(Three different pressures of wind to Great Orgaa)*

Swtti Organ CC to C> 6f metes.

I. Flauto Trarerso 8** 6. Mixture (15
th

, to** and
2 Open Diapason 8W 22lf)

-.

3. Viole de Gambe 8W 7. Contra Potanae 16^
4- Voix Celeste %, 8. Horn 8W
S* Geigca Principal 4^ 9. Oboe 8W

Ats$0r? Stops to SwtU.
Octave Coapler Tremulant
Ventil, Flue to Geigen Pria. Not. 6, 7 aad S on bearf wind.
Venttl, Mixture and Reeda

(Swell Box made i 3 one-indi thicknesses, felted

and lined.)

CMr Organ CC to C 61 net***

1. Spltx Flote S* 5. Zauberfloto

2. Viole Sonrdta* 8W 6. Flantina

3. Gedackt SM 7 Clarionet

4. Gemshoni 4^

Accessory stop* to Choir.

Swell to Choir Ventil

Octave Coupler Tremulant.
Pneumatic Piston acting oa No. I

off" and OA

Organ, CC to C, 61 notes*

1. Harmonic Flat* 8* 4. Voix Hnmaiae (in a SweH
2. Violoncello 8 box)
3-Taba 8,,

Attt&sory Stops to SoU.
Octave Coupler Tremalaat.
Two VentiU

Pedal Organ CCC to F, 30 wits.

1. Harmonic Basa 32^ 4. Great Plate (wooo)
2. Great Bass i6w 5. Bombard* 1

S. Dolce (wood, open) lo*
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JPe*l<il Coupler$

Choir to Pedals Swell t*> Pedals

to Pedals f Solo to PedaJa.

f on double acting

The organ is pneumatic, except the Choir. Six

different wind pressures are provided, with separate reser-

voirs; the trebles being still further isolated to insure

steadiness of tone. The ventil system is combined with

the ordinary composition movement worked by pneumatic
pistons. Two Speight hydraulic engines supply the bellows.

4. Organ in Westminster Abbey, built by W. Jlitt A Sens*

Great Organ, CC to A.

1. Double Open apason l6f* 8. Twelfth a1/,**
2. Open Diapason (I) 8M 9. Fifteenth 2W
3. Open Diapason (II) $ 10. Mixture 4 ranks

4. Open Diapason (III) Sf,
II. Double Trump** i6&

5. llohl Bute 8M 82. Posaune 8M
6. Principal 4 1$. Clarion 4M
7. Harmonic Flute 4,,

Nos. II, 12 &nd 13 on a heavier wind.

Choir Organ* CC to A*

1. Gedackt l6ft
7. Nasuu Flute 4*

2. Open Diapason 8,, 8. Suabe Flute 4M
3. Kcraulophon 8,, 9. Harmonic Gemshocb 4^
4. Dulciona 8M 10. Contra Fagotto l6w
5. Lirbltch Gedackt 8,, ti. Cor Anglais $w
6. Principal 4M

Celestial Organ, CC to A.
1. Double Dalciana, Bass 16& 11. Harmonic Trumpet 8*
2. Double Dulctana Treble i6M 12. Mtettc 8M
3. Flauto Traverso 8W 13. Harmonic Oboe 8W
4. Viola da Gamba 8M 14. Vox Humana 8M
5. Voix Celeste 8W 15. (Spare Slide)
6. Hohl Flute 8M 16. Glockenspiel, 3 ranks

7. Dulciana Cornet, 6 ranks 17. Gongs (3 8ve of brass gongs
8. Cor de Nuit S1* struck by electro-pneumatic
9. Suabe Flute 4M hammers).

ip. Flageolet 2W



SP&C/F/CAT/O&S* tol

Swett Organ, CC to A*

I. Double Diapason, llass

*. Double Diapason Treble

3. Open Diapason Q)
4, Open Diapason (II)

5, Rohr Flote

6. Salcional

f. Voix Celeste

$. Dukiana

ft Hohl Flute

Kos, 16, if mad

S. Gamba
s. Kobr Flote

3. LiebBch Flute

4. JJarmonic Plate

Organ, CC to A.

8^ 5. Orchestral Oboe
8W 6. Clarionet

4^ 7- Vox Human*
4W S. Tuba 3Iirabilis

Nos. 5, 6 and 7 in a Swell, No. S on heavy

CCC to JF.

6. Bass Flute

7. Violoncello

S. Centre PosamMi

9. Posaune
lo. Trumpet

S. Double Open Diapason 32*
. Open Diapason l6w

3. Open Diapason l6

4. Bourdon l6w
5. Principal %,

S&
SM
8W
*

8*

lo Ped.

*/ "Cehstial Organ".

5.

6.

t..

9.
10.

11.

Ceksttal to 5lh manual
Celestial to 4^ Manual
Nos. i to 7 on 5

th Manual
Noa. S to 17 on 4th Manual
Celestial Octave.

Celestial Sub Octare

Celestial to Solo, Octane.

Celestial to Solo, Sub-Oct.

Celestial to PedaX.
Trenulaai
Wind.

Swell Tremulant
Solo Tremulant
Ten Pneumatic Combination ped-

als for Gt, Sww and Pcd.

Seven Combination Pistons 1

Solo and Choir.
mm_ j^umji.Kji.fcitMiiia
Ttlinse conitnatKMi

Celestiat

Three Crescnndo Padanx
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The oiiginal organ, (attributed to Sdtreider and

Jan),* lias undergone several enlargements during the

present century, chietiy by Messrs, Hill & Sons, the latest

addition being the electric "Celestial" Organ in 1895 (the

gilt of Mr* A* D. Clarke) placed over the tomb of Handel
in the Triforium of the South Transept, and enclosed in

a Swell and played from a fifth manual. Nos. 8 to 17
can be transferred at will to the fourth (Solo) manual,
thus practically converting the "Celestial** Organ into a

two-manual, whilst in combination with the "coupler
keys" Nos. I and a, Nos 3 and 4 can be interchanged,
thus reversing the claviers* Ivory stop keys with a very
small sliding movement, placed over the left jamb of the

console, control this fifth manual, and all 17 stops may
be put on or off by one movement of the finger. The
key contacts, electro-pneumatic movement at the sound-

board, swell pedal movement and draw-stop movement of
this manual are on a new principle, supplied by a small
current from three accumulator cells, recharged whea
required through a miniature dynamo attached to the blowing
engine. Three reservoirs at different pressures, placed
below the soundboards, store the wind received through
the zinc wind trunks which are carried along the Tri-

forium floor from the main organ. The other manuals
and their draw stop action are on the Pneumatic system,

jT. Organ in the Cathedral Church of St. Siwiour's,

warkt built by Lewis d" Co. 1896*

Great Organ CC to C. 61 notes.

I. Contra Viola 16** 8. Flute llarrnonique 4*
a. Bourdon i6,,toae 9. Octave Quint 2*/*i

3. Open Diapason, No. I IO. Super Octave 2W
4. Open Diapason, No. a & II. Cornet (3,4and 5 ranks) 2*/tli

5. Stopped Diapason SM 12. Mixture (4 ranks)
1
/tlf

6. Flute Harmonique 8W 13. Trumpet &
7. Octave 4,,

Ten Key-touchy for Couplers endfxed combination*.

The original receipt signed by Father Smith, and counter-

signed by the Precentor and Henry Puicell for repairs and additions
in 1694 has been found (1896) in the Muniment Room of the

Abbey. Two stops of that instrument a Nason and Stopped
Diapason are said to exist in the present instrument, the date of
Schreider's rebuilding being 1727.
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Swell Organ CC to C, 61 notes.

i. Bourdon l6& 8. Flautina
a. Open Diapason 8W 9. Mixture (4 raaks)
3. Rohr-flote 8,, 10. Bassoon
4. Viole de Gamba 8W II. Horn
5. Voix Celeste 8W I a, Voix Humaiae
6. Gtrigen Pri&dpal 4 13. Oboe
7. Ruhr Flote 4^

Tern Kty-tovckss for Couplers andfixed

Chair Organ CC to C, 61 netts.

S. Ueblkh Gedackt 16^ 6. Salicct

a. Gcig< Principal 8W 7. Flauto Traverso

3. SaltcionaS 8,7 8. Lieblich Gedackt
4. JJulciana $ 9. Lieblicb Gedackt
5. Ucbiach Gedackt 8W 10. Mixture (3 ranks)

Tfe* Ksy-touck&s fer &*f&r* dfixed

Solo organ CC to Ct 61 note.

1. Flute Harraonlqae 8ft
7. Oarionet 8f

a. Vox Angelica 8,, 8. Bombarde i6n
3. Unda Maris 8,, 9. Tuba Magna 8W
4 Flute Harmoniqne 4n 10. Trompette HaimoaiqiM %
5 Cor Anglais (Ten. C) l6n Octave Coapler.
6. Orchestral Oboe 8M

7> Key-touches for Couplers and fixed comtmotioms*

Pedal Organ, CCC to F9 ja notes.

I. Great Bass 32^ 8. Flute Bass 8*
*. Major Violoa 32^ 9. Flute 4,,

3. Great Bast 1 6,, 10. Contra Posaane 32,,

4. Violoa l6w II. Posaune 16,,

5. Sub Itass l6n is. Trombone i6w
6. Dulciana Bast l6w 13. Trumpet 8W
7. Vk>IaaIio 8W

Couplers.

Great to PedftL Choir to Great Six Pedals for interchangeable
Swell w Swell M combinations
Choir w Solo Ordinary Swell Pedal lot Solo
Sote SweU to Choir organ
Solo to Swell Balanced Pedal lor Swell

to Swell
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The entire action is Electro Pneumatic. The Solo

organ is enclosed in a Swell Box* The weight of wind
for the entire organ is 3*/s inches, with the exception of

the "Tuba Magna", and TromiJCtte Harmonique*
8

, on i*

inches* An important feature is the balanced Pedal for

producing a Crescendo over the whole organ, including
the Solo Swell Shutters.

& Organ in Worcester Cathedral, built in 1896 by ike

Electric Organ Co. <m the Hope-Jones system.

Great Organ CC to C^ 61 notes.

I. Diapason Phmion io fl
7. Octave Diapason 4*

a. Tiba Plena 8,, 8. Quiutadena 4W
3. Diapason Phonon 8,, 9. Harmoniqiie Piccolo 2>t

4. Open Diapason S,, to. Tuba Profuiida i6>t

5. Hohl Flutef 8,, n. Tuba 8W
6. Viol d'Amour 8W

Accessories to Great.

Sub Octave (liglil wind) Swcti 'to Great (Sub)
Super Octave (heavy wind) (Unison) DoubU
Solo to Great (Sub) Toucb

(Unison) Double Swell to Great (Super)
Touch Choir (Sub)

Solo to Great (Super). (Unison).

5 Compound Composition Keys for Gt_ Stops and Ped. Stops
and Couplers.

3 Compound Composition Keys foi Great Couplers.

SicfII Organ CC to C, 61 notes.

i. Violes Celestes (Double 8. Harmonic Flutef 4*
Touch) 8& 9. Harmonic Piccolo aw

a. Contra Viola I6W 10. Doable English Horn i6n
3. Tibia Clausa 8W II. Cornopean 8n
4. Horn Diapason 8W 12. Oboe 8^
5. String Gamba 8,, 13. Cor Anglais (free) 8W
6. Quiutadena 8W 14. Vox Humanaf 8W
7. Gambettc 4^ 15. Clarion 4^

Accessories to SwelL
Sub Octave Choir to Swell (Second Touch)
Super Octave rrauulai*t (light wind stops).
Solo to Swell (Second Touch)
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5 Compound Composition Keys for Swell Stops and Fed*

Stops and Couplers.
2 Compound Combination Keys bringing oa (l) Heavy

feeds only; (2) Strings only; (3) both combined.

Cfiotr Organ CC to C 61 notes.

f. Double Open Diapasonf i<Sft & Dukianaf 8*
*. Open Diapasonf Sn 7, Flutef 4^
3. Cone Ucblich Gedackt 8. Cor Anglais (beating) 8W
4. Viol d'Orchestre 8W 9. Clarionett ^
5. Tierdnaf 8W

Accessories to Choir.

Sub Octave Swell to Choir (Unison) Double
Super Octave Touch
Swell to Choir (Sab) Swell to Choir (Super)*

3 Compound Composition Keys for Choir Stop*, and Fed.

Step and Couplers,
a Compound Composition Keys for Choir Coupler*.

Sol* Organ CC to Q 6r notes.

I. Diaphonic Hora 8* 4. Tuba Mtiabilis* 8*
a. Rohr Flute 4^ 5. Tuba Sonora Sn
J. Bombarde i6n 6. Orchestral Oboe (brass) &

Accessories to Solo.

Sub Octave a Composition Keys for Solo

Super Octave coupler
3 Composition Keys forSolo stops Swell Fed. for Solo Organ.

Pedal Organ CC to F, jo nofcs.

I. Gravissima (lower 8ve 6* Vtolonef 16^

resultant) 64^ 7. Bourdonf \6n
a. Double Open Diapasonf S. Octave Yiolone 8^

(wood) 3lw 9. Flute 8,,

3. Double Open Diapasonf 10. Diaphone(m i powers) 32,,

^xinc) 32^ n. Dtaphone (in 2 powers) 1 6,,

4. Tibia Profunda (wood 12. Tuba Profanda 16,,
and iron) i6w 13 Tuba 8*

$. Opea Diapasonf i6w

* Hie Tuba Mi/abilis is not yet (1897) inserted. It is to be
IOO inches wind prearare; provided with special blowing
and enclosed ia two carved oak cases, bracketed on th*Apparatus, and enclosed la two carved oak cases.
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PsdaL
Solo to Ptedals Chour to Pedals

...

Great n te
so Composition Keys, controlliag

Swell n Fed. Stops and csmpless.

Choir,,

Composition Pedals.

I. (p); JU (f) 3. (ff). Stop switch (Key and Pedal).
a Couplers off* and on.

The stops marked f are from the old organ, attri-

buted to Renatus Harris, and incorporated in the organ
built by Hill in 1875.

This organ represents a very remarkable development
in the art of organ building. The new stops, in-

cluding a novel method of tone production, the Dia-

phones are described in the "Glossary*
1
. There are

no draw stops, but above the upper manual is a row of
small ivory levers called "stop keys". The "Composition
Keys" between the manuals, if touched in the centre give
automatically an appropriate pedal, in addition to the

particular stops acted upon; but if touched on one side
do not disturb the Pedal department. All combination
movements affect the stop keys themselves. The "stop
switch" enables the player to prepare in advance any
special combination of stop and couplers, bringing them
into play at the moment desired. Great, Swell and Choir
are furnished with a "double touch" which brings other
combinations into play by means of an extra pressure or

depression of the keys. The absence of mixtures ia so
powerful an organ is another striking feature. Brilliancy
is sought from foundation stops through special methods
of voicing. A new method of blowing replaces the ordi-

nary form of bellows. An iron blowing machine is driven

by a 6 -horse-power gas engine. The air, drawn from
the Cathedral, is compressed, and stored in the crypt
The console is mounted on castors, so as to be easily
portable. A single flexible cable i l

/4 inch in diameter
connects it with the various parts of the organ. The
Swell Organ is under the arch behind the Cantori Choir

blank walls above the Stalls. It will be available on the Solo,
Choir, and Great (second touch) keys; meantime, the Pedal reed
has been carried up to act as a Tuba.
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stalls, enclosed In ft "Box" of brickwork; Great^ Choir,

and part of the Pedal opposite, behind the Decani stalls;

the Solo, and the main Pedal organs against the south

wall of south west transept The case of Messrs, Hills'

large organ the late Earl Dudley's gift, screens these

lattesr departments, and the carved oak case of the Cos-

sole h from Sir A. Blomfield's designs.

PART V.

Glossary of terms used in connection with

the Organ, and List of Stopa

Accessory stops (Ger. "Nebenstimmen") any draw-

stops In addition to the "speaking" stops: such as coup-
lers and the tremulant, when a draw stop.

Acoustic Bass* 32* pitch produced by deep fifths.

(Pedal Quint io*/$
ft combined with i6ft

pedal stops).

Action, the mechanism between keys and pipes, draw-

stops and sliders, etc.

Acvta* a compound stop usually including a tierce,

and formed of the higher ranks of the harmonic series.

AcolifUi in continental organs a free reed stop of 8ft

pitch, and very soft tone. In some modern English organs
the name is applied to a soft Sft metal stop of the Viol

d'Amour type, in the Swell
Anches (Fr.) Reeds.

Anemometer, or Windguage* a glass tube bent in

die form of an inverted S * . Into the upper end

water is poured. The other end is fitted into a socket

and placed over one of the holes in the soundboard to

ascertain the wind pressure, which is estimated in inches.

The wind, passing up the lower end of the tube forces

the water tip through its U shaped bend. By adding weights

to the bellows, the additional pressure forces the water

still farther up the tube, a measure in indies at the side

of the tube showing to what extent
a large orchestrion constructed by,

Flight & Robson. *i to<Jk five yeai* to build, and was
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opened in 1817. It had 45 stops and was playable from
five manuals (as well as mechanically),, there being a.

principal manual of five octaves with two manuals of two
octaves at each side, the players sitting with their faces

towards the audience. Purkis, Adams and other organists
save frequent recitals on it, and for about quarter of a
century it was exhibited almost daily in St. Martin's Lane,
London, being taken to pieces in 1840. In front there
mere large paintings, the central one representing: Apollo,
hence the name.

Aufsaize (Ger.) The pipes placed over organ reeds*

Backfall^ a wooden lever (see Fig- 9, p. 35).

Back-fositizf (Ger. Ruckpositiv), the manual sound*
board and pipes placed at the player's back, as in the

"Cho5r"organ of old cathedral organs in England. Trackers
underneath the floor communicated with the keys.

Balanct? pedal, a swell pedal which may be left

partly open by the foot; hinged centrally.
Baron9 au & or i6ft

stop of the Gedackt kind, of

very soft tone.

Barp/cije ^Ger.), "Beat pipe*', an obsolete reed stop
of S or i6 ft

pitch, partially covered^ with tubes of pecu-
liar form.

Barytorit a i6 ft manual reed stop.
Bass JFIntf, an 8 ft

pedal stop of wood.
Bassoon* a reed stop forming the bass of the Oboe^

or on the pedal, a i6 ft reed.

Bat pins', key pins flattened into the shape of a
cricket bat.

Bautniflbtc* a pedal stop of the Gedackt species, 4 or
a* pitch.

BaxonccU0y Spanish equivalent tor the Open Diapason.
Beard* a horizontal projection beneath the mouth of

a pipe, particularly those of narrow scale stops, to help the

speech, The side projections are called "ears" by Eng-
lish builders, by German builders all these projections
are classed under the generic name of "beard"$ the "ears

1*

being known as "side beards**, and the others as "under
beards1

*. This addition to the pipe often takes the form
of a narrow roller or bar. In anothei kind, the **Kasten
bart" of Herr Haas, a projection* either upright or at an
angle, is placed considerably in front of the mouth, prac-
tically doubling the lower part of the pipe in depth. The
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*Frein harmonique
w introduced by MM, Gavioli & Cie,

Paris, differs again from these. It consists of a thin piece
of brass, T shaped, with its under part or stalk soldered

to the foot of a metal pipe, or fastened with two screws

to the cap when applied to a wooden one. The upper
edge, corresponding in width to the mouth of the pipe
is placed close to the narrow slit through which the wind
finds egress. Beards affect the quality of tone, rendering
it more "cutting", owing to the overtones being brought
into greater prominence.

Bearings, the notes and intervals laid down as a
standard for the tuning or temperament of the rest of

the organ.
Beats* "The striking reinforcements of intensity at

regular intervals which occur when two notes of slightly

different pitch are sounded together" fRiemann). In a

pipe violently out of tune with one of the same pitch

belonging to another stop, the beats are rapid, In tuning,
as the pitch approximates that of the pipe with which it

is tuned, the beats become slower and slower, until, after

only a slight "wave", they synchronise.
Sett Diapason* Bell Gamba, an 8 ft open stop of full

tone, surmounted by an inverted cone or belL

Bxfara, a manual 8fl
stop with two mouths, one

placed a little higher thaji the other, causing a slight

wave, as in the Unda Maris.

Bleeding* puncturing the under part of the wind diest

with holes to enable a little wind to escape from the

grooves, thereby relieving "runnings" from one groove to

the next, in work that does not fit accurately. The upper
board and sound-board bars should be carefully fitted. A
slight hissing noise betrays the presence of bleeding; when
the keys are run over with no stops drawn.

Block, (a) The part in wooden pipes corresponding
to the languid in those of metal ones (see Fig. 5). ft) In

reed stops, that part which fits into the boot, ftj Piece

of wood screwed to the traces, acted on by the mechanism
of the composition pedals.

Blotk JtuU. A wide scaled a* stop.

Blowing* methods of; the act of filling the bellows

with wind; commonly effected in English organs by a

wooden lever worked up and down by hand. Large conti-

nental organs are frequently blown with great ease by



the blower standing on planks of wood which sink two
or three feet with his weight, gradually rising again as the
bellows become empty. This is an excellent arrangement
for galleries, or wherever the necessary space can be
afforded at the back of the organ, and it is surprising
that, so far as

^the
author is aware, no English builder

has adopted this plan, which relieves the blower of all

fatigue. In common with some German builders, Mr.
Lewis has sometimes employed a fly wheel acting on
crank axles connected with a triple arrangement of feeders.
As a motive power, superseding hand blowing, water po\ver
is often employed with

_ excellent results where the supply
is constant, and a

sufficiently high pressure maintained.
60 to 80 Ibs to the square inch is considered a good
pressure; a low pressure of, say, 18 or 20 Ibs can be
used by employing a hydraulic engine of greater size
and power. Automatic starters can be fitted to the con-
sole, and about a dozen diffeient types of engines are
advertised by their makers in the musical paper*.

Where gas is cheap it is in favour as a motive power,
but on account of the fumes and vibration caused by gas
engines, a separate blowing chamber is a necessity. The
H>tto" and "Melvin" Engines are well known types. A
"Hydro -Gas" Engine has been patented by Mr. F. VV.

Durham, New Barnet, for which it is claimed that the
working cost for moderate sized organs is only id per
hour. A small gas or oil engine drives a force pump
which draws from a tank of oil (or water and glycerine),
supplying at any required pressure to a hydraulic engine,
which is provided with suitable valves, operated upon
automatically by the bellows themselves for regulating
the speed. The exhaust of the hydraulic engine is led
back to the suction tank to obviate waste, and belts and
loose pulleys axe discarded.

Electric motors have been brought to great perfection
of recent years. When properly fixed they are simple,
reliable and convenient If the works are reasonably near,
this system is, or should be, as advantageous as any, whilst
the motor may be put into a little underground chamber
outside the building.

A "Caloric Engine,
1'

(hot air engine) invented by
Bnsdibaum, is mentioned and illustrated in Topfer's
^Theory and Practice of the art of Organ Building

1 ' and
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Spiel of Halle has patented a "Petroleum Engine", similar

in principle to a Gas Engine, calculated to cost in

working ad per hour, per horse power. These last two

methods of blowing have also been utilised to a limited

extent in England.
Body of pipe* speaking length from mouth to top.

Bombarde, Bombardon, powerful reed stops, 16 or

$ft manual or pedal.
Boot* lowest part of a reed pipe, into which the upper

pan fits.

Borrowing* using pipes from one stop to form part

of another.

Bourdon* the first pedal stop usually inserted; of wood,
i6ft

pitch, stopped pipes.

Break, (see compound stops, p. 29). Change in the

character of the pipes generally, as from stopped to open,
or from reeds to flue pipes, as in the highest notes of

some reed stops.
Brustwcrk (Ger.) Applied to the sound board and

pipes in the centre of the instrument, and belonging to

the 2nd or 3
rd manual.

Building frame* structure supporting and enclosing

the pipes or mechanism.

Bushing, clothing or felting parts in the action which

are subject to friction, so as to prevent the clicking and

rattling noises common to old or badly made organ
mechanism.

Button * a little nut of leather passed over tapped
wire, for regulating the action in tracker work.

CCC* i6ft
pitch; CQ 8ft

; tenor C, 4ft
; middle C, or

C, * ft
, C" i ft

; C" (a** line above JL) 6 inches in length.

t>

C &utcr C. Centre C of the Pedals; being directly

underneath and in Une with middle C of the manuals.

C sitfe; C% side. The "bass" and "treble* sides of

the organ respectively, the pipes being placed alternately

^Zalaint (Ger.) Bellows treader, (see "Blowing, me-

thods of).
ap () The covering ift front of the block, and

directly beneath the mouth of a wooden pipe. (!) Metal

cover regulating the power of the pipe in reed stops.
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Carill0n$ (Ger. Glockenspiel), A set of bells or steeu

bars playable from a keyboard, sometimes added to the

4^ or jth manual of a large organ, from Tenor F upwards.

Cekstma, a soft 4ft
stop.

Centre fins9 the pieces of bent wire passed through
the ends of the traces in the draw stop action, etc. They
are, (or should be) secured at the end to prevent work*

ing out.

Chorus* in organ phraseology, the mixture work.

Ciphering (Ger. "abheulen") the sounding of pipes

through some failure in the action, which may arise from

a variety of causes: damp; keys becoming warped or

wedged together; pallet spring tocr weak, or its guide pins
too tight; dirt fallen on the pallet and keeping it partly

open; a button too tight; backfall disconnected; pedal

spring broken; pull down wire become rusty or bent, and

refusing to return, etc.

darabella, or Claribel (Willis), an 8ft open wood
stop of full tone, the mouths often, though not always,
inverted. It is generally placed on the Great, and was
introduced into English organs and so named by Bishop.
It resembles the **Portunal" of many German organs,
and is frequently named "Melodia" in American speci-
fications.

Oarum, the only 4** reed in general use. Of ringing
brilliant tone, available only hi the full organ, or some-
times with the Swell S and i6ft reeds when placed on
that manual

Clarionet or Clarinet, an 8ft solo reed stop, with tubes
of half length; the first distinctively "solo1*

register usually
added to small organs.

Clarionet Pluti. An 8ft
stopped pipe with & hole

through the stopper. Unsuitably named, being a variant
of the Stopped Diapason.

Clear Flute* a 4ft
stop with bevelled block and inward

bevelled mouth, without nicks, of firm, full tone, introduced

by Kirtland & Jardine.
C#t:i, tool used in tuning open pipes. The hollow

pan pressed over the top of the pipes, forcing the edges
inward, flattens; reversing the cone, and pressing with the

pointed end inside, sharpens. Six or seven cones are

necessary for pipes of various size.

Console t the key boards, draw stops with accessories



under the immediate control of the player, sometimes
detached from the main body of the instrument

Contra Trombone* name given to a 64* reed made
by Hill & Sons for their organ at Sydney. It is a

"striking" reed of true length, provided with wooden tubes.

Centra* Sve below, as Contra Fagotto, Contra Gamba,
etc., 16^ pitch.

Conveyed pipes, those separated from their sound
board (as in front pipes) the wind being conveyed b
metal tubes which should be "knuckled** where neces

sary, L e, having no right angles whereby the wind
receives a partial check, interfering with promptness of

speech.
Coppel or Copula, a Coupler, sometimes also applied

to stops in German organs which require others to be
blended with them,

Cor Anglais* an 8ft free reed of distinctive quality
of tone.

Corn* di Bassette, 8ft reed similar In quality to the

Clarionet.

Cornet, Echo Comet, Dulciana Cornet; Compound
stop of three or more ranks. In old German organs
a pedal reed of i, a or 4* with snarling tone, called also

"Zinken".

Cornopean, an 8* reed, somewhat smoother in tone

than the Horn, placed in the Swell.

Covered reea (see Cap). Besides the assistance afforded

in regulating the tone (not tuning) the caps assist in

keeping out dust from the pipe*

Cremona, a corruption of the German <iKmmmhoniM,

It is really a Clarionet
Crescendo pedal* as distinct from the Swell pedal, is

a mechanical arrangement for throwing out in succession

all the stops of an organ from the softest to the full

power, in some cases opening the Swell shutters also.

The idea was introduced in Messrs. HilTs Panopticon

organ* but has been developed in modern German organs
whilst remaining dormant in England up to the present
In German organs, a wheel arrangement is placed by the

side of the balanced pedal, m the middle of the knee

paneL The reverse movement of the foot gives a De-

crescendo (Ger. Roilschweller, Crescendowerk). See speci-

fications by Schlag pp. 9698, and Lewis pp. io to

M*ttk*w. Orca*



Cymbd, Cymbal, a mixture.

Cymbehfarn* a quaint device m old German organs,

wliereby a gilt star attached to the front pipes was made
to jingle, being set in motion by a current of air aid

having its special draw stop.

Decima* 10*, a mutation rank; same as Tierce.

Diagonal drawstop jambs. Those placed at an angle
for the player

1

* convenience, when there are several rows.

Diagonal fudtr, hinged at one end, causing the

board to move at an angle.

Diapasvn, Open 8ft
, the chief foundation stop of an

organ, open metal pipes (Fr. Montre, Ger. Principal). In

a general sense "the Diapasons*' include all the 8ft
stops

which are grouped together on the draw stop jambs,

excluding, of course, all reeds and solo or fancy stops,

such as the Voix Celeste*, but the introduction of string

toned Gambas of marked character greatly alters the tone

quality. i6ft on Pedals, wood or metal.

Diapason, Stepped, S fc wood or metal, of soft flute-

like tone.

Diapasvn* Double Open, 3** pedal stop, wood or metai

Diapason Phonon* 16 and 8ft

open pipes of wood
and metal, of very full tone. Examples occur on the

Great manual of the Worcester Cathedral organ.

Diapered pipes> pipes which are decorated with designs
in color to form an ornamental front, which may be

composed either of "speaking" pipes, or entirely or in

part of dummies.

Diafhom- (See Part I, p. 20.) The action of the

Diaphone here illustrated is as follows:

Wind from the organ bellows enters the pipe foot F,

and raises the pressure in the chamber C. The air in the

chamber will press upon the back of the valve V, tending
to keep it closed. It will press also upon the bellows or

motor M, and as this bellows has a much larger area than

that ofthe valve, it will instantly collapse, and, through the

medium of the tail piece T, will pull the valve V off its

seat and allow the compressed air in the chamber C to

rush into the resonator or pipe P. Owing to the inertia

of the column of air contained in the pipe P, a momentary
compression will take place at the lower end of the pipe,
and the pressure of the air inside the motor M will, in

consequence, be raised. The motor having now increased
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pressure both sides, will no longer keep the valve off its

seat, and the spring S will open the motor and dose the

valve. The compression caused by the admission of the

puff of air into the lower parts of the pipe P will be

followed by the usual rarefaction, and as this rarefaction

will exhaust or suck the air from the inside of the motor

M, the valve will again be lifted from
its seat, and the cycle of operations
mentioned above will be repeated as

long as the wind supply is kept up.
A series of regular puffs of wind will

thus be delivered into the lower part
of the resonator, resulting in a mu-
sical note. The pitch of this note

depends upon the period of the reso-

nator, for the movements of the valve

are timed and governed by the vi-

brations of the air in the pipe, acting
on the inside of the motor. M. If

the pressure of wind be increased,

the strength of the air pufis will be
increased also and the column of air

in the pipe will, therefore, be thrown

into more intense vibration. These
vibrations of greater amplitude will

act more energetically on the interior

of the motor, and will increase the

arc of movement of the valve. The
number of vibrations per second will

remain unaltered, being still governed

by the periodicity of the pipe. If

the wind pressure be reduced, the

puffs of air will become weaker, and
the valve will not open so far, but

the frequency of vibrations will re-

main the same. This means that the

diaphone is tuned like ordinary flue

pipes and will keep in tune with them; also that the

pressure of wind (and consequently the power of the

tone), may be varied without affecting the pitch. The form

of the pipe or resonator has its effect upon the quality

of the tone; if made cylindrical, it will reinforce only
rack of the odd numbered partial* as may be present

Iff. 17



(leaving evenly numbered partials In their original weak-

ness), while an inverted cone will reinforce all the partial
tones that are generated. In the former case the peculiar
hollow tone of the clarionet is reproduced. The shape
of the resonator also has its influence upon the movements
of the valve admitting the puffs of air. Fixing resonators

of particular types causes the valve to deviate from Its

normal course, and to hurry its movement at one part and
retard it at another part of the cycle, thus altering the

form of the puffs of air.

But the tone quality is chiefly determined by the
forms of the admitted pulses of air, and in the Diaphoue
here illustrated, the valve V admits and shuts off the air

in sudden puffs, so that pure foundation or flute-like tone
is not possible. Tones resembling a pedal violone of

strong intonation, a hard, powerful and smooth tuba, the

middle register of a clarionet, and a smooth oboe tone have
been produced from it

In other forms of the Diaphone the valves are quite

differently arranged; in one important form a "roller"

valve is used, from which flute-like or diapason quality
is obtainable as well as tones of a reedy character. Tones
of great power, without deterioration in quality, can be

got from a light wind pressure by means of this invention,
anil if an enormous volume of tone either of Tuba or

Diapason quality be desired, one form or other of the

Diaphone can supply it from a single set of pipes. Some
kinds demand a very perfect form, of electric action to
secure prompt speech, tracker or tubular pneumatic prov-
ing unsuitable.

Diaphonic valves can also be attached to an open
diapason having an ordinary flue mouth, thereby increas-

ing the amplitude of vibration (and consequently the

poucr of the pipe) whilst retaining the diapason quality.
Direction flnsf placed inside the wind chest to guide

the pallet
i
t an Sft

open stop, the pipes being wider at the top,
Doppeljtotf* a stop with double mouth (seeFig.8 e, p-33).
Deublc English /farn, a heavy reed stop, i6fc

, of
brilliant intonation, found in some of the Hope-Jones
organs. It is fitted with flat reeds.

JDaubk pallet, two pallets, one opening a little before
the other, whereby the touch is lightened.
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Double tongue. Reed stops of the Trumpet class

have occasionally been made on the continent with two

tongues, placed on opposite sides, the vibrations, of course,

synchronising. Double tongue reeds have also been used

in this country in the Hope-Jones organs.

Doubbtte^ (Fr.), the Fifteenth; also applied in English

organs to a stop of two ranks, 15 and 22.

Doubk touch. By a slight extra depression of the

key, other stops are brought into play. In 1862 an organ
with tracker action and double touch, built by Mr. Henry
Wedlake from the designs of Mr. A. L. Tamplin, was ex-

hibited in London. The same builder afterwards adapted
it to the pneumatic action, and it has been introduced into

a few modern organs on the electro-pneumatic principle.
Draw stop jambs* the woodwork pierced with holes

for the drawstops to pass through. These in old organs
were usually four-sided; in all modern organs round draw

stops are preferred.
Drutkioerk. Ger. for tracker action.

Dukianti, a metal Sft open stop of narrow scale and

thin intonation, first introduced into England in 1754 by
Snetzler, in his organ at Lynn Regis,

Duplication* as used in the Casson system, is the

employment of a stop in two or more divisions,, of the

same keyboard, separate draw stops being provided.

ars, the projections at the side of the mouth of

a pipe to improve its speech.
cho Cornet, a compound stop in Swell or Echo organ

of delicate intonation.

Echo organ. In old organs before the invention of

the Swell 'this formed the third manual. In modern organs

it is a fourth or fifth manual, usually enclosed in a Swell

and placed at a distance from the rest of the instrument-

Equal temperament, the equal division of the sounds

within the octave to suit our modern keyboard arrange-

ment of It into 12 semitones only.

Escape of wind. Loss of wind; may be caused by
small hole in bellows or feeders; wind trunks slightly open
at the joints; pull down wires working through too large

* hole; wind chest not tightly fitting at the joints; or

iron! board not screwed tight enough.

Eupkone (Fr.) A i6ft reed with broad tongues,

fan frame, backfalls opening out like a fan.
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Fan truwf*tt front pipes arranged in the form of a

mmpet
Ficder* part of bellows which supplies the reservoir.

FiddU Gt 4th
space bass clef, lowest string ofthe fiddle.

Fistula* term applied to organ pipes by Latin writers,

Flageolet* 2ft open metal stop.
Flat 21st (sometimes termed the "sharp 20***") a mu-

tation rank occasionally introduced Into the mixtures of

large organs. Cavaill6 Coll in France, Walcker of Ludvdgs-
burg and Jackson of Liverpool have used it.

Flautina^ a sweet and clear a ft metal stop, lacking
the brilliancy of the 15

th
.

Flattto trarerso , or German Flute, 8 and 4ft
pitch,

double length pipes in treble.

Flue fifes* those in \vhich the wind, passing through
a wind way, or fine, impinges against a sharp edge (upper

lip), part entering the body of the pipe, and part passing
out at the mouth; termed thus in contradistinction to reeds.

27hie-<w0rk (Ital Organo di leguo), name given to a
small organ containing no reed stops.

Hute, 8 and 4* pitch, open or stopped, metal or

wood pipes of sweet, clear tone, more or less resembling
their orchestral prototype. Flutes of 4** pitch were first

introduced into the organ by Compenius in 1590.
Flute h cheminees, 8ft "half stopped" pipes, having a

tube or hole through the stoppers.
1 lute & Pavilion 4ft

pipes surmounted by a bell.

Flute
*

Amour, 8ft and 4**; a stop in Messrs Lewis's

organs, "Salicional" scale, but differently voiced.

Flute J3asst an 8 ft
pedal stop of wood.

Flute Harmoniqvc* 8 and 4ft open metal pipes of
double length made to speak their octaves by being
overblown, invent til by Cavaill^ Coll; the most powerful
of all flute stop^.

Foundation stops t as opposed to "mutation
1

*, include
all the stops of octave or unison pitch, i. e. C on the C
key, the 8ft

being the chief manual F. stops, i6ft on the

pedals. By some writers stops of 4 and 2ft
pitch have

been erroneously included amongst the "Mutation" stops
These smaller 8ve stops are further classified in Germany
as ''Secondary stops" (Seiten-Stimmen).

Frtnfh /itder$9 name given to auxiliary bellows o-

reservoir.
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S h open metal or wood stop of cutting,
Gamba-like quality. Also 4 n

pitch in German organs.
Pull Organ, all

stops except "solo" stops. In accomp-
anying, a wise discretion must be exercised, and the
directions modified accordingly, especially in old services

and anthems with organ parts written for the thin-toned

organs on a light wind pressure, of the old English builders.

Gamba* 8ft open metal. A distinct class of stops of

pungent "string** quality of tone, of comparatively modern
introduction (though found in German organs earlier), old

English organs depending upon open and stopped Dia-

pasons for then* 8ft foundation tone. The "German Gamba"
is powerful in tone but of slow speech, requiring to be

helped by a Hohl Flute or Clarabella, the two stops of

opposite character forming a peculiarly rich combination,
The French "Viole de Gambe" is more prompt but less

powerful In the English Viol di Gamba, the pipes in

addition to being cone shaped, open out at the top like

an inverted bell, named "Cone Gamba" by Messrs. Hill;
"Bell Gamba" by other builders. Gambas are tuned by
a slot; ears, a beard , or a little roller placed just below
the mouth assist the "cutting" quality of tone aimed at
A 4ft

variety of the Gamba is by some makers called a
*Gaxnbettawf and a "Contra Gamba" i6 ft

frequently re-

places the more usual Swell Lieblich Bourdon in Mr.
Willis's organs.

Gamut G* the first line of the bass clef.

Gcdackt* or Gedact- German term for covered or

stopped pipes; sometimes incorrectly rendered "gedacht".
Geigm Principal* 8 and 4** open metal pipes, also

called "Violin Diapason", of bright telling quality, but not
so bold and full as the Open Diapason.

GtmsAwn, 4* and 2** open metal, also Sft in Ger-
man specifications, thin and reedy tone, pipes taper-
ing at the top to */"* the diameter at the mouth. (See
Fig. 7 P- 3*0

Glocktnspid, Jen des dochettes, ift
open metal stop,

intended to imitate the clear, ringing tone of a small bell
In the "Celestial Organ*

1 in Westminster Abbey it is of

3 ranks. The name is also applied to the Carillon, in

which real bells are struck, by mechanism connected
either with one of the manuals or sometimes with the

pedaL In some continental organs figures of angels,
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forming part of the case work, visibly struck tte bell

with hammers.
Grand Owner (Fr.) (a) Full Organ, (b) a Posdude.
Gmtf Organ (Ger. Hauptwerk, Fr. Grand Orgiie).

The principal manual; placed lowest in a a manual instru-

ment; when there is also a "Choir" organ, the Great is

next above it On the "Great" are concentrated the more
powerful and largest scale stops, except those of special
character, such as the Tuba Mirabilis, usually placed on
a fourth manual (Solo organ).

The term "Great" has been used in England more
than four centuries, and is found in the "Fabrick Rolls

of York Minster
1 '

for 1469.
Gre&ring^ conveying the wind along the grooves or

channels so as to make one set of bass pipes do duty
for another stop. The Dulciana (or Salicional) and L.
Gedackt of small organs have their lower i* notes

frequently in common in this way, for cheapness, although
the tone quality of the two stops is quite distinct. When
done, it should always be fairly stated in a specification,

against the <%Tenor C** stop, "Bass derived" and the actual
number of pipes given.

Guide //>/>', same as direction pins.
Gussets t the leather at the edges of the bellows,

uniting the ribs,

Haib-Orgd (Ger.). Half organ, one without i6 ft
stops.

Half kngth fifes', those of half the speaking length.
In addition to the "stopped" species, some of the reeds,
such as the Clarionet, have pipes of half length.

Hat/ stopped pipes* those with a hole or chimney
through the stoppers.

Half $f&f$ t those which do not extend throughout
the entire compass; all "Tenor C" stops. In the best
modern work the Yoix Celeste is almost the only stop
left thus incomplete.

Harmonic 17/tfr, 4ft
open metal pipes of double length

with a small hole bored half way; of sweet and clear

tone, generally the 4ft
stop chosen, next to the "Principal"

for the Great Organ
Harmonic Piccolo^ a aft

stop of similar structure to
the preceding.

Harmonic stops9 those uhich yield harmonics, such as
the Flute harmonique of Cavaille Coll, which, by overblow-
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ing, gives the first harmonic, L e. the octave above

4ft C from an 8 ft
pipe.

Hautboy, same as Oboe, 8 ft reed.

Hauptwtrk (Ger.). The Great or Principal Manual

Hediaphon* Sft
pitch, an invention of Mr. Hope-Jones.

The tone is produced, not from pipes, but from resonant

gongs, by means of an alternating current of air.

Hintersatz (Ger.), "behind set", in very old organs app-
lied to mixtures placed behind the Principal to strengthen it

Hohl fate t 8ft open wood (occasionally metal) of

hollow tone, useful for blending with other stops. Pipes
with very wide mouths, cut up to a considerable height
Made by Schultze with the mouth on the broad side of

the pipe, also in three sided form.

Horn^ 8 ft reed, a powerful manual reed stop belonging
to the Swell department Its name is not happily chosen,

the orchestral horn not being a reed, but yielding a

smoother and more luscious tone than can be produced
from reeds.

Horn Diapason, an 8ft open metal stop sometimes

met with as the second Great Open Diapason in organs

by Walker and others.

Hummel, or Hummelchen (Ger.X a stop in old organs
with two pipes constituting a drone bass, either C and F
or C and G; obsolete.

Hydraulic organ (see Part I, p. at).

Hydraulic engines (see "Methods of Blowing", p. 109).

Infra bass (Lat Ger.) A stop of i6ft
pitch,

Jatx des Fonds (Fr.) Foundation stops.

Just intonatum* perfectly in tune.

Kallwpt* 8ft and 4* metal solo stop invented by Mr.

Hope-Jones.
Keraukphon (Gk. "Horn flute*

1

), Sft open metal, fre-

quently to Tenor C only. A species of Gamba, of full

tone, about the scale of a Dulciana, but less tranquil in

tone. It Is tuned by a sliding cap, which has a small hole

bored through it at the distance of one diameter of the pipe
from the top of the cap. Invented by Gray & Davison,

and first introduced into the organ at St Paul's, Knights*

bridge, in 1843.

JKey *Up, a flip of wood between the Ker boards.

Kinvra. 8ft iced stop of brass, a very soft edio reed

top in the Hope-Jones organ*.
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Knte panel* or knee board, the board in front of the

player's knees.

Knocking up fuf9 a heavy cone shaped tool used by
tuners to reduce (by Its weight and pressure) the wind
hole of pipes.

Kollectevtritte (Ger.) Composition pedals.
Labial pipts (LaL Labium, the lip), all pipes with

mouths, as opposed to reeds.

Languid* or language, the flat metal plate fixed across

metal pipes at the top of the foot, and presenting a
straight edge at the mouth.

Larigt)t t the 19
th

^8-
c 12th

) open metal pipes i l
/3

ft

also called Petit nasard in France. It forms part of
the mixtures and is no longer made to draw/as a separ-
ate stop.

Lt'iift the flattened portion of a pipe through which
die n*<>uth appears.

IJeblich (Get.), a prefix meaning "lovely", "sweet**,

applied to a distinct cla^s of stopped pipes of smaller

scale^ and less fluty or full tone than the old English
"Stopped Diapason". Sometimes the word is absurdly
u=ed by itself as a noun.

Lip ptp<-'* (see I-abial pipo). The formation at the

lop of the mouth is termed the upper lip, the thin stream
of air being directed against this produces the sound; if

"cut up
3
*- too high the speech will be slow, and its proper

setting is one important factor in skilful voicing.
Lawns (Fr.). The Swell shutters.

Matniiihttr abbr. man., mJ, for the manuals alone.

Ifflodia* American name for an 8ft
stop of the Clara-

bella or Hohl Flute kind.

Sletechetic Action. A method of duplicating stops,

patented by Brindley & Foster in 1889. By means of

pneumatic contrivances, certain stops can be utilised on
separate manuals, or on manual and pedal. For example,
a Lieblich Bourdon i6fc or a i6 ft reed on the Swell, may,
through separate draw stops in the pedal department, form
a soft and expressive bass, whilst remaining inoperative on
the Swell Keys unless the stop handle in that department
be also drawn. A much softer bass than that obtainable
from the unenclosed pedal organ is thus secured, whilst
the player is free to use simultaneously on the Swell any
combination of & or 4fl without doubles. Similarly, a
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Swell stop can be transferred to the Choir, either at the

same pitch, octave above or sub-octave, as arranged, and
there used as a solo stop, accompanied on the Swell by
other stops, both solo and accompaniment being affectea

by the Swell Pedal Without increase of ground space,
new effects become possible, which could not otherwise

be obtained except at great cost Great judgment is

required In selecting suitable scales when one rank of

pipes does duty at two different pitches.
Mitred pipes , pipes in which there is a bend; fre-

quently done where there is insufficient height Reeds ars

rather improved than otherwise, by having their tubes mitred.

Mixture see Compound stops, p. 29.
Montre (Fr.). Open Diapason.

Jtfr/, small tool formerly used by tuners to silence

some of the ranks in a compound stop whilst tuning
one rank.

Mounted Cornet. A mixture stop containing a Dia-

pason as one of its ranks, the whole proceeding without

break, and occupying a small raised soundboard of its

own. Used to hide the "breaks" in the mixtures of very

large organs; formerly used as a solo stop.

Mouth, the opening above the foot of a labial pipe,

Musette (Fr.), a free reed of nasal tone, found in

French organs.
Mutation stops, those which do not give a note corres-

ponding to the key; includes all third and fifth sounding
ranks. The 4 and 2ft

stops are sometimes incorrectly

classed as mutation stops.

Nasat* (Ger.), Nasard (Fr.), & ia* a*/s* of somewhat

reedy or nasal tone; of stopped pipes usually in foreign

organs. According to Seidel, the stop originated in the

Netherlands.

Nasox* a 4* stopped wood flute in old organs.

Hicking* the process of making little notches against

the block or languid of the pipes, and at the lower lip, form-

ing part of the art of voicing.

Nickers, files of various size and shape used to make
the above nicks or notches.

Qbcrwerk (Ger.), the upper manual In old German

organs of two manuals, the "Obenrerk" would corres-

pond to die "Choir** of English organs, the pipes being

unenclosed.
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*, S& reed, generally the first reed placed fa the

organ, belonging to the Swell

Octave* same as Principal
Octave Gari<mt 2ft reed, the smallest reed made, ol>

solete.

Octave Hautboy* 4ft reed, obsolete.

Octave Quint, 22/s
ft

pitch, open metal; a Twelfth,

Open Diapason, i6ft on Pedal, wood or metal, 8ft on
ihe manuals, metal A round, full tone of pervading

quality is, or should be, its chief characteristic. When of

i6 ft

pitch on the manuals it is termed a Double Open
Diapason. Similarly, by Double Open Diapason on the

Pedals, a $2
ft open stop is understood (see p. 76).

Ophuteide, i6 ft
pedal reed of great power.

Orchestral flute, 4ft open metal, a flute voiced speci-

ally for the "Solo" organ to imitate the orchestral instrument.

Orchestral Oboe* Sfl reed, voiced specially for the

"Solo" organ, more powerful than the Swell Oboe.

Over blowing (a), attempting to force too much wind

into the bellows, disregarding the limit shown by the lead

marker, (b), pipe speaking its octave through (i) too

large wind hole, (ii) languid too low, (iii) mouth too low,

(iv) upper lip too convex, (v) lower lip too concave. The
reverse of these faults causes slowness of speech,

Pallet (see Fig. 9, p. 35)- v . _ . _

Passage board* a board placed by the side of. the

sound board, or through the ranks of pipes for the tuner

to stand on.

Pedal Octave,, a pedal coupler bringing on the pipe
or pipes an 8TC above in addition to the pedal note actually

played. For its proper effect each stop on the pedal

organ should be carried up an octave higher than the

compass of the pedals, i. e. 42 pipes instead of 30,

Phoneuma* a delicate 8ft
stop of metal in the Hope-

Jones organs, of the nature of Voix Celeste,

Piccolo^ 2ft
stop, wood or metal.

Pieno (Ital.\ full; organo pieno, full organ.
Pertain; (Ger.), a small portable organ (see p. la).

Portutial* an 8 rt
stop of the Clarabella kind in Con-

tinental organs, but with pipes larger at the top than at

the bottom.

Posaune* 8 ft on manuals, i6 ft on pedals, a powerful
reed stop; being the German equivalent for Trombone,



Post/or, originally signifying & stationary organ as

opposed to the Portattv, a smalt organ borne in processions*
It had generally only labial pipes, and mostly of the

stopped kind, the term being applied to a small chamber

organ. It afterwards became applied in France and Ger-

many to the department corresponding to our ."Choir"

organ (see "Back-positive").
Po&ithv Organ, name given to a small organ invented

by Mr. T. Casson, and made by Mr. W. R. Andrew, High
Road, Kilburn, It is intended to replace the harmonium

or American organ in small churches, mission chapels, etc.

It is a one-manual organ, limited to the vocal compass,
FF to A. and provided with foot blowers. A "Double

Ilass" (Stopped pipes) descends to FFF, iaft tone, acting,

from mid. C downward only upon the lowest note played.

A "Melodic Diapason" acting on the Open Diapason from

mid. C upward, gives only the highest note played. Thus,

with these stops drawn, hymn tunes and chants in ordi-

nary four-part harmony have the effect of being played

upon a small organ of two manuals and pedal, with the

melody brought into prominence upon the "Great" organ,
Prettant (I^iL praestare, to stand before), the 4*

Principal in French organs; applied to the 4* pipes form-

ing the front, in contradistinction to those of 8 and 1 6*.

Principal, 4* open metal pipes of the open Diapason

kind, but a size or two less in scale, 8ft on the pedals.

In German and Italian organs the term is applied to the

Open Diapasons. The English Principal is the chief 4*
stop, and it is only in this sense, and the fact that it is

the one chosen by tuners to take their "bearings
11

from,

that it can be made to justify its title, the 8* Open Dia-

pason being the "principar stop in an organ. For this

reason the Principal has been, by some English builders,

re-christened "Octave".

Progressie-karmonika* A mixture in German organs

beginning with 2 ranks, 17 and 22; the 15* being added

mt C a** space, bass clef, later the Quint, and so on
up

to 6 ranks in some organs; a large scale mixture of full

bright tone. AV
Prolengtmcnt harmoniqtu (see pp. 60 and 98).

PuU 4**m wim, the wires which, passing through

tbe wind chest, pull down the pallets,

Pyramid*** 16 or 32* wood, a pedal stop made bf
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Right after the design of the Rev. Sir F, A. GL

the pipes being four times as large at the top as they

are at the mouth, producing the CCC, i6ft
pitch, from a

pipe 2& 9
5m

long; 2 ft
3"* at the top, and 8 inches at the block.

Quir flute (see Flauto traverse.)

Quint* the largest of the "fifth" sounding mutation

ranks, drawn as a separate stop. sVs* on the manuals.

io-/s on the pedals where it is often met with in lieu

of SL 32**; its beats with the i6ft resembling more or less

successfully a 32
fl

stop. In a few German organs a "Gross

Quimen Bass** has been inserted on the pedals, giving

tones from stopped pipes a fifth above the 32*, L e. si 1
/.*

1*

tone; but the experiment has found no imitators amongst
the designers of the largest organs of recent times,

Quintaton* Quintadena, or Quinta ed una; a foundation

stop of narrow scale, stopped pipes 16 and 8ft
pitch, in which

the fifth or 12 th is prominent; used chiefly in combination.

Quint ftotf* a narrow scale Octave Quint, with the

fiute quality of tone.

Rauschpfcife* Rauschquiute, a two rank mixture in

German organs, composed of a fifth and octave. The fifth

being lowest, the interval of a fourth was formed, conse-

quently it was also known as "Rauschquarte".

AV^'j/, a small portable organ composed of a few

reed pipes, sometimes made to fold up into the form of

a church Bible, and then called "Bible Regal
1

". Amongst
the musical instruments in Henry VIII.'s household, an

inventory includes "13 pairs of single regalls" and "5 pairs

of double regalls" (with two pipes to each note) and as

late as 1773 there was, attached to the English court, an

official "Tuner of the Regals". The term was also used

in connection with several obsolete reed stops in German

organs, "Geigen regal . "Harfea regal", etc.

Register , (a) a slip of wood, perforated, through
which the trackers pass when long (as might be the ca=e

in the middle of f, Fig. 9, p. 35). It prevents the trackers

from nibbing or rattling against each other, and in the.

case of horizontal pedal trackers, passing underneath the

bellows, keeps them off the floor, (b) Anything that serves

as a guide is so termed by builders; thus in Fig. 12, the

counterbalances, g. g, are called the bellows register* and
a shows a register for the bellows handle* (c) A term

sometimes used for the draw stops.
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Relief pallet, (a) a divided pallet, (b) bellows waste
valve.

Resonance. For proper musical effect, buildings in

which an organ is placed should have a certain amount
of echo when empty, as the clothing of a congregation^
or even the cushions and hassocks in pews, greatly ab-
sorb and deaden sound. Excessive resonance is, however,
just as distressing to the ear as the opposite fault; quick
passages upon the full organ become a meaningless jumble,
and the ear speedily tires in its efforts to follow the

interweaving of parts. When this is the case, the player
can, however, by slightly modifying the time and with a
lighter and thinner registration do much to make fugal
passages and quickly changing harmonies intelligible to

listeners at the farther end of the building. Excessive
resonance may be cured by festoons of cloth suspended
from the roof; a "dead" building is generally hopeless,
owing to low roof and various obstructions offered to the
sound waves.

Resultant tone. An acoustic effect The vibrations
of the Pedal Quint, io*/s

ft with the i6ft
pedal stops give

the effect of a 32** (see Quint).
Return pedal pipes. An objectionable feature in old

organs whose manuals extended to GG. When pedals hav-

ing CCC for their lowest sound were added, beginning
at the lowest CC of the GG pedal board, a return or

repeat was caused in the pedal scale, the notes in the

middle of the pedal board from CC to G being lower
than those derived from GG to CC of the manuals;

resulting in the mutilation of many important pedal
passages,

Return ranks. In mixtures, the intervals beginning
at CC are not maintained to the top of the Key board,
but -"repeat" at suitable stages some of the lower 'ranks

(see Compound stops, 29),
'

Reversible Keyboards. The keyboards turned around
to enable the player to face choir, congregation or con-

ductor, according to circumstances.

Robbing. In defective work the pitch will sometimes
flatten when several foundation stops are drawn, sharpen*

Ing again when suddenly reduced to one or two, owing
to a note beloaging to one set of pipes taking the wind



from that of smother. The bars will probably be found
too shallow, or the pallets not large enough.

Rohr Jf^/r, literally "reed flute**, name of a partly

stopped S14
pipe in English and German organs, similar

to the French Flute a Chemlnee. It derive* its name
from the reed or tube often simply a hole through the

stopper, and the tone is akin to that of a Stopped Dia-

pason, but clearer, bearing no resemblance to the tone of

reed stops. In continental organs, stops of 16 and 4**

pitch are also met with bearing this name.

Rohrschdk* a Rohr flote of a or i ft in Geiman
Organs.

Relkr , an iron or wooden bar working on phis
inserted at each side into a block or stud, and having
an arm projecting at either end to which trackers are
attached. The movement is thus conveyed sideways \see

Fig. io>
Ruckpositfa (see "Back-positiv").

Runnings^ the sounds caused by the wind running
into the grooves of pipes adjoining those that are being
played, or along the slider (see "Bleeding").

Salicwttal> or Salicet, (Ger.
4

Weidepfeife", 'willow

pipe
1

')
an Sft

open metal stop of narrow scale, similar to
a Dulciana, but with larger mouth, and usually fuller

in tone.

Salicet jlute,
a 4ft

variety of the above.

Scale, the diameter of a pipe. Rightly proportioned
scales, good substance and quality of material with artistic

voicingt good steady wind supply and favourable position
are the important factors in the speech of a pipe. Mr.
Lewis gives the following as a good scale for an 8fc Open
Diapason, to weigh 4 cwt., containing one half or more of

pure tin: CC, diameter 6 in.; C, 3
l
/ in.; Mid. C, 2 l

/ in;
i
ft C i*/4 in., 6 in, C % in. A second Open Diapason
on the same manual would be made one or two pipes
less in size, not only to obtain a less powerful stop tcr

variety, but because two unison pipes of the Open Dia-

pason kind, precisely alike in size and make, "sympathise**
to such an extent that the power from the two ranks is

not appreciably more than from a single rank. The
Principal, Twelfth, Fifteenth, etc, are, as regards their

scale and make, simply smaller "Diapasons", their pttch
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necessitating the difference in classification. Mr. Alfred

Palmer, pipe maker (successor to Courcelle), gives the

folios-ins scale for a chamber organ Open Diapason:
CC7 diameter sin.; C 2 10

/,2 Sn.; Mid. Ci*/8 in-; ift C
I in.; top G*/ 14l

in,

Principal, a semitone less than Open Diapason.
Twelfth, a semitone less than corresponding pipe of

Principal.

Fifteenth, a semitone less than corresponding pipe of

Twelfth.
Dulciana (in metal throughout) CC, 3*/i iB C a in;

Mid. C i 1
/* a*; jft C "/win,; 6 in. C */H in.

The CCC of a Pedal Open Diapason in wood mea-

sures about 1 3x1 1
1
/*, the Bourdon 9x8, a Violone 7><5-

The late Dr. L. G. Hayne caused some Bourdons to be

made of i 1
/! in. timber, ijxn 1

/* at CCC, inside measure,
In order to obtain pure notes free from harmonics, the

pipes being known as "Hayne's tubs'*.

In reed stops, the tubes of Horn and Trumpet will

measure at the top from about 4 to 5 inches at CC, whilst

the Clarionet, with straight tube and half length pipes Vrill

be but i*/ inches at CC
Sfhalmei* (Fr. Chalumeau, from Latin Calmus a blade).

A reed stop of the Musette kind, & or 4* in old organs,

imitating an old instrument used by shepherds in the south

of Europe.
Sfharf, or Sharp mixture. Of three or more ranks

including a tierce.

Sthnarrwcrk, German term for a regal, also applied

to the reeds of an organ.
Schrcifrpfetfc* or Schryari, name derived from an

obsolete wind instrument, and applied to a shrill mixture

stop* beginning with i ft and containing three ranks of

narrow scale pipes.
Scfai'cbvng* the Tremulant in German specifications.

Sckwelzirjlbte* "Swiss flute". A small scale open metal

stop with beards, of penetrating tone in German otgans.

Its intonation is father difficult to obtain, according to

Seidel; Riemann* observes "the pipes are easily ovtr-

tkw*; the stop is generally used in combination with

other 8ft
stops".

*
DktloAftiy of MiMlc. Dr* Hugo Riemmnau

M*ttfew*. 0v*a Handbook.
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Sekwehtrpfeif* and Scfapdurjfoitm Itass are 4
i6ft varieties of the same.

Schwitgilpffife* from an old German word,

meaning a pipe, A narrow scale open metal foundation

stop in old organs.

Scrftnt* an obsolete pedal reed stop of 16**, imitating

the wind instrument of the same name.

Scsquialtcra (see Compound stops Part H). Seidel

describes it as a two rank mixture, and says "The two

ranks are a fifth and a third, the latter being raised an

S**, properly therefore, a fifth and a tenth. In this way
these two intervals (the tenth above the fifth) form toge-

ther a sixth or stxte, whence the name sesquialteral

ShaJt* (a) a metal flap whereby the fwer of a reed

pipe is regulated (not tuned), (b) placed over a flue

pipe it is used to tune by, (c) a pipe whose intonation

is affected by any external obstruction is said to be

shaded.

Szfj!0tt from Fr. siUr9 to hiss, a I or a ft
open metal

stop of wide scale.

Sliderless soundboards. In this system, as constructed

Lv Roosevelt of New York, and since introduced into this

country, each pipe is pro\ided with a separate pallet.

Piomptness of speech is thereby secured, running and

robbing obviated, and there are no sliders to become

swollen* making the stops stiff to draw at times.

Slotted pipes* those which have a slot at the top for

tuning purposes. The note is sharpened by increasing
the length of the slot

Sclo organ, the highest row of keys in a 4 manual

organ. Powerful 8 and 4" *- llte stops, an Orchestral Oboe,
Clarionet or Corao di Bassetto, a Cor Anglais and a Tuba
with, perhaps, some string toned stops will usually be found

on it It should be enclosed in a Swell box. In a

large 3 manual organ Solo and Choir are sometimes

combined on the lower row of keys, and with ever in-

creasing mechanical facilities for effecting instantaneous

changes there appears to be less necessity for a fourth

key board, uncomfortable to reach, and which places the

music de=k at a somewhat inconvenient distance from the

p'ayer.

Specification, The contents of an organ drawn up by
builders or organist. A complete specification prepareid
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and signed by the builder as a contract should plainly

state:

j. Compass of manuals and pedals.
a. The number of pipes to each stop.

3. Material of each stop, wood or metal, and the exact

proportion of tin to lead in the latter stops,

4. Action, whether tracker, tubular or electric as agreed

upon.
5. Thickness of Swell box (which should contain bass

of Double, if any).
6. Number of Composition pedals.

7. Bellows capacity; separate reservoirs or none.

8* Particulars of case work, console and fittings, arrange-
ment and decoration of the front pipes, with sketch

of same.
There are many more matters of great importance

which cannot here be mentioned in detail. Such matters

should be referred to experienced organists and not

hastily decided by clerics or influential amateurs possess-

ing but a superficial acquaintance with the subject A
two manual organ (with the number of pipes stated), con-

taining 10 stops on each manual and 3 on the pedals
a type very commonly met with, may cost from

j|> 800 or ^ 9<>o down to j 500 or less according to

whether it is constructed of choice and substantial mate-

rials by a builder of high class and artistic work, or by
one whose only merit and chance of obtaining the order

lies in the bait of apparent cheapness. In the former

case, the pipes, soundboards, and other portions of the

organ will probably survive many rebuildings and mod-

ernisings as time goes on, like those of such builders

as Smith, Harris and Silbermann, testifying to the sound

and conscientious work bestowed upon them; the latter,

after proving a fruitful source of annoyance, will pro-

bably be swept away within ten years; being disposed
of for a small sum to make room for an entirely new in*

strument

SptrrventiL In old German organs this is often a

draw stop which cuts off the wind from reeds or mixtures,

or both, Silbermann^ organ in the Frauen Kifche, Dres-

den, Is thus provided with one for each of its three

manwls, composition pedals being unknown when it was

built in 1736-
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^Spitejtete, an open metal stop of & or 4* pitch with

conical pipes,, resembling the Gemshora.

Spkyidbackfalls* those which are spread out Eke a fan.

Squaris* Metal or wooden cranks used to transmit

motion In a different direction, as in the cranks used in

connection with household
.
bells. In modern organs,

phosphor bronze, twisted, is frequently used. When wood
is used, they should not be cut out in one piece, as one

side would be liable to snap off with the pull, but two

pieces of tough wood are dovetailed together in best

work, and they are so set in their frames that they can

be taken out singly without disturbing the whole row.

The term "square" is somewhat inapt, as they present a

triangular appearance.
StahlspuL Carillons in which steel bars are sub-

stituted for bells, as in the Dom organ at Mersehurg.

(See Carillons.)

Stentorphsn* a powerful reed stop, 8* pitch.

Sticker* thin wooden rods which transmit motion by

pushing (see Fig. 9, Part II).

Stepped ptpcs, those closed at the top with a plug or

stopper. When a hole or tube pa^es through the stopper

they are classed as "half stopped" pipes,
Sr/afa /Jute, 4ft wood and metal pipes, frequently

placed on the Choir organ. The mouth is inverted as in

the Clarabella and Waldllute, to which family it belongs
Sub Bass, same as Bourdon, a Pedal i6ft

; stopped
.

Sub Bourdon, a stop of 32* tone; stopped pipes,

5^ ectave Coupler, one which couples the octave

below to the keyboard, acting either on its own or an

adjoining manual. A Choir sub octave to Great is some-

times added to an organ lacking a Great "Double".

Sufer octave coupler* one which takes down the keys,

or otherwise couples the octave above to any given key,

either 01 its own manual or the one above it, as the Swell

to the Great. Next to the unison couplers it is the one

most frequently inserted in small organs in one of these

two forms, and with the gradual extension of the manual

compass to C, is likely to become still more frequently

employed. Pneumatic, and still more, electric action offers

facilities for the multiplication of couplers without the

complications that are caused by them in tracker work.
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u>irtt a wire made like a screw to receive

the leather buttons which serve to regulate the trackers.

Till tale, the leaden weight attached by a cord to

the bellows, which, moving between two marks near the

blower, "Full" and "Empty
" or up and down a little glass

frame, shows the condition of the reservoir. Frequently
one is provided for the player's information also.

Tenor C, 2nd space bass clef. At this note "half

stops'* invariably end in modem organs. The Voix Cel*

cste, Clarionet and Dulciana are "Tenor C* stops in the

majority of organs; the first named legitimately so, the

other two merely to save expense. The Dulciana then

derives its bass from a L. Gedacht or St Diapason.
Ttrtian* a two rank mutation stop in foreign organs

composed of Tierce and tarigot
Turcc* see Compound stops. Part II.

Titrrina, 8ft stopped pipes of tin, small scale, Toiced

to give the upper partial implied by its name.
*

Tibia Clansa> 8ft stopped pipes of wood, of unusual

cale in organs built on Mr. Hope-Jones* system.
Tibia Dura, wood 8 and 4* pitch. A stop of telling

and penetrating character, used by Mr. Hope-Jones to

bind together the other stops in certain buildings whilst

in manv situations its inventor states it to be quite inad-

missible. A small Tibia Dura occurs in the organ in St.

Paul's Church, Burton-on-Trent
Tibia Pkna, 8ft open wood pipes yielding a remark-

ably powerful yet liquid foundation tone, nearly free from

upper partials. It is of large scale, on a heavy wind.

First inserted in the organ in St John's Church, Birken-

head, by its inventor, Mr. R. Hope-Jones.
Tibia Prefarula> i6ft

pedal stop, wood and iron,

yielding a larger volume of tone than the ordinary Pedal

Open Diapason.
Tirasse (Fr.) Coupler.

Tongui, (a) the vibrating slip of brass in a reed stop.

A vibrating tongue thicker at the end produces a deeper

tone, and one thin at the end a higher tone, than one of

equal thickness throughout The tongues are sometimes

weighted at the point About */i <* ** i*** * tlie

limit for the thickness of Hie tongue, beyond wMch, even

on a heavy wind pressure, vibration is rendered uncertain

or impossible, (b) Kece of metal at top of pipe to tone by.
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Touch* the resistance offered to the* finger by the key,

and the depth to which it descends. In large modem

pneumatic and electric organs the touch can be made as

light as that of a piano, even when the Ml power is used

and all the couplers drawn; in tracker work the addition

of couplers makes a considerable difference, and large

organs without divided pallets become almost unplayable
in quick passages at full power. Mind and fingers are

extremely sensitive as to touch, and when an organ is at

a considerable distance from the keyboards, the .appre-

ciable fraction of a second taken by the sound to reach

the player (although in reality, the touch may be quite

instantaneous) proves singularly embarrassing and firing

to players accustomed to a more "direct" action. In

depth, the touch should be the same as that of a piano,

viz -v
& in. estimated from the upper surface at the edge

of a white key. In tracker work it is apt to get shallow

in hot weather, and also after much use. The rattling

and clicking noises so annoying to the player are due to

the mechanism ha\ing too great "play" and requiring

adjustment, and in the case of many old organs or inferior

modem work, to the absence of "bushing
3

',
i. e. the appli-

cation of felt or cloth at the centres of friction; or the

leather on the surface of the pallets may have become
too hard.

Backfall actions should be provided with a screw or

a wedge at each end of the frame, so that when the touch

alters entirely one way, it may quickly be adjusted without

the laborious process of screwing or unscrewing each

button separately. The pedals descend barely an inch.

Trackers (Fr. Abreges; Ger. Abstrackten) are light

and thin slips of wood which have a pulling movement,

Transposition switch. Transposition into any key rax*

easily be arranged for in electric actions; in tracker work
it has occasionally been done by an arrangement of back-

falls or false keys under the keys, adjusted so as to let

the mechanism shift laterally. The device is of little

practical use, as every well trained organist should be
able to transpose at sight ordinary church music.

Trichtir (Ger.) Name applied by German builder^ to

the upper part of the pipes of reed stops.
T Rtvirsing pedaL One which, shaped like the

letter Tt is often applied to the Great Pedal Coupler.
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Pressed down at one end it brings the coupler on, and
at the other end, draws it back. It is placed either be-
tween the Swell and Great Composition pedals, or (when
the space in front of the player is occupied by composi-
tion pedals acting on the Pedal organ as well), at one
side of the player.

Tuba Mirabttis, 8 ft reed on a heavy wind pressure;
the most powerful stop on the Solo organ, generally
requiring the full Great to accompany it.

Tuba Sonora, an 8ft

powerful and smooth Solo reed

stop in the Hope -Jones organs. It is provided will-

thicker tongues which are started by a percussive blow
from the electric action.

Tuning. The first stop tuned is the Principal, 4ft
, of

the Great Organ. On this the tuner lays his "bearings"
beginning usually with middle C, tempering the intert-als

to suit the equal temperament system.
Large metal open flue pipes are tuned either by a

tongue of metal cut from the top, which by closing
flattens, and by pulling further apart sharpens; (the speak-
ing length of the pipe being increased or decreased in

this manner); or by a sliding cap.

Large wooden open pipes are provided with a piece
of board nailed partly over the top of the pipe to flatten

it, or, preferably by a piece of wood screwed tightly to

the side, and partially covering a slit from the top of
the pipe.

Open metal pipes from about 4ft C upwards require
the use of cones. The hollow part, pressed over the top,

by bringing the edges closer together slightly lengthens
the pipe and consequently flattens the note; the pointed
end, by forcing the edges outward, raises the pitch.

Small open wood stops, such as Ciarabellas and Wald-
thites have a metal shade let into the upper part of the

pipe at the back, for tuning.

Stopped pipes are provided with stoppers of wood
covered with leather; in modern work, cork is often used
for the treble portion. Metal stopped pipes sometimes
have caps placed over them which may be pressed down
to sharpen. When the pipes have long ears they are bent
outward to rake the pitch, and towards the mouth to

flatten.

Reed pipes are timed by a tuning knife, which is
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simply a flat strip of iron from t to * ft m length. By
tapping the tuning wire dowmvard with the knife8 the

pitch is sharpened by the diminution of the vibrating

length of the tongue. 'Tapping underneath the bent edge
of the tuning wire in an upward direction flattens the note.

Reeds are particularly liable to "go off their speech" or

become silent, or come on very slowly, by a minute speck
of dust getting lodged beneath the tongue and hindering
Its \ibration. When this is the case, the tuning wire

should first be knocked up, when the du*t will probably
fall, after which the reed is tuned. On no account should

the tuning wire be driven over the obstruuion. If it

becomes necessary to remove the pipe, a thin sheet of

note paper may be carefully passed under the tongue to

clean it, but the curvature given it by the voicer must not

be disturbed, or the speech of the pipe will suffer. All

metal pipes are particularly susceptible to the heat of the

hand, and should, after being taken out, be replaced to

cool before being tuned finally. A light inside the swell

box, or the breath and heat of the body will in a very
few minutes cause the metal pipes to sharpen considerably.
The reeds (except in some old organs in which the tuning
wires blide up and down too easily through much use),

are really more stable than the flue work as regards
alterations of pitch; the vibrating tongues being enclosed,

present such a comparatively small surface to be-

come affected by atmospheric variations. But as a matter

of convenience, when all the rest of the organ has become
sharper with heat or flatter with cold, the reeds are ad-

justed to suit the more numerous flue stops

Tuyaux (Fr.1 organ pipes.
Cftda Maris % an 8& stop, open pipes giving a soft

undulating effect, by a rank of pipes tuned a little sharper.

(See Voix Celeste.)
Cntersatz (Ger.), 32** tone, same as Sub Bourdon.

Unequal Temperament^ a system of tuning in vogue
until about half a century ago. Certain keys, up ti>

about 3 sharps or flats, were tuned "perfect**, being purer
and more brilliant in effect, made so at the expense of

the others into which it was impossible to modulate with

good effect Bach in Germany and Dn Crotch in Eng-
land were amongst the earliest advocates of the equal

temperament system. This reform was brought about in
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German organs long before organs In England were

altered so as to render all keys equally available. Even
so late as the time of Spohr, the organ in Westminster

Abbey had not been altered in this respect The organ
in Wells Cathedral (built by Mr. H. Willis in 1857), was

unequally tempered, and remained so until 1893 when it

was entirely rebuilt and altered , being the only instance

known to the author of so late a survival of the old

S) stem.

fWir, a flap composed of leather and wood, which

Admits wind to pass through, and cuts it off.

Venttts (see Part Ilf p. 43).

Vibrate. A species of Tremulant devised for the

Casson organs, and made to vary the rapidity of its beat

with the opening and closing of the Swell.

Viol d'Orchestre, 8ft
open pipes, of slender scale,

with ears and a beard. In the Worcester Cathedral

organ it is of pure tin, the lowest CC being only i 1

inch in diameter, and the bottom octave owing to this

exceedingly narrow scale is encased in wood to support
the pipes,

Viola, 16 and Sft
string toned stops of the Gamba class.

Viola di Gamba, 8ft open metal stop of string tone.

Viol fTAm0ur 9 8ft open metal stop of thin and deli-

cate tone.

Viok fOrchestre, and Vioh Sourdine are S ft open
metal stops voiced by Mr. Thynne, and introduced into

several organs built on the Casson system.

Violoncello* an Sft open metal or wood stop on the

pedaL
Violone, a i6ft open wood or metal stop of narrow

scale on the pedals, speaking its harmonics. When skil-

fully voiced it gives a surprisingly close imitation of the

"bite" of the bow on the strings of a Double Bass.

Voicing* Pipes as received from the maker have

their mouths lower than is necessary, and they are also

a little in excess of the standard length. These the

"voker" proceeds to cut p to the height required by the

particular stop, using a pair of proportional compasses or

dividers. The notches or nicks at the edge of the languid

and on the lower lip opposite, play an important part in

the speech of a pipe,

They are fine or coarse according to the nature of
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the stop; bold and full toaed stops such as the open
Diapason will receive coarser incisions than stops of thin

and delicate tone like the Dulciana, The wind hole at

the foot of the pipe will have been regulated by cutting

up before the mouths are similarly treated. The tops
will be cut to the required pitch only after these oper-
ations have been done. The artistic voicing of reeds is

a difficult and delicate process. In voicing any class of

stop there is considerable scope for individuality-, stops

nominally the same differ in character as treated by the

voicers employed by various builders. So that one firm

may become famous for its reeds , another for its string
toned stops, another for its Diapasons, another for its

Gedackts, etc.

Ilv'x Cfksfe, 8ft
open metal pipes of the Gamba or

Salicional kind, tuned slightly sharp so as to give a wav-

ing or undulating beat with a Gamba or SalicionaL

Its proper place is in the Swell box.

. Voluntary* a piece of music, extempore or otherwise,

played by the organist at the beginning or end of divine

-ervice. Formerly a ^middle" voluntary was also played
in many churches whilst the clergyman changed his gown.
The term "voluntary" is said to have been first used by
a London preacher in 1690.

/AT An^flKa* an Sft

stop of very delicate intonation.

The German V. A. is a free reed stop of small scale, more
resembling the Vox Humana.

/ 'ox Humana* an. 8ft reed with short tub<*S- It requires
to be placed in a Swell box, and the tremulant is used
with it. Ineffective in buildings which do not possess
much resonance.

iraldflutc, 8 and 4ft open wood pipes, with inverted
mouths. In Messrs Walker's organs an 8 ft Walduute
is generally placed on the Great instead of the usual
Clarabella or Stopped Diapason; the 4ft

variety is some-
times chosen as the Choir flute, or placed on the "Great"*

in place of the more general Harmonic Flute.

irfitfftife, same as Sifflot.

n~md guag^ see Anemometer.
H f

itid pressure, the force with which the wind enters
the pipes, measured in inches by the Anemometer. For

organs in a good position in very small churches and
chamber organs generally (not to be confounded with
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organs in a chamber* requiring a high pressure) from a

to *2/s inches pressure is considered sufficient; 3 to 3
1
/*

inches is commonly used in churches. Reeds are improv-
ed by a high pressure* Separate wind chests are needed

when the reeds of a manual are given a higher pressure
than the rest of the flue work. In the famous organ in

Leeds Parish Church (in which Snetzler, Schulze, Hill,

Greenwood and Abbott are represented) the Great Tuba is

on 7 in., the rest of the Gt and Pedal on 3
s
/4 ;

the

Swell on 3 in., the Choir on a 1
'., and the Echo on i l

/*i.
In his organs at the Albert Hall and Alexandra Palace,

Mr. Willis used a pressure of about 22 in, for the Tubas.

, Wind way* the narrow opening at the mouth of a

pipe between the lower lip and the block or languid,

Zart j?ote% a soft 8 ft metal flute of narrow scale, first

inserted by T. Turley in the organ at St Mary's, Wisraar.

, Zauberjtete, a stopped 4* Harmonic Flute, its root

beirig the 12* below its speaking note. First introduced

into* the Tewkesbury Abbey organ by Mr. Thynne.

PART VI.

Biographical.

Adams, Ttwmas. b. Sept 5, 1785* <* SePL *5*

Was organist successively of Carlisle Chapel, Lambeth

(18021814), St Paul's, Deptford, until 1824, St George's,

Camberwell, and St Dunstan-in-the-West, Fleet St (1833).

These last two offices he held conjointly until his death.

Adams was noted for his extemporisations, and his ser-

vices were in constant request for recitals by the organ
builders at their factories. He published many organ

pieces, fugues, voluntaries, interludes, and variations.

Albruktsberger* Johann Gterg, b. Feb. 3, 1736,

Klosterneaborg near Vienna, <L Vienna, March 7, 1809.

Beginning at a chorister, he eventually became court

organist and director of nrasic at St Stephen's, Vienna.



Celebrated as a teacher and contrapuntist. Beethoven and

Hummel were his pupils. His organ trios have recently

been re-published for the use of students.

Andre* /xhus, b. Juoe 4, i8o$, Offenbach, d. April 17,

iSSo, Frankfort, Composed many organ pieces, and wrote

& "Practical Organ School" of considerable merit.

Arc/itr, FrtJrrick, b. June 16, 1838, Oxford. Chorister

at All Saints', Margaret St, studied in London and Leipsic.

Appointed organist of Mertoii College, Oxford and to

Alexandra Palace (1873). Conducted the Glasgow Select

Choir fi87880); in 1881 accepted the appointment oi

organist at Rev. H. \V. Beecher's Church, Brooklyn, U. S. A*
moved from thence to Chicago (1896 >,

at present Corporation

organist at I'itfehurg. Has published several organ pieces

and a good organ method.

ArtioUi Samuel* Mus. Doc, b. Aug. 10, 1740, London,

d. there Oct. 22, 1802. Organist and Composer to the

Chapel Royal (1783), organist
of Westminster Abbey

{* 793^- Editor of an edition of Handel's works and of

tour useful volumes of Cathedral music,

AltivwJ, TSit'Mtts* b. Nov. 23, 1765, London, d. Chelsea,

March 28, 1838. Chorister ot the Chapel Royal. Seat

to Italy to studv by the Prince of Wales (afterwards

George IV% Subsequently became a pupil of Mo&irt,

Organist of St. Paul
M

s Cathedral 1795; in X 796 composer
to the Chapel Royal and in 1836 organist there alao.

Composed much, and enjoyed the friendship of Mendels-

ohn, who dedicated his 3 Preludes and Fugues for, the

organ to him. Buried under the organ in St. Paul's.

Jfac/it Johann Scbx$tiant b. March 21, 1685, Eisenach,

1 luly 28, 1750, Leip^ic, One of the greatest of all

cniiMt ians, and specially important to organists; descendant

of a family of celebrated musicians who occupied the

chief po>ts in Thuringia as organists and cantors tor about

a century before his birth. His brother, Johann Christoph

^b. June 1 6, 1671), became his teacher, and in 1703 he

iras violinist in the private band of Prince Johann Ernst

:>f Saxony, at Weimar, his first organ pObt being that at

he new church at ArmtaJt, from whence in 1707 he

amoved to St. Bksius, Muhlliausen, and in the following

fear left to become court organist to the Duke of Weimar.

[n 1717 he went to Cothen as Capellmeister and "Chamber
Music Director" to Prince I^eopold of Anhalt, where, his



duties not including organ playing, he wrote a great
portion of his chamber music. In 1723 he became Cantor
of SL Thomas's School, Leipsic, where he remained until

his death, becoming, like his great contemporary, Handel,
blind in his last few years. Bach was the greatest execu-
tant and master of fugal extemporisation of his age; his

creative activity was enormous; in fact, the mere copying
of his complete compositions seems almost a life-work.

Organists are not only indebted to him for a large number
of Preludes and Fugues, Toccatas, ete, of the highest
importance, but also for revolutionizing the style of finger-

ing then prevalent, and for being a strenuous advocate
of the "equal temperament** system of tuning. B.'s music
is essentially bracing, clear and logical in style, every
note has its special purpose; all that is merely sensuous
or "sentimental" in music being antagonistic to his manly
upright nature; and no musician can afford to neglect a
serious study of his works. The best biography on the

great master is that of Spitta (2 vols,, 187380).
Bach) Wtlhtlm Friedefnann* b. Nov. 22, 1710, Weimar,

d. July i f 1784, Berlin, eldest son of J. S. B*, was organist
of St. Sophia, Dresden, 1733 47, and of St. Mary's,
Halle, until 1764. He was extremely gifted, but led an

irregular life, and died in poverty. Many of his MSS.
are preserved in the Berlin Library; he is credited with

having lost many of his father's*

Bach, Carl Phillpp Enianud, b. March 8, 1714,
Weimar, d. Dec, 14, 1788, Hamburg, was intended for

the law, but became attached to the private band of
Frederick the Great, in 1740. He was also gifted, and
aided in the development of the symphony and sonata,

preparing the way for Haydn and Mozart. In 1767 he
succeeded Telemann as church musical director at Ham*
burg.

Back* Johann Chrfstoph fritdrich* b. June ai, 1732,

Lcipsic, d. Jan 26, 1795, Btickeburg. where from 1756 he
was Capellmeister to Count Schaumburg, having, like his

brother Carl, first studied law.

Bafh* Jchann Christian* b. 1735, *eipsic, d. Jan. i,

1782, London, youngest son of J. S. R, .went to Milan as

organist in 1754; in 1759 settled In London at court

composer; wrote chiefly light operas.
IWhtlm frudrxh JErwt. b. May *y, 1759.
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Bfickeburg, d. Dec. 25, 1845, Berlin, son of the "Biicke-

burg" Bach, and last male descendant of J. S. B., was also

a pianist and organist of repute in ILondoo, residing after-

wards in Paris, Minden and Berlin,

Bach* August Iftlkelm, b. Oct. 4, 1796, Berlin, d.

April 15, 1869, Berlin; organist of several Berlin churches,
no relative of the foregoing; succeeded Zelter as director

of the Royal Institute for Church Music, Berlin,

JBacJie, Fronds Ethvard, b. Birmingham, Sept. 14, 1833.
d. there, Aug. 24, 1855. Studied with Sterndale Bennett
in London, Hauptmann and Plaidy in Leipsic, and the

organ with Schneider in Dresden. A musician of great

powers, whose career was prematurely cut short at the

early age of 25, His Postluue in D is familiar to most

organists. His published compositions reach Op, 25; two

operas and a piano concerto remain in MS. The well-

known pianist and exponent of Liszt, Walter Bache, was
his brother.

J5#rnby\ Sir Ji>$fph% b. York, Aug. 12, 1838, d. Jan. 28,

1896, London, Chorister in York Minster, studied at ti e

R. A. M , organist successively at St James the Less, West-

minster, St. Andrew's, Wells St., and St. Anne's, Soho.

Composed many anthems, hymn tunes and chants which
are much used; edited the "H \innaiy". Was musical

director at Eton, Conductor of the Royal Albert Hall
Choral Society, and on leaving Eton became Principal of

the Guildhall School of Music until his death. Received

knighthood in 1892.
Batiste, Antoine Etfouard* b. March 20, Paris, d. there,

Nov. 9, 1876. A page in Charles X.*s Chapel; Premier
Prix at the Conservatoire. Organist of St. Nicolas des

Champs 1842 54, and of St Eustache until his death.

Was highly esteemed in Paris as a teacher. Composer
of much melodious and light organ music, which has

enjoyed great popularity, but which is regarded as repre-

senting but imperfectly his real powers as a musician.

JBaumgartin* Carl Frudrith* b. 1754, d. 1824, Lon-
don, organist of Savoy Chapel, which had one of the

earliest pedal boards in this country. B. is credited with

introducing the three staves for organ music.

Beethoven* Ludwig Tan, b. Bonn, Dec. 16, 1770, d.

Vienna, March 26, 1827. The great master studied the
as a boy with the court organist at Bonn. Van den
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Eeden, and on his death, with his successor, Neefe, for

whom he frequently deputised before his 12th year, placing
according to Neefe's description "with force and finish,

and reading well at sight". It is to be regretted that

Beethoven has left us no great organ work; it is said

the organs with which he was associated in early youth
were of inferior quality. Two Preludes "through all the

major keys" (Op. 39), a Prelude in F minor, and 2-part

Fugue, probably early works, were apparently in-

tended for the organ.
Benoht, Francois, b. Sept 10, 1794, Nantes, d. April,

1878. Obtained the Prix de Rome, Paris, and on his

return became organ professor at the Conservatoire and

to the Court.

Bergner, IVilhelm, b. Nov. 4, 1837, Riga. Organist
of the English Church there in 1861, afterwards of the

Cathedral. Established a Bach Society^ and by his influence

the great organ by Walcker was erected in the Cathedral.

Bstt IVHUam Thomas, b. Aug. 13, 1826, Carlisle,

where he received his first instruction from Young, organist

of the Cathedral, d. May io? 1897, Broad Green, near

Liverpool. Appointed organist of Pembroke Chapel,

Liverpool, 1840; Church for the Blind 1847; Liverpool

Philharmonic, 1848. Leaving Liverpool for London, in

1852 he was appointed organist of the Panopticon of

Science and Art, Leicester Square, and of St Martin's in

the Fields, and in 1854, of Lincoln's Inn Chapel. Returned

to Liverpool in 1855, on being appointed organist to St

George's Hall Appointed organist, VVallasey, Birkenhead,

1860; Holy Trinity, Liverpool, 1863; Musical Society of

Liverpool, 1868; and re-appointed, Philharmonic, 1872.

Mr. Best resigned the St George's Hall appointment in

1895, and received a pension of 100 from the Civil

List As an executant, Mr. Best has had few equals; his

organ pieces and arrangements are very numerous, and

he was the author of two excellent methods: "The Modern

School for the Organ** (1853), and "The Art of Organ

Playing" (1870). The former consists of exercises from

his own pen; Part 1 1 of the latter illustrates special diffi-

culties in organ technique, through short extracts from

standard organ works.

BtxfitM, Wittimm Richard* Mus. Doc,, b. April 27, 1824,

Norwich, cL Get t?, 1853. Chorister at Norwich Cathedral
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under Dr. Buck, Or leaving the choir studied almost

unaided, obtained an organ appointment at Boston, Lin-

colnshire; in 1846 graduated as Mus Bac. t Oxford. In

1848, coming to London, was appointed organist of St.

Helen's, Bishopsgate St. Received his Mus. Doc. at Cam-

bridge in 1849. Some organ fugues, and several anthems

of his have been published, and an oratorio "Israel Res-

tored** was produced in 1852 at the Norwich Musical

Festival

Bishop^ John. b. Cheltenham, July 31, 1817. Appointed

organist SL Paul's, Cheltenham, at the age of 14; in 1838
at Blackburn j returned to Cheltenham in 1839, where he

has held the office of organist at SL James's Church, the

Roman Catholic Chapel, and St. John's, resigning the latter

in 1852. He is the editor and translator of numerous

theoretical works. Another John Bishop was organist of

Winchester Cathedral in 1729.

Blaritf, Jcnas. An organist of repute who held, about

*795t the appointments of Si. Margaret Pattens and St.

Gabriel, Fenchurch, also St. Catherine Coleman, Fenchurch

SL Author of a "Treatise on the Organ with explanatory

voluntaries'*, a set of "Ten Voluntaries" and "Twelve

easy and familiar Movements". Died 1805. His son,
'

Blcwitt, Jonathan, b. 1782, London, d. 1853, was an

organist and a \ocalist, and composer of ballads. He was

a teacher of much repute in Dublin.

B0ss*t Enrico', contemporary Italian organist and com-

poser, some of whose pieces have appeared in "Cecilia";

organist of the Cathedral, Como.

Jbytt, William, Mus. Doc,, b. 1710, Upper Thames

SL, London, d, Feb. 7, 1779, Kensington. Chorister of

SL Paul's Cathedral, subsequently articled pupil to the

organist, Maurice Greene. Studied under l)r, Pepusch,
became organist of Oxford Chapel, Vere St., Cavendish

Sq,> St. Michael's Cornhill (1736), succeeded \VeIdon as

composer to the Chapel Royal, same year, and organist

of same in 1758. In 1749 he was organist of All Hallows,

Thames St The organ on which he played was removed

from thence in 1894 to SL Michael's, Paternoster Row.

In 1749 he received his Doctor's degree at Cambridge.

Being afflicted with deafness at an early period in his

career, Dr. Boyce gradually relinquished organ playing
and teaching for editing; his great work in this direction
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being the 3 vols. of Cathedral Music. By this and his

fine anthems "O where shall wisdom be found r", "By the

waters**, etc., he will best be remembered. He lies buried

in the vault under the centre of the dome of St Paul's

Cathedral

Bridge, John Frtdtrick, Mus. Doc., b. Dec, 5, 1844,

Oldbury, chorister at Rochester. Studied under J. Hop-
kin*; and Sir John Goss. From 1865 69 organist of

Holy Trinity, Windsor; then of Manchester Cathedral.

Received his Doctor's degree in 1874. In 1875 appointed

deputy organist, Westminster Abbey, succeeding Turle in

1882.* Professor of Harmony and Counterpoint at the R.

C M. and Gresham Lecturer, knighted 1897. Composer
of many Cantatas, anthems, etc., and author of primers
on "Organ accompaniment", etc. His brother,

Bridgt, Joseph Cox, Mus. Doc., b. Aug. id, 1853,

Rochester, became assistant organist Rochester Cathedral,

subsequently Manchester Cathedral; appointed organist

Chester Cathedral in 1877, where he helped to resuscitate

the Triennial Festival.

JBrosig, Moritz, b. Get i$, 1815, Fuchswinkel, Upper
Silesia, d. Jan. 24, 1887, Breslau. Studied in Leipsic,

succeeded Franz Wolf there in various posts. Became
lecturer at the University, and was also a member of the

"Cecilia" Academy, Rome, Composer of ability; chiefly

Church music, Including 20 books of organ pieces and an

Organ Book in 8 parts.

BrovmsmM, John Leman, b. 1809, Westminster, d.

Sept. 14, 1866. Chorister at the Abbey. In 1819 organist

of St. John's, Waterloo Rd; 1838, Lay Vicar at the

Abbey; 1848, organist to the Sacred Harmonic Society,

and in 1853 at St. Gabriel's, Pimlko. From 185765
he was organist at the Handel Festivals, Crystal Palace.

Bruckner, Anton, b. Sept 4, 1824, Ausfelden, Austria,

where he was first chorister, then organist, at St. Flonan-

In 1855, after competition, he was appointed organist of

Linz Cathedral Succeeded Sechter at the HofkapeUe,
Vienna, 1867. Success at an organ competition at Nancy
in 1860, led to invitations to give recitals in Pans

nd elsewhere. In 1871 he gave 6 recitals on the

Albert Hall organ, London, His symphonies are highly

esteemed in Germany, one of them having earned

Wagner's approval His 7* symphony was given m
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London in 1887 at a Rirhter Concert He died Oct. it,

1396, Vienna,

JBuf&t ZW/4^% b. March 10, 1839, Hartford. Conn-,

U. S. A. Studied In Leipsic and Dresden, subsequently spend*

ing a year in Paris. Organist of Park Church, Hartford, in

iS62, St lames's, Chicago, iS68, where his house and

library and MSS. were destroyed in the great fire of 1871.

Removed to Boston, and was appointed organist at St

Paul's Church and to the Music Hal!, afterwards at Shaivmut

Congregational Church. Went to New York in 1874, and
became assistant conductor to Theodore Thomas; fnusic

director at St. Ann's Church, Brooklyn, until 1877, then

at Holy Trinity. Dr. Buck has published several organ

pieces, anthems, choral and orchestral works, which hive

found a wide acceptance.
Butt, John, b, 1563, Somerset, d. March 12, 1628,

Antwerp. Organist of Hereford Cathedral 1 582, took Mus,

Doc. degree at both Oxford and Cambridge 1592; in *59^
on Queen Elizabeth's recommendation was the first Music

Professor appointed to Gresham College; Organist Antwerp
Cathedral 1617, Whilst abroad he was for a time one of

the organists of the Chapel Royal, Brussels. He was a

member of our own Chapel Royal in 1585: one of the

most famous musicians of his age.
Btmnettt JZiward* Mus. Doc., b. June 26, 1834, ^ip,

Norfolk, assistant organist at Norwich Cathedral to Dr.

Buck, on whose resignation in 1877 k*s claims as successor

were passed over by the authorities. Appointed organist

St. Peter Manoroft, to the Corporation and Festivals,

Norwich. Composer of much Church music, the Evening
Service in F being known almost everywhere.

Buxtehude* Dietrich* b. 1637, Helsingor, Denmark,
d. May 9, 1707, Son of the organist of the O!ai Church

there. Appointed organist of the Marien Kirche, Lubeck

in 1668, where he started evening musical performances
which became celebrated throughout Germany. He was

renowned as a player, and as a composer contributed

very materially to the art of writing for the organ which

afterwards found in Bach its highest exponent. Spitta, in

1875 6 published B.*s organ works in 2 vols., with critical

and historical notes.

JSyrJ, in/l/am, b. circa 1538, London, d. July 4,

1623.
"
Chorister of old St Paul's, and pupil of Tallis,

subsequently organist at Lincoln, One of the earliest
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English organ composers whose works still exist The

Virginal Book of Queen Elizabeth contains 70 organ and

clavier pieces by him. In 1575, conjointly with TaHis,

he held a 21-years* patent (monopoly) for printing and

selling music paper.
Calkin^ Mm Baptist, b. March i6 f 1827, London*

Composer 01 numerous organ pieces*

Catnidge*John9 b. about 1735, York, d. there, April 25,

1803; his son Matthew, b. 1758, d. Oct. 23, 1844, and

lohn Camidge, Mus. Doc., (son of Matthew), b. 1790, d,

"1859, held in succession the office of organist of York

Minster, from 1756 1859.

Capocci, Filippo. b. May 11, 1840, Rome. Became
in 1875 organist of San Giovanni, Rome, where his father

was Maestro di capeJla. One of the most talented of

Italian organists. A collection of his pieces has been

published for the use of English players.
Carter\ Ttiomas, b. Dublin, circa *735> d- Oct. 12,

1804, organist of St. \Verburgh's, Dublin, 175169. Some
of his organ music shows an advance upon the then

prevailing style.

Chadwitk, George WlutfeU* b. Nov. 13, 1854, Lowell,

Mass., studied at Leipsic, organist and composer of ability,

residing in Boston, U. S. A.

Chawet, Charles Alexis* b. June 7, 1837, Marnes, d,

Jan. 28, 1871, Argentan. Entered the Paris Conservatoire

in 1850, winning first prize in the organ class in 1860.

Held office in several Paris churches; in 1869 appointed
to the Ste. TrinifcL

Giipp, Edmund Tlwmas, Mus. Doc., b. Dec. 25, 1823,

London, d. 1886, Nice. Son of the well-known harpist

and drummer, educated at the Chapel Royal, St James's.

Held the organ appointments, successively, at St* Olave's;

St, Mary-at-Hill, Eastcheap; the Panopticon; Holy Trinity,

Paddington; Ulster Hall, Belfast; Kinnaird Hall, Dundee;
St. Paul's Church, Edinburgh; and from 1867 until his

decease, at Ely CathedraL Composer of some graceful

organ pieces, and two cantatas; a player of excellent

technique, also violinist

Clarke, fames Hamilton Sirce, b. June 25, 1840,

BirainrfianL Organist there of SL Matthew's, at the age
of i% Held several London appointments;

resided for a

short period m Australia; prolific composer.
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Oar*. Jeremiah, Miss. D<xv b. circa 1668, A Dec. I9

1707 London, Chorister in the Chapel Royal, organist

of Winchester College, St. Paul's Cathedral (1695), at the

Chapel Royal (1700) jointly with Wm, Croft. Composed
several anthems and operas.

dark, Frederick Scots&n, (Rev.), Mas. Bac., b. Nov. 16,

1840, London, d. there, July 5, 1883. Cdmposer of many
organ pieces in a light style.

Oarke, John, Mus. Doc., b. Dec, 13, 1770, Gloucester,

d. Feb. 22, 1836, Holmer near Hereford. Organist of

Ludlow Parish" Church, 1789; Armagh Cathedral, St Pat-

rick's and Christ Church Cathedrals, Dublin, 1795, Tnnitjr

and St. Toha's, Cambridge, 1798, Hereford Cathedral, 1820.

Assumed the name of Clarke Whitfeld on the death of

his uncle. Composer of numerous services and^ anthems,

and was the first to arrange piano accompaniment for

Handel's oratorios.

Claussman, Aloys, b. July 5, 1850, Uffholtz, Alsace,

studied in Niedermeyer's Music School. Paris, obtaining

prizes for piano, organ and composition. Maitre de

Chapelle in 1873 and organist in 1884 of the Cathedral,

Clermont-Ferrand, composer of numerous organ pieces

published in Paris and in Boston \\ S. A.

Collln, Charles* b. 1840. Organist of St. Brieuc Cathe-

dral. Composer of several organ pieces.

Cookf, Benjamin, b. circa 1734, London, dL Sept. 14,

1792, Westminster. Deputised at the Abbey when i*

years of age; appointed organist there in 1762, also at

St Martin's-in-the-Fields in 1782. Composed a quantity

of Church music, glees and canons; celebrated also as a

theorist.

trt>/r, George* b. July 7, 1820, I^ambeth, d, London,
Oct. 2, 1876. Deputised in St. Paul's at the age of 11.

earning the approval of Attwood and Mendelssohn for his

extempore playing. Between 13 and 14 organist of St.

Benet, Paul's Wharf, in 1836 of St. Ann and St. Agnes;
in 1843 succeeded his father at St Sepulchre, and in 1867
succeeded Sir G. Smart at the Chapel RoyaL His "Intro-

duction to the Organ"* was a pioneer work. His playing
was marked by great dignity of style, and he did much
to familiarise English people with Bach's works. Although
noted for extempore playing at such an early age, in

composition he did hut little.
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Csuperin* A family of French organists, dating from

1630. Francois, the best known from his clavier pieces,
was bom Nov. 10, 1668, <L Paris, 1733, and succeeded
his uncle as organist of St Gervais, Paris.

Ctnvard, James, b. Jan. 25, 1824, London, d. there,

Jan. 22, 1880. Chorister at the Abbey, organist of I*am-
beth Parish Church, St George's, Bloomsbury, St. Magnus
the Martyr, London Bridge, and at the Crystal Palace
from its opening until his death. He possessed an ex-

ceptional talent for extemporisation, and was conductor
of several Glee and Madrigal Societies. No less than ten
of his glees obtained prizes at competitions. At one
period he was organist to the Sacred Harmonic Society,
and to the Grand Lodge of Freemasons.

Dayas, William Humphrey* b. Sept. 12, 1865, New
York. American organist of distinction, studied with Haupt;
has also held appointments as piano teacher in various
continental Conservatoires.

Dienel, Otto, b. Jan. n, 1839, Tiefenfurth in Silesia.

Became organist of the Marienkirche, Berlin, and since

1881 Royal Music Director, Has published many organ
pieces.

Dubois, Clement Franfois Theodore, b. at Rosney, Marne,
Aug. 24, 1837. Entered the Paris Conservatoire at the

age of 17, where he gained the first prizes for harmony,
fugue and organ, and in 1861 the Prix de Rome. Ap-
pointed choir-master in 1866 at St Clotilde, then at the

Madeleine, where in 1877 he succeeded Saint Saens as

organist. In 1896 was appointed Director of the Conser-
vatoire. Composer of several orchestral works, a few

operettas and cantatas. His organ pieces take rank

amongst the best of the modern French school.

Duft/is* Thomas Sanders+ Mus. Doc., b. in 1733, of
French parents, d. June 17, 1796, London, Chorister

of the Chapel Royal; succeeded Dr. Boyce there as

organist. Composer of several organ pieces, concertos and
sonatas.

Dussek, Johann Ludwig* b, Feb* 9, 1761, Czaskn,
Bohemia, d. St Germain-en-laye, March 20, 1812. Though
known chiefly as a great pianist and fertile composer for

that instrument, Dussek was also an accomplished organist.
He was chorister in the Minorite Church, Iglaxa, then

organist of the Jesuit Church, Kuttenberg; .removed to
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Prague, where his youth barred the way to his becoming
a. Cistercian friar/ Became organist of St. Rombaut's,

Mechlin, then at Berg-op-Zoon, which was his last organ

appointment. The influence of the organ has often been
noticed in the slow movements of his piano sonatas,

and the beautiful fanfa&ile* in his piano playing, which,
as well as the broad and noble style that so impressed
his contemporary critics, may also largely be traced to it.

Dvkes (Re2>.)9 John Bacchus* Mus. Doc., b. Kingston-

upon-Hull, March 10, 1823, d. Jan. 22, 1876, SL Leonard's.

Studied under Skelton, organist of St. John's, Hull, sub-

sequently under Waimisley at Cambridge, where he became
conductor of the University Musical Society. In 1849
he was appointed Minor Canon and Precentor of Durham
Cathedral. His numerous and exticmely popular hymn
tunes contributed greatly to the success of "Hymns
Ancient and Modem", and by these he will be chiefly
remembered.

Merlin* fohann Ernst^ b. March 27, 1702, Jettison,
Bavaria, d. Salzburg, June 21, 1762. Court organist to

the Archbishop; composer of many fugues in the strict

style, and other Chtirrh music. Mozart pri/ed some
of these works Mzfticiently to copy them into an MS.
collection.

l*Jj\\ Clarence > b. Greenfield, Mass., June 23, 11*51,

studied under Dr. Dudley Buck at Hartford, and under

Haupt and Loeschhorn in Berlin (1871), subsequently

making a concert tour on the continent. Has held church

appointments in Vermont and Chicago, and is one of the

most successful recitalists and teachers in the States. In

1877 he was elected director of the Hershey School of

Musical Art, subsequently marrying its founder, Mrs. S,

Her^hey. Eddy has composed numerous organ pieces,
and Is the translator of Haupt's "Theory of Counterpoint
and Ftigue".

JE/z-ey, Sir George Job* Mus. Doc., b. March 27, 1816,

Cambridge. Chorister of Canterbury Cathedral. Gained
the Gresham prize medal at the age of 18, for his anthem
"Bow down Thine ear 31

. Appointed oiganist of St.

George's Chapel, Windsor, in 1835. Composer chiedy of
church music. His elder brother,

Elvey* Stephetit Mus. Doc., b. Jan. 27, 1805, Canter-

bury, d. Oct. 6, 1860, Oxford, was also a chorister at
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Canterbury. Organist of New College, Oxford, 1830, and

Choragus of the University in 1840. His "Psalter and

Canticles pointed" prepared the way for modern systems
of pointing. Composer chiefly of Services and chants.

Eyken, f. A. van, b. April 26, 1822, Amersfoort, d*

Sept 26, 1868, Elberfeld. Composer of organ and piano
music of merit

Eyre, Alfred James, b. Oct 24, 1853, London. Or-

ganist of St Peter's, Vauxhall, St John the Evangelist,

Upper Norwood, and of the Crystal Palace (1880 94),

resigning the latter appointment through ill-health.

Farmer, John* b. Aug. 16, 1836, Nottingham, studied

at the Leipsic Conservatorium, also at Saxe-Coburg. Be-

came a music teacher at Zurich; from 1862 to 1885 music

master at Harrow School. Appointed organist at Balliol

College, 1885.
Fischer, Carl August, b, July 23, 1828, Ebersdorf

near Chemnitz, d. Dec. 25, 1892, Dresden. For many
years organist of the Drei Kdnigs Kirche, Dresden

Composer of several descriptive pieces in symphony form

for organ with orchestra, which have frequently been per*

formed in Germany. Has given recitals in London and

Edinburgh.
Fischer, Michael Gotthard, b. June 3, 1773, Alach near

Erfurt, d. Jan. 12, 1829, Erfurt Pupil of Kittel, and

composer of many organ and other works,

Forchhawmer\ TJieodor, b. July 29, 1847, Schiers,

succeeded Hitter in 1885 as organist of Magdeburg Cath-

edral. Published in conjunction with B. Kothe in 1890
a "Ftihrer durch die Orgel-Litteratur".

Forkel, Johann Nuolaus, b. Feb. 22, 1749, Meeder

near Coburg, d. March 17, 1818, Gdttingen. Entered

University of G- as a law student, became organist of the

university church. Author of several critical and historical

works, and first biographer of Bach.

franck, &*<tr August* Jean Guttlaume Hubert, b.

Dec. 10, 1822, Lftge, d. Nov. 8, 1890, Parts. Studied at

Liege Conservatoire, subsequently gaining piano, counter*

point and fugue, and organ prizes at the Paris Conser-

vatoire. Appointed organist at St Jean, St Francois, and

in 1860 at St Clotilde. In 1872, succeeded Benoist as organ

professor at the Conservatoire. Composer of numerous

cantatas, operas, organ pieces, etc
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ts, Robert* (von Knauth), b. June 28, 1815,

Halle a. S^ d. there Oct. 24, 1802. Studied under Schneider.

becanre organist of the VMchskirche, resigned owing to

ill-health and deafness in 1841. Famous as a song writer,

and editor of valuable revisions of the works of Bach and

Handel.
Friscobaldi* Girolamo, b. 3583, Ferrara, d. 1644, Rome.

Organist of St. Peter's, Rome, in 1608; unrivalled in his

day as an organist, and helped materially in the develop-

ment of fugue. His Church music is still sometimes

performed. TT .

Froberger* Jehann Jakob* d, May 7, 1667, Hencourt

Stuilied under Frescobaldi; was court organist at Vienna.

Published some Toccate, Ricercari, Canzoni, Capricci, and

Suites de Clavecin. The Berlin and Vienna Libraries

contain MSS. bearing dates 1549 *&d l65& Of importance

l.U.*..rically.

rumagaUi, Polibto, b. Oct. 26, 1830, Inzago, Italy,

Iranian composer of organ music.

J;/,v, Jehann fcstph, b. 1660, Hirtenfeld, Styrja,
d.

FeK 14, 1741; Opellmeister of St. Stephen's, Vienna,

tv-xjipo^er of Church music, and author of the "Gradus

au Parna^ssum", a work on counterpoint based on the old

CK.rch modes, editions of which appeared in I^itint

Ocrn.an, Italian, French and English. Kochel^in 1872

iss-reii a thematic catalogue of his works with a biography.

tiaJf* Mtls mihdm^ b. Feb. 22, 1817, Copenhagen,
d* there, Dec, 21, 1800; most celebrated of Danish com*

powers, wa* organist at Copenhagen in 1848, and in 1861

wi- rovai Danish court Capellmeister. Chief organ work,

Three 'Pieces, Op. 22 (Augener Edition 8704^'

tiMrctl* Gt#rgc Mursfll, Mus. Doc,, b. June, 1854,

Winchester, d. April 8, 1897, Cambridge, pupil of Dr. S.

Elvey and Dr. S. S. \\ csley, and became the latter*s assist-

am. Organist of Madras Cathedral, 1854 56, sub-

sequently St John's, Cambridge, and to the University

(1875 . Composer of Church music.

GauI9 Alfred Jtabirt* Mus. Bac., b. 1837, Norwich,

pui II of Dr: liuck. Organist of St Augustine's, Edgbaston,

Birmingham, and composer of very popular church music

and cantatas.

Gauntlftt, Henry John, Mus. Do<x, b. 1805, Wellington,

Salop, d. Feb. 21, 1876, Kensington. Educated by his
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father, a clergyman at Olney, Bucks, where he acted as

organist at the age of 9. Intended for the law, he attained

a reputation as organist, playing at St Olave's, Southwark,

for 20 years from 1827. Was chosen by Mendelssohn

for the organ part in first performance of the Elijah. In

1836, appointed organist at Christ Church, Newgate. Was
a strong advocate for reform in organ building and the

abolition of the old F and G compass. Composer of

Church music, chiefly hymn tunes, many of which are

indispensable to every English hymnal.
Gerbtr, Heinrich Nikolaus* b. Sept 6, 1702. near

Sondershausen, d. there, Aug. 6, 1775. Studied law in

Leipsic, became a pupil of J. S. Bach, appointed organist

in 1728 at Heringen, and in 1738 court organist at Son-

dershausen. Composed numerous organ pieces, which

remained in US. Also occupied himself with organ im-

provements. His son, Ernst Ludwig, compiled a great

"Lexikon der Tonkunstler", one supplement to which

contains descriptions of famous organs.

Ghtyn* Matthias van dtn, b. April 7, 1721, Tirlemont

(Brabant), d June 22, 1785, Louvain; organist of SL

Peter's Church, Louvain, and famous also as a carilkmeur.

He published several highly interesting pieces for the

carillons and also organ music
Gibbons (Rev.), Edward\ Mus. Baa, b. about 1570,

organist of Bristol Cathedral, then of Exeter Cathedral,

until the destruction of the organ in 1644, MSS. of his

are preserved at Oxford, and in the British Museum (Tud-

way Collection), His brother, Ellis, was organist of Salis-

bury Cathedral A more famous younger brother of die

above was:

Gibbons* Orland** Mus. Doc^ b. 1583, Cambridge, d.

June 5, 1625, became organist in 1604 of the Chapel

Royal, and in 1623 at Westminster Abbey. His fine church

music has gained for him the name of "the English

Palestrina". His son, Christopher, b. 1615, became organist

of Winchester Cathedral, leaving in 1644 to join the

Royalist army. In 1660 he was organist of the Chapel

Royal, private organist of Charles IL, and organist of West-

minster Abbey. . .

Gigovt, Eu&n*, contemporary French organist and

organ composer of distinction. G. has given recitals in

England which have Attracted some attention. He is
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organist of St. Augustine, Paris, and Professor at the school

of Religious music.

Gladstone, Francis Edward* Mus. Doc., b. March a*

1845, Summertown near Oxford; pupil of Wesley. Organ-
ist successively at Weston-super-mare, Llandaff Cathedral,
Chichester Cathedral, Brighton, Norwich Cathedral, Christ

Church, Lancaster Gate, and having been received into

the Roman Catholic Church, became director of the choir

of St. Mary of the Angels, Bayswater. Has composed
much church music, and several excellent organ pieces.

G0ss t Sir John* Mus. Doc., b. Dec. 27, 1800, at

Fareham, Hants, d. May 10, iSSo, Brixton. Chorister of

the Chapel Royal and pupil of Attwood on leaving the

choir. Organist of St. Luke's, Chelsea, and in 1838 suc-

ceeded Attwood at St. Paul's. Was also composer to the

Chapel Royal. I lis church music ranks amongst the very
best of its kind, and in well earned recognition of his

services in this direction he was knighted in 1872. As a

player, Goss had to contend with the inconveniently

arranged organs of his time.

Goutwdt Charles Francois* b. June 17, 1818, Paris,

d, there, Oct. 19, 1893. The composer of Faust was also

an accomplished organist Having won in 1839 the

Grand Prix de Rome, he seized the opportunity of study-

ing Palestrina, and on his return to Paris accepted for

a time the appointment of organist and Maitre de Chapelle
of the "Missions etrangcres", and contemplated taking holy
orders. He has left a few original organ pieces, chiefly
marches, but the strong leaning towards the Church is

shown in many of his greater works.
Greaterex, T/tuwii^ b. Oct. 5, 1758, near Chesterfield,

Derbyshire, d. July 18, 1831. Organist of Carlisle Cathe-
dral (1780 84), Westminster Abbey 1819. During the
interim he travelled, and having made in Rome the

acquaintance of the Pretender, Charles Edward Stuart, had
bequeathed to him a large quantity of valuable MS. music.
He was also a scientist of ability, and was in great
request as a conductor at musical festivals.

Greenf, 3faitrice, Mus. Doc., b. about 1696, London,
d. there Sept. i, 1755, chorister at St. Paul's, organist of
St. Dunstan's, and in 1717 of St. Andrew's, succeeding
Brind in 1718 at St Paul's and in 1727, Croft at the

Chapel Royal. *Vas Professor of music at Cambridge,
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and master of the King's band. He was one of the
founders of the Society of Musicians, and a friend of
Handel's. Wrote oratorios and music for the stage, but
his anthems only remain.

Grett, Eduard August, b. Nov. 6, 1800, Berlin, d,

Aug. ^lo, 1886, Steglitz, near Berlin. Organist there of
St. Nicholas in 1817, made court Cathedral organist in
i$39, and received various honours. Chiefly noted for
his Psalms in 8 and n, and a grand Mass in 16 parts,
showing great contrapuntal skill.

Grison, Inks* contemporary French organist (de la

Mctropole Rneims) whose compositions are fairly well
known to English players.

Guilmant* Alfxandre, b. March 12, 1837, Boulogne,
studied with his father who had been organist there for

50 years, afterwards with Canilli and Lenunens. Appointed
organist of Ste. Trinit^, Paris, in 1871, has given many
recitals in England, Italy and Russia, besides his native

country, and is one of the most important of contemporary
organists and composers for the instrument His ist and
$
th
Organ Sonatas (the former work also published as a

}iuphony for organ and orchestra), rank amongst the
most remarkable and original organ works in this form.

lfaml* Marie Pierre^ b, Feb. 24, 1786, Anneuil, d.

1870. An authority on organ building, and author of the
best French work on the subject

/famtfl, George Frederick, b. Feb. 23, 1685, Halle,
where at the age of 8 he became the pupil of Zachau,
the cathedral organist, the Duke of Saxe - Weissenfels

having overcome the father's opposition to a musical
career for his son. At n his skill in improvising and

playing from figured bass excited admiration in Berlin.

The Elector wished to send him to Italy, but the father

still desired him to study law as well as music. In 1702
he was appointed organist at the Schloss and Domkirche,
Halle, for a year, then went to Hamburg, entering the

opera orchestra as "violino dt ripieno
1

*. With Telemann
he went in 1703 to compete for the vacant post of organ-
ist at LUbeck, but retired on finding it a condition that

the chosen candidate should marry the daughter of the

former organist In the following year, a dispute with

his friend Mattheson, resulting in a duel, nearly ended

prematurely Handel's career. Handel's first opera, Aimir&t
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was gjven in Hamburg in 1705. After visiting Italy, where
his operas and sacred music met with a splendid reception,
be was induced to visit London, where JRmaMo was per*
formed in 1711. Recalled to Hanover after 6 months*

stay, he came back in 1718, and became chapel master

to the Duke of Chaudos. A long series of operas pre-
ceded the oratorios which mad:: him famous. Mtxandtr*$
Ffast and J&thcr were produced in 1736 37, the

Mfssfith at Dublin in 1842, which, in tu enty-eight annual

performances for the Foundling Hospital, added more
than 10,000 to the funds. The last of the long scries

of oratorios was Jtfht/ia, composed in 1752, the disease

which coil him his sight attacking him whilst at work

mpon it. For the organ, Handel wrote 20 Concertos, and
these he was in the habit of performing from figured

ba-o*, or improvising between the part* of his oratorios.

Mr. Best's editions of them should form part of every

organist's library. Handel has left a lasting mark upon
the art of music, and especially in England. His great

contemporary. Bach, he never met. He died, after a long
career of noble striving against the meanness and frivolities,

social and artistic, of his time, on April 14, 1759, London.
Hatusch^ Joseph, b. 1812, Ratisbon, d. there, Oct 9,

1892; organist of Ratisbon Cathedral; writer of church

rnuMC, and able extempore player,

Haitpti Kail Attgust, b. Aug. 25,. 1810, Kunern, Si-

lesia, d. July 4, 1891, Berlin. Organist of several Berlin.

Churches in succession; in 1869 Director of the Royal
Institute for Church Mt^ic; published little, but as a player
was* one of the rlr^t of German organists.

Haydn* Jvsefu Mf/ttTsf, brother of Joseph Haydn, b.

Sept. 14, 1737, Ruhrau, d. Aug. 10, 1806, Salzburg^
Chorister of St. Stephen's, Vienna, m 1762 orchestral con-
ductor to the Archbishop of Salzburg, afterwards Cathe-
dral organist. Prolific composer of church music, some
of which appeared under his brother's name.

Herz&g, J#h<ii:n Georg* b. Sept. 6, 1822, Schmolz,
Bavaria. Organ Professor at the Conservatoriuni, Munich,
retiring in 1888, composer of an organ School and many
collections of pie* es.

HfsSi fcniitutti* from 1766 to i&io organist and Caril-

Loneur of St. John's Church, Gouda, in Holland. Dutch
writer on the organ.
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Htsse, Adolf Frudrich^ b. Aug. 30, 1809, Breslau, d.

there Aug. 5, 1863, son of an organ builder. Celebrated

player, visited Paris and London, giving recitals, and
composer of much meritorious organ music.

Jfiggs, Jamf$t Mus. Bac., Oxon., organist of St An-
drew's, Holbom, and one of the principal English contem-

porary writers on Fugue.
//tits, John, b. 1810, Shrewsbury, d. Feb. 4, 1882,

London, held organ appointments in Shrewsbury, Ports-

mouth, Brighton and London. Author of various edu-
cational works and organ arrangements.

Jfiles, J/etiry, Mus. Doc., Oxon., b. Dec. 3, 1826,

Shrewsbury. Organist successively in Bury, Bishopswear-
inouth, St Michael's, Wood Street; Blind Asylum, Man-
chester; BowdOn, and St Paul's, Manchester. Lecturer on
harmony and composition; Owen f

s College (1880), and at

Victoria University. Editor of the "Quarterly Musical

Review"; one of the promoters of the National Society of
Professional Musicians (now the I. S. M.). Distinguished
writer on musical subjects and author of many theoretical

works containing individual thought; composer of music
for the church and concert-room.

Hodges, Edward* Mus. Doc,, Cantab., b. July 20,

1796, Bristol, d. Sept i, 1867, Clifton. Organist in Bristol,

1819; from 1838 59 organist in Toronto and New York,
where his influence as a musician, made itself felt to the

benefit of art Returned to England in 1863.

Jlofhalmer, Paulus von* b. 1459, Salzburg, d. there,

1537. Esteemed by German writers as one of the first

German composers of note, and as the most famous

organist of his period.
Hollins* Alfred* b. Sept n, 1865, Hull, organist of

rhe People's Palace, London; professor at the College for

the Blind, Norwood. Though blind, Mr. Hollins frequently

gives recitals on large organs, quickly mastering the dis*

position and resources of each.

Ifomeyer* Paul Joseph Afari<* f b. Oct d, 1853,
Osterode, organist of the Gewandhaus, I^ipsic, and pro-
fessor of the organ and theory at the Conservatorium.

Nook, fames, b. 1746, Norwich, d. 1827. Boulogne.

Organist at Vauxhall Gardens for many years, and of St

John's, Horsleydown; prolific composer. He was the first

organist who attempted to make Bach's organ music



known in London, "bat was requested by the managers of
YaiixhaU Gardens to desist

Hepkms, Edward John, Mus. Doc,fl fo. June 30, 181$.

Chorister at Chapel Royal, studied under Walmisley. First

organ appointment , Mitcham Church in 1833; SL Peter's

Islington, 1838, St. Luke's Berwick St., 1841, and Temple
Church, 1843. where he raised the musical services to a

very high standard. As an accompanist Dr. Hopkins has

always particularly excelled. He obtained the Gresham

prize medal for his anthem "Out of the deep" in 1838,
and again in 1840 for "God is gone up". Several pleas-

ing organ pieces, in addition to anthems, services, etc.,

have obtained recognition, and his great work on the organ
(in connection with Dr. Rimbault, who contributed the

historical part) published in 1855, has long been the
chief English book on the organ for purposes of reference.

A 3rd Edition appeared in 1877, and it is understood
that a revised edition is in preparation. His younger brother,

Hopkins, John* b, Westminster, 1822, chorister at St,

Paul's, succeeded Dr. H. at Mitcham in 1838, and after

holding appointments at St Stephen's, Islington; St. Benet's,
PauFs Wharf; Trinity, Islington; St Mark's, Jersey; SL
Michael's, Chester Square ^ and Epsom Church; was

appointed organist of Rochester Cathedral in ^856.
Ht>pkin$+ JsJin Larkin. Mus. Doc., Cantab, (cousin of

the above), b, Westminster, Nov. 25, 1819, d* Ventnor,

April 25, 1873, vvas a chorister at Westminster Abbey
under Turle, became organist of Rochester Cathedral 1841,

Trinity College, Cambridge, and to the University, 1856.
Composer of Services and anthems.

Hoyte* irtUlam $tev<n$<>n> F.R.CCX, b. Sept 22,

1844, Sidmouth, organist of All Saints', Margaret Street,
and professor of the organ at the Royal Academy and
Royal College of Mu^ic.

Jatob* l&njiimin, b. 1778, London, d. there, Aug- 24,

1829. After various minor London appointments, became
organist of Surrey Chapel, 1794, at the invitation of the
Rev. Rowland Hill; was one of the most celebrated players
of his day, and in conjunction with Wesley he did much
to make Bach better known in this country.

-King* Olivir A.+ b. 1855, London, organist, pianist
and composer; pianist to Princess Louise, settled in

Ottawa, Canada.
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Kittel,Johann $/*&//**, b. Feb. 1 8, 173 2, Erfurt, d.there,

May 9, 1809. He was J. S. Bach's last pupil and the instructor

of Rinck. Organist at Langensalza, and later at Erfurt

Klengd* August Akxandtr, b. Jan. 27, 1783, Dresden,
d. there, Nov. 22, 1852, pupil of Clementi; became court

organist at Dresden. His 24 Canons are the most import-
ant pieces in this art-form.

Krebs* Johann Ludwig, b. Oct 10, 1713, near Weimar,
d, Jan., 1780, Altenburg. One of Bach's best pupils, organ-
ist at Zwickau, Zeitz, and Altenburg; composer of nume-

rous well-written organ fugues.

Lathmr, Franz* b. April a, 1803, Upper Bavaria, d.

Jan. 20, 1890, Munich, organist of the Protestant Churchy

Vienna, friend of Schubert and composer of ability.

Lathner* Ignas* b. Sept n, 1807, Upper Bavaria,

d. Feb. 25, 1895, Hanover, (brother), held various posts
as organist or Capellmeister in Vienna, Stuttgart, Munich,

Hamburg, Stockholm, Frankfort and Hanover.

Lafhner, Viruenz* b. July 19, 1811, Upper Bavaria,

d. Jan. 22, 1893, Carlsnihe, succeeded his brother Igna*
in Vienna as organist, afterwards resided chiefly in Mann-

heim and Carlruhe.

Lange, Samuel de* b. Feb. 22, 1840, Rotterdam, organ-
ist and teacher there at the Music School, subsequently

professor at Stuttgart Conservatorium. Toured in Switzer-

land, Leipsic, Vienna, Paris; composer of five organ

sonatas, chamber music, etc. His brother, Daniel, b. 1811,

Rotterdam, has also made a reputation as an organist

Lefeburt-Wily, Louis James Alfred, b. Nov. 13, 1817,

Paris, d. there, Dec. 31, 1869, son of an organist Organ-
ist of St Roch, La Madeleine and St Sulpice, success-

ively. Composer of much popular organ music, also

Masses, symphonies, etc., which have not become so widely

known; specially gifted as an extempore player.

Ltmare* EdtvinM9 b. Sept 9, 1865, Ventnor; organist

of Holy Trinity, Chelsea, then of St Margaret's, West-

minster; composer of organ music.

Lhyd. Charles Harford, Mus. Doc., b. Oct 16, 1849,

Thornbury, organist of Gloucester Cathedral, 1876, Christ

Church, Oxford, 1882, now organist and Precentor Eton

College. Known as composer of cantatas and organ

music, and as a conductor*

fritdruh, b. Nov. 24, 1820, Ttraringia, d.



pupil of Schneider, Capellmelster at Mayence, composer
of several interesting organ pieces.

Mac Master, Ge#rge$ 9 organist of tfre Trocadero

concerts, Paris, and officer of the Academy. Of his organ
pieces, mention may be made of a set of six, Op, 48.

Mailfy* Alphonse- Jean Ernest, b. Nov. 27, 18339

Brussels, piano and organ professor, Brussels Conservatoire;
celebrated organ virtuoso. His organ sonata is a remark-
able Op. i, scarcely equalled in importance by bis later

organ works, although several of the smaller pieces are

interesting and melodious.
Marthand* Louist b. Feb. 22, 1669, Lyons, d. Feb. 17,

1732, Paris. Organist Nevers Cathedral, Auxerre Cathe-

dral, Qhurch of the Jesuits, Paris, finally court organist at

Versailles. Exiled from Paris, he went to Dresden, there

suffering discomfiture in an extempore competition with

J. S. Bach.

Martin, George Clement* Mus. Doc., b. Sept, u, 1844,

I^amborne, Berks, pupil of Dr. Stainer, and in iSSS 5110-

ceeded him at St Paul's Cathedral; knighted 1397; com-

poser of Church music.
Mendelssohn , Jakob Ludwig Felix (Mendelssohn*

Bartholdy)* b. Feb. 3, 1809, Hamburg, d. Nov. 4, 1847,

Leipsic. A mature artist whilst yet in his boyhood. M.'s

improvisations both on the organ and piano, no less than
his compositions, made a deep impression upon all his

contemporaries. For the complete career of the composer
of St. jFait/, Elijah, and the instrumental works which
have so strongly influenced the art-work of our time,
reference must be made to the biographical sketches of

Hilier, Lampadius, Benedict, etc., as the organ works and
his organ playing here claim attention. Amongst the
recorded list of compositions we find 4 organ pieces dat-

ing from his 12th
year; a Fantasia and 3 other pieces

;dated 1822), all in MS. The 3 Preludes and Fugues,
Op, 37, written at Spires in 1837, and dedicated to Tho-
mas Attwood, and the 6 organ sonatas, dated from Frank-
fort, 1844 45, achieved a world-wide reputation. Ot" the

Preludes, the second, in G, is the general favourite; the
sonatas appear to be highly interesting experiments in

adapting the sonata form ta the organ, which demands
special treatment. An interesting account of M.'s playing
in London, at St. Paul's on Sunday afternoon, Sept. iof
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1837, and at Christ Church, Newgate St on the i*\ has

been given by Dr. Gauntlett, of the playing of Bach's

A minor Fugue in the former, the vergers withdrawing the

blower towards the end, on finding the people would not

leave, of "si% extempore fantasias" at the latter, when
Samuel Wesley (then 71} also played; and of M-'s intro*

ducing to English organists several Bach fugues thea

unknown to them.

Merkel, Gustav Adolf, b. Nov. J, 1827, Oberoder-

wiu near Zittau, d. Oct. 30, 1885, Dresden. Studied the

organ under J. Schneider, theory under J. Otto, and the

piano under F. Wieck, receiving further instruction in

composition from Schumann and Reissiger. Merkel's first

organ post was that of the Waisenhaus-Kirche, Dresden,
in 1858. In the same year he won the prize offered Uy
the Deutscher Tonhalle in Mannheim, for an organ sonata

for 4 hands and double pedal, published by Peters as

Op. 30. In 1860 he succeeded C G. HSpner at the

Kreuzkirche, and in 1864 was appointed court organist.

In 1 86 1 he became principal organ professor in the Con*

servatorium, Dresden. Of a quiet, retiring nature, strict

and conscientious as a teacher, genial among friends, M-
travelled but little, being absorbed in his professional

duties, and the precious heritage he has left to all organ
lovers in his numerous organ pieces. Of his 183 Opus
Nos., by far the larger and also the more artistically im-

portant part are the organ works. The 9 sonatas, the

fantasias and fugues, the variations, Op. 45, the Adagio
in E, Op. 35, and many other melodious pieces, are worthy
of the best traditions of a school of organ playing, which,

through him, from pupil to pupil (Schneider, linger, Trier,

J. S. Bach) can trace its descent from the greatest of all

organists. Merkel wrote with great ease and fluency, the

fine sonata in F minor, Op. 115, for example, being

completed in 6 days. As a teacher, so strict was his

sense of duty to his pupils, that the last organ lesson

given by him, a fortnight before his death (to the present

writer) he would not consent to abridge, although seriously

ill The last sonata, Op. 183, in C minor, was written,

says his biographer Herr Janssen, -"with fever-haste and

without rest", the proofe being corrected on Ms death-bed,

Mtrub, Oaudio. b. April, 1533, Coreggio, <L May 4*

1604, Parma; organist at Brescia, and afterwards it St
Matthews. Orgatt Haadboak.



Venice; of importance historically, as an early

composer of organ music.

JMfonk, EJwm Gterge* b. Dec. 13, 1819, Frome; organ-

ist of York Minster (185983), editor and composer of

Church music.

JTH, IVUUam Henry* b. 1823, London, d. March it

1889. Organist of St Matthias, Stoke Newington (1854),

and of several London Churches previously; editor of

church music, notably "Hymns Ancient and Modern",

which still remains the most popular and widely used

hymnal of the Anglican Church.

Mbvnsey, Ann Sheppard, b. April 17. 1811, London,

organist at Clapton, St Michael's, Wood St, E. C, and

St Vedas^s, Foster Lane. For one of her concerts in

1844, Mendelssohn composed his "Hear my Prayer". In

1853, she married Mr. W. Bartholomew.

Mounsey, Elizabeth, b. Oct, 1819, London. Organist

of St Peter's, Comhill, in 1834, at the age of 14; sister

of the above. ^

Mozart, Wolfgang Amadfus. b. Jan. 27, I756 >
^a!z*

bxug, d. Dec, 5, 1791, Vienna, famous as a composer,

pianist, organist and violinist As a child, M/s organ

playing excited the astonishment of the monks at Ips, and

after a long tour with his father, he appeared in London

before the King in 1764, when his extraordinary gifts in

bight-reading and extempore playing excited general ad-

mtration. M. was one of the greatest as well as one of

the most prolific composers; the 17 organ sonatas with

accompaniment for strings are evidently quite early works.

Two or three fine pieces written for mechanical clocks

have been effectively re-arranged for the organ, and are

more fairly representative of the composer ofJD0n Giovanni*

the "Jupiter" and G minor Symphonies. Jahn's biography
is the most important monument to the great composer.

Muffat, Geor& of English parentage, d. Feb. 23,

1704, Passau; organist of Strassburg Cathedral (until 1675);

early composer of note.

Miilkr, August Eberhard, b. Sept 13, 1767, Northeim,

d. Dec, 3, iSi7, Weimar. Organist at Magdeburg and

then at the Nikolai Church, Leipsic; afterwards Bach's

successor at St Thomas's.

Naylvr* Jo/in* Mus. Doc., Oxon., b. June 8, 1833,

Stanningley near Leeds, d. May 15, 1897, on a voyagf to
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Australia, organist Parish Church and AH Saints', Scarbo-

rough, and from 1883 at York Minster.

Naylor* Sydney, b. July 24, 1841, London, d. March 4,

1893, pupil of Dr. Hopkins, organist of several London
churches, conductor and accompanist of note*

Neukomm, Sigistmtnd* b. July 10. 1778, Salzburg, d
April 3, 1858. Paris; pupil of both J. and M. Haydn;
travelled much. Prolific composer; out of 57 organ pieces,

however, almost the only one acceptable to modem audi-

ences is that entitled "Conceit on a Lake, interrupted by
* Thunderstorm".

Novetto, Vincent, b. Sept 6, 1781, London, d. Aug. 9,

1861, Nice; organist in 1797 1822 of the chapel attach-

ed to the Portuguese Embassy, later at the R. C Chapel,

Moorfields; founder of the publishing house; editor and

Arranger of Church music.

Oakeley, Sir Herbert Stanley* Mus. Doc, b. July *a,

1830, Ealing; studied in Oxford, Dresden and Leipsic;

Professor of Music, Edinburgh University (1865 91), where

he gave many recitals; knighted in 1876, received the

L, L. D, degree (hon* cau$&\ Edinburgh, in 1891.

Ousetey (Rev.)* Sir Frederick Arthur Gore^ Bart, b.

Aug. is, 1825, London, d. April 6, 1889, Hereford;
Musical Professor, Oxford University, 1854; Precentor

of Hereford Cathedral in 1855. Exceptionally gifted in

extempore playing: composer of numerous anthems, fugues
and organ sonatas, etc. He became Vicar of St Michael's,

Tenbury, and there founded and endowed a college for

the education of boys in music and general knowledge.

He possessed a most valuable library of rare treatises,

full scores, and autographs, amounting to about 2000

volumes.
Pachettel* JohanK, b. Sept i f 1653, Nuremburg, d.

there, March 3, 1706. Held organ appointments in Vienna,

Eisenach, Erfurt, Stuttgart, Gotha and Nuremburg; one of

Bach's most important predecessors hi organ composition.

His son, William Hieronymus, was also organist in Nurem-

burg and published a few pieces.

Paim, John JSxowte, b. Jan. 9. 1839, Portland, Maine;

American organist of repute; studied in Berlin, first

occupant of the post of musical professor, Harvard Uni*

vewhy, Cambridge (Mass.), i*7*t composer of

works.
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Papperitz* Bemjamm Robert* b. Dec. 4, 1826, Pirn*;

after taking the degree of Doctor of Philology, he became

a. musical student, Leipsic Conservatorium, and in 1851

professor of harmony and counterpoint there; since i86S

organist of the Nikoiaikirche.

Parratt* Sir Walter, b. Feb. 10, 1841, Huddersfield,

son of a well-known organist, Thomas Parratt. Played

the Church service at the age of 7, and at the age of 11

was appointed organist at Armitage Bridge Church; studied

a short time with George Cooper, became organist of St

Paul's, Huddersfield; to Lord Dudley at Witley Court,

Worcestershire; Parish Church, Wigan; Magdalen College,

Oxford; and St. George's Chapel, Windsor, since 1882;

and in i8S^ he was appointed professor of the organ at

the Royal College of Music. He is also "Passed Grand

Organist" of the Freemasons; knighted for services to

art Gifted with an extraordinary memory, at the age of

jo he played all Bach's 48 Preludes and Fugues on the

piano without notes.

Peace, Albert Lister, Mus. Doc. f Oxon., b. 1845,

Huddersfield. Showed early talent, at the age of 9 organ-
ist at Holmfirth, in 1866 Trinity Church, Glasgow, then

at the University, subsequently at the Cathedral. Appoint-
ed successor to Mr. Best in 1897, as organist at St,

George's Hall, Liverpool. As an executant, Dr. P. has few

rivals, especially excelling in the difficult art of making
orchestral works interesting and acceptable on the organ.

Perkins , Charles William, b. 1860, Birmingham, ap-

pointed organist Birmingham Town Hall in 1888 after coin-

petition, having previously held organ appointments at

Hand^worth, Streatham, and S. Michael's* Paddington.
T

Philips* Peter, b. circa 1560, of English parentage,
an ecclesiastic in Flanders, also organist and composer of

madrigals and motetts. Burney credits him with being
the composer of the first regular fugue (Fitz- William

Virginal Book).
Ptttmann, Josiah, b. Sept. 3, 1816, London, d. April 23,

1886; Lecturer, London Institution, organist of churches

at Sydenham, Tooting, Spitalfields and Lincoln's Ina, and

accompanist at Her Majesty's and Covent Garden; one
of the pioneers of Bach's music in England.

JPfatti, Carl, b. April 30, 1846, Thuringia, student,

afterwards teacher, at Leipsic Conservatorium, organist
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of St. Thomas's 1880, in succession to Rust; composer
of organ music.

Practorius* Hicronyntus, b. Aug. 10, 1560, Hamburg,
<1 there, Jan. 27, 1629. Succeeded his father as organist

at Erfurt; comi>oser of Latin Church music.

Praetcrius* Michael, b. Feb. 1571, Thuringia, <L

Feb. 15, 1621, Wolfenbiittel, composer of church music,

also author of the most famous i7
lh century treatise on

music, the "Syntagma musicum", written in Latin. Part I

dealt with musical history, Part II with musical instruments

and Part III with the theory. The real name of P. was

Schultz.

/>w//t J&tneser, Mus. Doc., b. March i, 1835, Oundle,

composer, lecturer and musical critic; succeeded Dr.

Gauntlett as organist at Union Chapel, Islington, noted

for its congregational singing, (1861 7aJ; appointed
Professor of Music, Dublin University, 1894, in succession

to Sir R. P. Stewart Professor P. is the author of the

finest set of textbooks on Harmony, Counterpoint, Fugue and

Musical Form, in the English language. Two concertos

for organ and orchestra are his most important contri-

butions to organ literature.

Purcell* Henry* b. circa 1658, Westminster, d, there,

Nov. 21, 1695, one of the most famous names in English

art, organist of Westminster Abbey, 1680, and in 1682 of

the Chapel RoyaL He wrote many operas, much fine

church music, and a few of his organ pieces were re-

published in view of the centenary celebration of 1895.

His son, Edward (b. 1689, d. 1740), became organist of

St Clements Eastcheap.
Purctll, JDaniel, b. circa 1660, d 1717* Organist of

Magdalen College, Oxford, and in 1713 of St Andrew's

Holborn; brother of Henry, also composer for the stage

and for the Church.

Purkis. f*An, b. 1781, London, d. there, 1849*

organist of repute, and one of the chief exponents of the

"Apollonicon" upon which he gave frequent recitals. (&*
Glossary.)

Jfyne, Tame* Kendrick* b. Aug. i, 1810, London, <L

there, March 4* 1893; *>* <>f * &*<* rocalist with same

Chrfctian names; organist, 18*0, St Mark's, Pentoimllej
and from 1839 (for 50 ye"*) ** Brth Abbetr; skilful

extempore player. The present organist of Mwichester
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Cathedral and of the Town Hall (b. Feb. 5, 1852, Bath)
is a son. Two other sons emigrated to Philadelphia and

Baltimore, U. S. A.

Mameau^ Jean Philippe^ b. Sept. 25, 1683, Dijon, d.

Sept. i2 s 1764, Paris. Distinguished alike as theorist,

composer and organist.

Rea, William^ b. March 25, 1827, London, studied

in London and Leipsic; after two or three London ergan
appointments, removed to Newcastle-on-Tyne, where, as

organist to the Corporation, he did much excellent work;
in 1880 became organist of St Hilda's, S, Shields.

Reimant^ Htinrich^ b. March 14, 1850, Silesia, critic,

organist and composer; organ appointments in Berlin,

the Philharmonic, the Scharwenka-Klindworth Confer-

vatorium, and the Gnadenkirche.

Riinken^ Jchann Adam* b. April 27, 1623, Deventer,

Holland, d. Nov. 24, 1722, Hamburg; organist there of
St. Katherine's Church; a celebrated player, whom Bach
often journeyed to listen to.

Rimbt, Jc*hann Ernst * b. 1749, d. 1810, organist at

his native town, Suhl, composer of some meritorious organ
trios and fughettas.

Rhdnbtrger^ Josef% b. March 17, 1839, Vaduz, Liechen-

stein. At seven years of age he was appointed organist
of his native place, a second set of pedals placed
above the others being expressly constructed for him.

Herr Pohly was his first teacher. From the age of 12
until he was 19, he studied at the Munich Conservatorium,
where in 1859 he was appointed pianoforte professor, and
about the same period, organist of the Hofkirche of Su
Michael. Received in 1867 the title of Royal Professor
of Music, and in 1877 the appointment of Bavarian Court

Capellmeister. He is professor of counterpoint and of the

higher school of organ playing in Munich Conservatorium.
R."s compositions for the piano, organ, chorus and orchestia,
and strings, are exceedingly numerous, the latest Opus
No. being 184 (1897). He has written no less than
sixteen organ sonatas, each containing fine movements
which will be more appreciated as a purer taste in organ
music develops itself. To those who have made a careful

study of his style a peculiar individuality reveals itself,

which may be described as a happy blending, in his best

movements, of the modern romantic spirit with smooth,



flowing counterpoint, and a noble and dignified organ
style, the former quality lifting his music, when he is at
his best, far above the mass of modern German organ
compositions, which so often copy only the form and
style of Bach, with little or no individuality. The fugues
of the Pastoral Sonata, No. 12 in D>, No. 13 in E>, and
No. 15 in D (in which a Ricercare or inversion of the

fugal subject is splendidly worked out), are amongst the
finest specimens of fugal writing for the organ* whilst many
fine first movements and beautiful middle movements will

repay the attention of every earnest student A favourite
device in the sonatas is that of bringing about the opening
subject at the end of the final movement, as a Coda, A
Suite for organ, violin and 'cello (Op. 149), 2 concertos for

organ and orchestra, should also be mentioned, and

amongst the numerous collections of miscellaneous organ
pieces will be found a few real gems, such as the "Visione"

(Op. 156, No. 5), Intermezzo (Op. 167, No* 7).

Rimbault, Edward Francis, L. L. D., Oxon.f b. June 13,

1816, London, of French parentage, d. there, Sept 26,

1876. Studied with S. Wesley and became organist at the
Swiss Church, Soho, in 1832; became known as a lec-

turer and editor, contributed the historical part to "The
Organ, its History and Construction" (Hopkins and
Rimbault).

Rinck, Johann Christian Heinrich, b. Feb. 18, 1770,

Elgersburg, Thuringia, d Aug. 7, 1846, Darmstadt; organ*
ist at r :esscn and at Darmstadt, made frequent concert

tours; prolific writer for the organ, and one of the most
famous players of his period; author of a celebrated organ
School.

Ritter, August Gottfritd, b. Aug. 25, 18x1, Erfurt, d.

Aug. 26, 1885; organist at Erfurt, subsequently at Merse-

burg and Magdeburg Cathedrals, composer of organ music
and writer on organ matters; edited first 4 years of

"Urania", a German paper devoted to the organ.
t Daniel, b. circa 1665, d. May 1727;

organist of Salisbury Cathedral, 169398, then of St.

Patrick's, Dublin, resigning in 1719, in favour of hi* son

Ralph.
Roseingravt, Thomas (another son), b. circa 1690* d.

1750, studied in Italy and became intimate with the

Scarlatti*. In 1725 he was appointed organist of St.



George's, Hanover Square, after competition with six

one of the tests being an extempore fugue. R.*s admira-

tion for Palestrina was such that he lined the walls of

his "bedroom with extracts from his works.

Russtlt* imiiam, Mus. Bac., Oxon., b. 1777, London,
d. there, Nov. 21, 1813, was appointed organist at the

Foundling Hospital in iSoi, for which he edited a collec-

tion of Psalms, Hymns and Anthems. Composed oratorios,

organ voluntaries and vocal pieces.
Ru$tt Friidrich WiUitltii* b. July 6, 1739, Wdrlitz,

Dessau, d. Feb. 28, 1796, Dessau,- pupil in composition
and organ playing of Friedemann and Emmanuel Bach;
best known through his violin sonatas. His son, AVilhelm

Carl, b. April 29, 1787, Dessau, possessed, like his father,

an extraordinary memory, and won Beethoven
f

s approval
for his playing of Bach. Wilhelm Rust, b, Aug. 15, 1822,

Dessau; Cantor of St. Thomas's School, Leipsic (1879), anc*

professor in Stem's Conservatorium, is a son of the latter.

He has edited several vols. for the Leipsic Bach Society.
Saint-Saenz, CharIfs CamiUf* b. Oct. 9, 1835, Paris,

distinguished French composer* organist and pianist;

organist of St. Merry, 1855, I-a Madeleine, 1858, resigning
in 1877 in order to devote more time to composition
and to make tours through Europe, M. Saint-Saens has
visited England on several occasions, playing (organ and

piano) and conducting his own compositions in London.
Salome* ThaiJar Cesar, b. Jan. 20, 1834, Paris, organ-

ist of repute, some of whose pieces have become well-

known in this country.
Scarlatti* Domemco* b, 1683 or 1685, Naples, d. 1757;

Maestro at St, Peter's, Rome, 1715; court cembalist, Lisbon,
1721, after a short residence in London. In 1709 he

competed (as the best representative Italian master) at
Rome with Handel, on both organ and harpsichord; in

the former Handel won an easy victory, in the latter sub-

ject the issue was not so decided.

Scheldt,, Samuel* b. 1587, Halle, d. March 14, 1654,
organist and composer of importance historically; he
treated the Chorale in a more artistic manner, and wrote

pedal parts of greater freedom than had previously been
attempted.

Schneider^ Jokann* b. July 17, 1702, near Coburg, d*

i775 > was a pupil of J. S. Bach, court organist at Saal-
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fcld in 1721, and organist of St. Nicholas*, Lcipsic, 17305

gifted in extempore playing.
Schneider, Wilhelm, b. July *i, 1783, Saxony, d-

Oct 9, 1843, Merseburg, as organist and musical director

there; writer on the organ and musical theory.
Schneider\ Johann Christian Friidrlch^

b. Jan. 3, 1786,

near Zittau, d. Nov. 23, 1853, Dessau; in 1813 organist
of St Thomas's, Leipsic, famous as a conductor also, wrote

many oratorios, a quantity of church music and a "Hand-
book for Organists".

Schneider\ Johann Gotthb* b. Oct. 28, 1789, Altgers-

dorf, cL April 13, 1864, Dresden (brother of the foregoing),
made many tours as organ virtuoso, settling in Dresden
in 1825 as organist of the Evangelical Court church; he

gave concerts in London in 1833; Merkel was his most
celebrated pupil,

Schumann* Robert Altxandtr* b. June 8, 1810, Zwickau,

<L July 29, 1856, Endenich near Bonn. S/s contributions

to organ literature consist of 6 Fugues on the name of

Bach, Op. 60* The studies for Pedal Piano, Op. 56
(6 pieces in Canon form), and 4 ''Sketches'* for the same,

Op. 58, are also available.

&uk/, Jff/tann Julius, b. July 14, 1810, Breslau, d.

there, Feb. 13, 1856; organist of St Christopher's, Breslau,

and author of "The organ and its construction" (ist Ed
1843).

Sejan^ Nicolas, b. March 19, 1745. Paris, d. there,

March 16, 1819; organist of St Andre* des Arts, of Notre

Dame, and in 1789 Court organist, and after the Revo*

lution, at the Invalides (1807) and in 1814 again resumed

his previous office.

SeMy, Bertram Luard, b. Feb. i*, 1853, Kent;
studied in Leipsic, organist of Salisbury Cathedral, and

subsequently of St Barnabas*, Pimlico; composer of several

meritorious compositions.
Silas* Edouard. b. Aug. *a, 1827, Amsterdam, pianist,

organist and composer of ability* settled in London in

1850, became organist of the R. C chturch, Kingston-on-
Thames; is a gifted extempore player.

Sinclair, Gtcrgt Rotertoon. b* 1863, Croydon, educated

at St Michael's College, Tenbmy; first organist of Traro

Cathedral, succeeded Dr. L. Colbome at Hereford Cathe-

dral. 1889; conductor and organist of ability.



Skiik&rs&y, Fr&m Zdtn&&, b. July 32, 1830, Bohemia*
d, Aug. 19, 1892 , Budweis, director of Prague Organ
School, iS66; writer on the organ and on musical theory.

Smart, Henry> b. Get 26, 1813, London, died there

July 6, 1879. Intended for the law, his love for music

proved too strong, and in 1831 he was appointed organist
of Blackburn Parish Church. In 1836 he removed to

London, as organist of St. Philip's, Regent Street, in 1844
he was appointed at St Luke's, Old St, and in 1864 at

St. Pancras, where his masterly extempore voluntaries and
accompaniments to the singing in unison of the congre-
gation (a special feature in the music of this church) will

long live in the memory of those privileged to hear them.
As a player, Smart stood in the very first rank, whilst his

numerous organ compositions, Services, and anthems,
cantatas, songs and part-songs, speedily won for him a

widespread recognition by reason of their melodiousness
and sterling merit Few English organ works have become
so widely and deservedly known as Henry Smarfs, and
amongst the best modern compositions for the instrument

may be mentioned the three fine Postludes in Q D, and
?, a stately "Solemn March in E7", the Air with vari-

ations in A, numerous charming Andantes, etc., which are

indispensable to the library of every British organist Not
less remarkable was Smart's knowledge of every detail in

organ construction, which enabled him in 1857 to furnish

not a mere specification, but working drawings, in con-
nection with Dr. Spark, for a grand organ for Leeds Town
Hall, erected in 1858 by Gray &: Davison, at a cost of

6,000. This organ, embodied several interesting features
new at the time, and Smart's plans for the organ in St
Andrew's Hall, Glasgow (built in 1877 by Lewis), elicited

the admiration of the celebrated French builder, Cavaille
ColL In engineering and mechanics generally, Smart was
no less skilled, and when in the latter years of his life

he became blind , an indomitable perseverance enabled
him to triumph over this obstacle, a large number of his
most important works (including the oratorio Jacob\ having
been dictated to his daughter during the last 14 years of
bis life. A tardy recognition of his genius in the form
of a pension of 100 per annum he did not live long
enough to enjoy. An interesting biography by his life-long
friend, Dr. Spark, appeared in i&Si, and an analysis of
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his organ works by John Broadhouse has been reprinted
from the Musical Standard.

Smart, Sir George Thomas* b. May 10, 1776, Lon-

don, d. there, Febr. 23, 1867; conductor of Philharmonic

Society, organist and composer of the Chapel Royal,
uncle of Henry Smart

Smith, J&hn Christopher; b. 1712, Anspach, d- Oct 3,

1795, Bath; Handel's amanuensis and representative at the

organ and harpsichord at his oratorio concerts.

Spark, William* Mus. Doc., Dublin, b. Oct 28, 1825,

Exeter, d. June 16, 1897, Leeds, pupil of Dr. Wesley;
after various.appointments became organist of St. George's,

Leeds, and in 1859 organist to the Corporation, after

competition; editor of the Organisfs Quarterly Journal,
started by him in 1869, and writer on musical subjects.

Sfainer, Sir John, Mus. Doc., Oxon., b. June 4, 1840,

London, chorister St Paul's Cathedral; organist of Mag-
dalen College, Oxford, 1860, and to the University; ap-

pointed to St. Paul's Cathedral, 1872, resigning (owing to

failing eyesight) in 1888, receiving the honour of knight-
hood. Composer of church music, cantatas, and various

theoretical works. At present Professor of Music to the

University of Oxford, also Inspector of Music in Elementary
Schools to the Privy Council.

Stanford, Charles Villiers, b. Sept 30, 1852, Dublin,

organist of Trinity College, Cambridge, 1873, and con-

ductor of the University Musical Society. Studied with

Reinecke and Kiel in Leipsic and Berlin; conducted the

Philharmonic and Bach Choir, London, on his return; in

1887 succeeding Macfarren as Professor of Music, Gun-

bridge University. S.'s creative activity extends over

almost every art-form.

Stanley, John, Mus. Ba<x, b. Jan. 17, 17*3, London,

d. there, May 19, 1786; blind from the age of 3, studied

with Greene, obtaining his first appointment at the age
of is; elected organist of St AndrewX Holborn, after-

wards at the Temple, finally at the Chapel Royai S. wrote

several works, ana was esteemed by Handel.

SteggaH9 Charles, Mus. Docx, Cantab., b. June 3,

iS*6, London, pupD of Sterndale Bennett; organist success-

ively of Christ Chapel, Maida Hill, Christ Church, Lan-

caster Gate, and of Lincoln's Inn Chapel, 1864- In i8S* he

became examiner at Cambridge for theMm Doc. degree.
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s9 CJmrks Edward* b. March 18, 1821, Lon-
don, cL July 13, 1892; organist successively of St. Clark's,

Myddelton Square; Trinity Church, Paddington ; St. John's,

Hampstead; St. Mark's, St, John's Wood; St Clement's

Danes; and St, Saviour's, Paddington; theorist and com-

poser.
Stewart, Sir Robert Prescott* Mus. Doc., Dublin, b.

Dec. 1 6, 1825, Dublin, d. there March 25, 1894, chorister

Christ Church Cathedral there, afterwarcs organist, 1843;
became organist of Trinity College, Dublin, in 1844, con-
ductor of the University Choral Society, and Belfast Phil-

harmonic, also lecturer and glee writer of ability. Repre-
sented Ireland at the great Peace Festival held in Boston,
U. S. A., in 1872, and was knighted on his return.

StirLng Elizabeth, b. Feb. 26, 1819, Greenwich, dL

1895, organist of Ail Saints, Poplar, 1839, St. Andrew's
Undershaft, 1858 So. In 1856 passed the Mus, Doc,,
Oxon., without receiving the title; composer of part-aongs
and organ pieces.

Sulhran, Sir Arthur Seymeur, b. May 13, 1843,
London, son of a bandmaster, chorister, of the Chapel
RoyaL The well-known composer of light opera wais at

one time organist of St. Michael's, Chester Square, and in

1867 music director at St. Peter's, Onslow Gardens, and
his numerous anthems and well-written organ parts show
the influence of the early training in Church music of the

gifted composer of the 44Golden Legend" and various
other works in almost every art-form.

SweelinfA, Jan Pieter, b. 1562, Amsterdam, d. there,
Oct. 1 6, 1621; the most famous of Dutch organists; he
founded a school of players and was one of the most
important early writers of organ fugues and church music,
preparing the way for Bach.

Tamplin, Augustus Lechmeret b. 1837, d. 1889, Fulham,
player of ability.

T?iielet Carl Ludwig, b. Nov. 18, 1816, Harzegerode,
d. Sept 17, 1848, Berlin. From 1839 organist of die
Parochial Church, Berlin; organ virtuoso, and composer
of organ pieces of exceptional difficulty.

Thomas\ G. A.9 b. Oct. 12, 1842, Reichenbach, Silesia,
d. May 27, 1870, St. Petersburg, where he obtained
an appointment in 1866. For some years organist in

Leipsic. His best known work in England is a Concert
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Fantasia, Op. 6, introducing the Chorale "Ein* feste

Burg".
ITiorne* Edward Htnry, b. May 9, 1834, Cranborne,

chorister of St. George's, Windsor, organist of Parish

Church, Henley, Chichester Cathedral, 1862, St Patrick's,

Brighton, 1070, St Peter's, Cranley Gardens, St Michael's,

Comhill, and St Anne's, Soho, where he has given several

interesting Bach recitals; composer of organ pieces and
church music.

T0nkingt Htniy Charles, b. Jan. 17, 1863, Camborne,
student of the Royal Academy, organist and violinist, well-

known recital player.

Topfr> Johann Gottlob* b. Dec, 4, 1791, Thuringia,
d. June 8, 1870, Weimar, organist there from 1830; the

most famous German author on organ construction. His

Jubilee was celebrated in characteristic German style by
the publication of an Album of organ pieces, composeid
in his honour, and to which most of the leading musicians

in Germany contributed.

Tours, Bfrthcld, b. Dec. 17, 1838, Rotterdam, 4
March it, 1897, London, composer of organ music, anthems
and Services, musical adviser to Novello, Ewer & Co.,
and excellent all-round musician.

Turk, Daniel Gottlpb* b. Aug. 10, 1756, near Chenv
nitz, d* Aug. 26, 1813, Halle; celebrated teacher, organist,

and writer on musical subjects, organist at Halle and
teacher in the Gymnasium.

Turk) Jawes, b. March 5, 1802, Soraerton, d. June 28,

1882, London, chorister of Wells Cathedral, organist of

St James's, Bennondsey, 1829, assistant organist, then

organist (1831) Westminster Abbey, retiring in 1875.
T. possessed an unusually large hand, enabling him to

stretch a twelfth almost as easily as ordinary players do

octaves* His brother Robert became organist of Armagh
Cathedral, and a William Turle (first cousin) was chiefly

active in Taunton.

Turpin* Edmund Hart, Mus. Doc., b. May 4, 1835,

Nottingham, organist of St George's, Bloomsbury, then of

St Bride's, Fleet Street Hon. Sec. Royal College of

Organists, Warden of Trinity College, London, and well-

known as a recitalist

rv Rentrd &, b. June. 3, 1*29, Montpdier, d.
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March 19, 1884, Paris, organist of St Eugene, Paris, 1856,

won the Grand Prix de Rome m 1844.

Voglfr, George Jostph (the Abbe), b. June 15, 1749-

Wtaburg, d. May 6, 1814, Darmstadt; one of the most

curious personalities in musical history; both genius and

charlatan. He was famous as an extempore player and

hi* performances in the strict style excited the astonishment

of such a competent judge as Rinck; yet he carried the

idea of "programme music" to absurd lengths; we read

of organ pieces describing the "drowning of an Archduke",

a "Hottentot melody on three notes", the "Last Judg-

ment affording to jfubettf* (!),
the "Fall of the Walls of

Jericho", etc. He travelled much, his playing everywhere

exciting great curiosity and interest; at Amsterdam in 1785
no le^s than 7000 tickets were sold for an organ recital

Weber was one of his pupils. His reforms in organ con-

struction have been noticed on page 9.

llalmisley* Thomas Forbes, b. 1783, London, d. there,

July 23, 1866, composer of glees, organist of St. Martin-

in-the-Fields, iSio. His son,

iralmisky, Thomas Attwood* Mus. Doc. Cantab., b.

Jan. 21, 1814, London, d. Jan. 17, 1856, Hastings, organist

Croydon Church, 1830, Trinity and St. John's. Colleges,

Cambridge, 1833. His Sunday work there (partly as de-

puty) deserves mention: St. John's, 7. 15. a. m.; Trinity,

8; King's, 9. 30.; St Mary's, 10. 30. and 2.; King's 3. 15.;

St. Johns, 5,; Trinity, 6. 15.! In 1836 he succeeded Dr.

Clarke Whitfeld as Professor of Music to the University
of Cambridge; composer of church music, odes, and lec-

turer of repute, as well as one of the finest players of his

period.
Warman, John ll'afaw, b. Aug. 12, 1842, Canterbury,

of French descent; articled to an organ builder there,

after various organ appointments he was elected organist

of Quebec Cathedral; returned to England, worked for

some months in Messrs. Hill's organ factory in order to

obtain practical information for a work on organ building;

chiefly known as a writer.

Warren, Samuel P* b. Feb. 18, 1841, Montreal, pupil
of Haupt in Berlin; settled in New York in 1865, became

organist of Grace Church; one of the foremost American

players.
Wermann, Friedrich Oscar, b. April 30, 1840, Saxony,
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Capellmeister of the Kreuzkirche, Dresden (interior des-

troyed by fire Feb. 1897, after recent restoration; the

bells, music library and organ , which had just been re-

built, being consumed). \V. has written organ sonatas

and some effective pieces for organ and violin, and organ
and 'cello, which deserve mention.

Wesky, Samuel, b. Feb. 24, 1766, Bristol, d. Oct 11,

1837, London, the finest English organist of his day, and
a zealous enthusiast for Bach, to which his many fine

church motetts and organ fugues bear witness. His brother

Charles was also an excellent player, and held various

appointments in London.

Wesley, Samuel Sebastian, Mus. Doc. Oxon.f b. Aug. 14.

1810, d. April 19, 1876, Gloucester; chorister of the Chapel

Royal, St James's; organist in 1827 of St James's, Hamp-
stead Road, of St Giles's, Camberwell, St John's, Waterloo

Road t
and of Hampton-on-Thames, holding these four

posts simultaneously. In 1832 he was appointed organist

of Hereford Cathedral, in 1835 of Exeter Cathedral, 1842

Leeds Parish Church, in 1863 Gloucester Cathedral Dr.

Wesley was one of our most gifted players, and his many
noble anthems testify to a rare dignity and beauty of

style. His genius was by no means understood or appre-
ciated by the cathedral staff of his time, and his unceasing

endeavours to introduce much-needed reforms were frus-

trated by the apathy of routine or actual opposition. His

organ compositions, written -for a G organ, have been re-

published and adapted to the present pedal compass.

Wesley was an advocate of the old "unequal temperament"

system of tuning, an unaccountable preference, ^as
its

retention would have made many of the surprisingly

beautiful modulations into remote keys which abound in

his works quite intolerable. Equally unaccountable is the

actual rejection, at a competition, of his anthem "The

Wilderness", one of the glories of the English Church

School, and that, too, by no less an authority than

Dr. Crotch. His compositions, however, excited Spohr's

admiration, and whilst at Gloucester, he received a some-

what tardy State recognition in the form of a Civil List

pension of 100 a year for his services to Church music.

Wes&rttk* WilUam Joseph, Mus. Doc. Cantab., b.

Jan. it 1831, London, <L 1894. Organist of St Bartholo-

mew's Bethnal Green, and in 1851 1 St Bartholomew's,
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Sydenham; sub-organist, Crystal Palace for a fern* years;
conductor South Norwood Musical Society; teacher, com*

poser and organ arranger.

IV/iiting* George Elbridge^ b. SepL 14, 1843, near
Boston U. S. A-, studied with G. W. Morgan in New York,
Best in Liverpool, and Haupt and Radecke in Berlin

s
has

held various organ appointments in Hartford, Boston and

Albany. In 1879 professor of organ playing Cincinnati

Conservatory, returned to Boston, 1882; American com-

poser of organ music and various large orchestral and
choral works.

Widor^ Charles Marie, b. Feb. 24, 1845, Lyons, stud*

ted under Lemmens, F&is and Rossini in Brussels and
Paris, became organist of St. Francois, Lyons, made a re-

putation as an expert; in 1869 appointed organist of St.

Sulpice, Paris; visited England in 1888 to conduct his

"\VaIpurgis Night music at a Philharmonic concert. M.
Widor possesses an exceptional technique, and is also an

accomplished pianist His elaborate organ symphonies
testify to his high aims as a composer; they also rank

amongst the most difficult pieces in organ literature.

Williams^ Charles Lee, Mus. Batx, b. 1853, Winchester;
organist Llandafif. Cathedral and Gloucester Cathedral,

resigning the latter 1897, on account of ill-health; com-
poser of cantatas and church music.

Willing, Christopher Edwrn^ b. Feb. 28, 1830, Devon,
organist of the Foundling Hospital for many years.

Worgant john^ Mus. Doc, b. 1724, London, d. Aug. 24^
1790, London, organist and composer of church music.
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PART VIL

Guide Through Organ Literature.

Methods and Studies.

JBest, W. T. Art of Organ playing.
Part t consists of exercises for the manuals alone. Part *

containt numerous extracts illustrating special technical difficul-

ties, from the organ works of Bach, Mendelssohn, etc.

Gladstone, F. E. The Organ Students' Guide. (8768),
This work assumes a moderate degree of proficiency in ptaao

playing. Its conciseness (39 pp.) requires that the exercises
should be supplemented at various stages by the teacher.

Ltmmens, N. Organ School.

Mtrkel, G. Op. 177. Organ SchooL
Op. 182. 30 Studies in Pedal Technique.
Both are published with English text. Op. 182 forms a

supplement to Op. 177.
Xfaf&9 f. a If. Organ School (9545 a f) 6 Bks,

Beginning with 2-part exercises for the manuals, Rinck's School
is one of the most comprehensive of those here enumerated.

Sectsen Clark. First Steps in Organ Playing. (8750).
Intended for those who begin the organ with but little pre-

vious acquaintance with the piano. Part s consists of a selection

of pieces light in style.

As additional studies, a selection from the following
list of easy and moderately difficult pieces is recom-
mended:

Andre, / Op. 65 and 67. Voluntaries. (8737 a, b).

Bach, Jr. S. & Short Preludes and Fugues. (W. T. Best>
(9807).

50 Short Choral Preludes. (W. T. Best). (9817).

pt E. T. $ Studies. (8741).
*9 A. JR Organ Music. {F. E. Gladstone). ($746).

, G. Op. 36. 36 Short and Easy Preludes.

Op. 37. xo Fugheltas. (Peters Ed. 2821).

Op. 134. 10 Preludes and Postlttdes.

Op. 171.' 30 Short Preludes,

Op. 179. 16 Organ Pieces.

Nattfcew*. Orga* HndhOf^,
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Methods mad Studies.

Fughettas, (Peters Ed 2509).

rger^ J. Op. 49. 10 Trios, (2 Bks.>
*f /. d H. Organ Works. (Gladstone). (8773)-
Contains 50 short and easy Preludes, followed by 10 Postltttka,

Smart, H* 12 Short and Easy Pieces. (3 Bks.).
12 Short Interludes.

3 Trios. _
Original Organ Music.

Step i.

Batistt* JS. "Angelic Voices."* Two Andantes.

Andantino in E minor.

Bcnoist, F. Marche Religieuse. (Cecilia; 8713).
Btrvon* L Op. 2. 12 Voluntaries. (2 Bks.).

l>tst, W. T. Andante in C. (Cecilia; 5846).

Body, A. P. F. Interlude. (Cecilia; 8707).

Capoccit F Pez/i Originali. 10 Bks. (8742 a k).
Each book contains five pieces, belonging chiefly to thM

Step and the next.

Select Organ Compositions (from the "Pezzi Originali"):
I. Oflfertorio in G. 8. Gran Coro Trionfale ia E^.
a. Solo di Flauto In B7. 9. Preghiera in Afc.

3. Meditaxione in minor. 10. Marcia ia F.

4. Larghetto in G. 12. OCTertorio in C.

5. Finale in F. 15. Cantabile in C
6. Scherzo in D. 16. Finale in G.

Clark, Stotson. Organ Works. 3 Bks. (8753 a, b. c).

Containing marches and other pieces of a light character:

Vol. I. Fifteen Marches. I. Marche Anglaise; 2. Marche
mux Flambeaux; 3. Marche des Fantomes; 4. Marche des Giron-

dins; 5. Marche des Jacobins; 6. Marche milaaire; 7. Belgian
March; 8. Commemoration March; 9. Festal March; IO.' Inau-

guration March; II. Pilgrims* March; 12. Procession March;
13. Roman March; 14. Russian March; 1 5- Vienna March.

Vol. 2. 25 Pieces (Voluntaries, Offertories, Melodies, Commit*
nious, Improvisations, Fantasias, etc.).

VoL 3. 23 Pieces (Voluntaries, Pastorales, Andantes, Melodies,
Comnmnicvs, Offertories, Improvisations, Fantasias, etc.).

The following pieces are obtainable separately:
1. Opening Voluntary ia G. 6. Melody in A.
2. Pastorale in C 7. Postlude in B7.
4. Andante in F. 8. Communion, min. and F.
1. Melody in D. 21. 3 Improvisations
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Original Organ Mode. Step I. (Continued.)

99* A*e Maria* 41. Andante con snoto IB A*

34. ImjmwitatSon im tifr. 43. Communion in D m2f. andA
34, Communion in C minor. 43. Qffcrtoire In C
37. Communion in F, 45. Improvisation in C.

39. Romania in Bt?. 47. Improvisation in F.

Del&rufk, G. Berceuse in A.

Du&ois, T. Andante in BK (Cecilia; Sfii).
Duncan, Edmondstoune. Six Church Pieces. (Cecilia; 5849).
Gladstone, J\ E. Organ Music for Church use (8769).

Original Pieces:-
s. Andantino. 7* March.

3. Pesticide. S. Two Melodies.

6. Allegretto* 9. Introduction and Fnghetla,

Geunod, C. Marche Romaine.
Guilwant, A. The Practical Organist. (9 Bks,).

These are, for the roost part, easier than th other set of
"Pieces in different styles*'.

Communion in G. (Bk. 15, No. i).

Postlude in F.

ffesse, A. is Melodious and Easy Pieces. (Cecil ia^

5851).
MfJtnt, A. Daussoigne. Andante in AX (Cecilia; $7 34)*

Mrkd9 G. Op. 152, No. a, Andantino in A minor*

Pastorale in F; No. * of Six Pieces.

Andante in F; No. 4 of Six Pieces.

Op. 144, No. f. Andantino in E?.

Witdirttyer. Prelude in D. (Cecilia; 873*).
Faladilhe. Andante cantabile in A. (Cecilia; 8729).

JS. 12 Easy Preludes in Trio form*

orge* G. Three Andantes.

T. Cantil&ne; Andante espressivo in A minor.

(No. 9 of 10 Pieces).

Stnart, If. 2 Easy Preludes.
- 50 Preludes and Interludes.

6 Short and Easy Pieces. (3 Bks.%

Steanc, Bntce. Meditation in E. (Mag, of Voluntaries,

No. 4).

Thomas, A. Pri^re in F. (Cediia;
Twrs, JS. Allegretto grazioso in D.

mac, Jt. dt. Andante cantabite. (Cecilia; 8734).

VoUkmar, W. Op. 66. 100 Short and Easy Pieces (in

one book).
-

Ltfttor** Andante in G (Communion). (Cecils*;
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Original Orgaa Music. Step I. (Continued,)

Wify, Leftbure. Eie*gie In F minor. (Cecilia; 8735)1
Andantlno in G min. (Cecilia; 8713).
Andante in Dk (Priere). (Cecilia; 8711).

Zxpelx, . Elevazione and Oftertorio. (Cecilia; $42).

Step 3.

Back, J. S. Organ Works, edited by W. T. Best:

VoL VI. Fugues, Alia Breve, Canzona, and Fantasias

(9806); or singly:

Fugue in G minor (9846).

Fugue in C minor (9847).

Fugue in B minor (9848).

Fugue in C minor (9849).
Alia Breve in D major (9850).
Canzona in D minor (9851).
Fantasia in C minor (9852).
Fantasia in G major (9853!

Vol. VII. Eight short Preludes and Fugues (9807); or
singly:

No. i ia C major; 2, in D minor; 3, in E
minor; 4, in F major (9854).

No. 5 in G major; 6, in G minor; 7, in A
minor; 8, in B flat major (9855).

(Ste also under JBacht Step j.J
Bach's organ music is, of course, quite indispensable to every

organist. Exceptionally large and clear type on good paper, mad
careful editing, combine to make Bcbt's edition one to be
specially recommended. Fingering and pedal marks in difficult

passages, bints as to registration and changes of manual, with
foot-notes explanatory of various species of turn or mordent have
been thoughtfully provided by the editor. In the above volume*
will be found many of the easier pieces ; the "Great" Preludes
and Fugues, Toccatas, etc., being classified under Step 3,

l&xche, jR J Introduction and Allegro in D.
J&Tfisff, JEL Four Andantes.

"Voix Celestes", Andante in G.
Offertoires in A, A>, D and G.
Andante Sostenuto in F.

Itf/wist, J^ Pricrre. (Cecilia; 8710).
Buck, I)udlty. "At Evening". Idyll.

Capocct* JF1 Select Organ Compositions (from the "Pezzi

Originali"};
No. II. Finale In G. No. 17. Melodia in B.
No. 13. Invocazione in . No. iS. Minuetto ia B.
No. 14. Caurircu* in B.
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Original Organ Music. Step a. (Cootinned.)

dark, Scotson- ''Chorus of Angels"*,
Melody in F.

Improvisation in G (Original Pieces, No. 48).
Oaussmannt A. Minuetto in F. Bk. 5, No. a.

Ceoptr* J. T. Sonata Ecclesia.

JDuMs, T. Prelude in C Wo. i of x* Pieces).
Grand Choeur in BK (No. 12 of is Pieces).

E&trlin, G. . Fugue in F. (Cecilia; 5856).
French, C. Andantino in G minor.
Pumagalli, P. Sonata in D. (Cecilia; 8733).

Sonata in E minor. (Cecilia; 5844).
Gigouf, . Marche Religieuse in E>. (No. 3 of 6 Pieces).
Gladstone, J\ JEL Original Pieces for the Organ:

2. Fostlude. il. Andante con aaoto,

4. In modo di Minuetto. t a. Postlude (Tempo di n&
5. Allegro wodcrato. nuelto).

1O. Prelude and Fugue.

Gounod9 C. Marche Religieuse in C
Grtson, J. Op. 1 1. Communion in F.

Guilmant, A. Marche triomphaie in Ek
Melody in A>. (Bk. 3).

Allegretto in B minor. (Bk. 5),
Andante con moto in E. (Bk. a).

Haru'ood, JK, Andante in D.
J/tsse, A. Toccata in A, (Cecilia; 8708).
J/cltins, A. Andante in D ("Recital Series", Nol 7,)

Hopkins* . f. Adagio Cantabile in D.
Kffbs, /. Z. Fugue in C (Cecilia; 5838).

4 Pieces (Fantasia, Concert Fugue, Prelude on a Choral
and Fugue.) (Cecilia; 5847).

L*mr*9 JB, H. Romance in D?. (No. 4 of "Recital

Series").
Pastorale in E.

Limmens, J. N. Priere in E (No. 3, Morceaux choisisl

Marche Triomphaie in D. (No. 13^ Morceaux choisis).

Allegretto in B>.

UoyJ* C+ H. Andante in A,
Minuet in A.

Mailty* A. Marche Solenelle, (Cecilia; 8721),
Meditation and *Paques fleunes". (Cecilia; 8716,.

Mendtlssohn. Air with Variations in D (posthumonsX
MfrJttl* G. Pastorale in G.

Op. 39. No. 3. Canon.
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Original Organ Music. Step 2. (Conti&ued.)

Merkel* G. Op. 117. Adagio. Allegretto and Tria*

Op. i*s, No. 2. Andante in A minor.

Op. 133. Fantasia in E minor.

M*uro9 D. R~ Orchestral March.

Caprice in G minor.

Perelti* E. Marcia Religiosa. (Cecilia; 8706).

Petrali, K A, Offertorio in F.
(Cecilia; 8726).

Itea9 W. 3 Organ Pieces. (8771).

Rinaud^A. Andantinoconrnoto. Contemplation. Invocation.

Mhiinhcrger* /. Op. 27. Sonata in C minor, (Cecilia;

5703}-

Op. 65. Fantasia Sonata in A?. ^Cecilia; 701).

Fugue in F minor. (Cecilia; 8723).

Op. 156. 12 Characteristic Pieces.

Op. 167. 12 Meditations.

Op. 162. 12 Monologues. (2 Bks.).

Op. 174. Miscellaneen, 12 Pieces, (a Bks.).
StitM/u* T. Grand Choeur in A.
Silast E. Op. 95, No. i. Andante non troppo in G minor*

Op. 95, No. 2. March in B7.

Op. 95, No. 5. Meditation in a Cathedral.
< Op. 114. Meditation in an old Gothic Church.

Swart, /ffnry. Andante No. i in G; No. 2 in A; No. 3
in E minor.
Prelude in E?; Introductory Voluntary in B|P and An-

dante grazioso in G.
March in G,

3 Andantes in C, F and A.
Andante in A (Posthumous workX (Cecilia; 8727).

Spiting W. Nocturne, "Songs in the Night".

Stephens i C. H- Op. 3. Adagio non troppo and An-
dante Pastorale.

Tours, JR. Minuet and Trio in G.
Fantasia in C.

Ttirpin, j H. Allegro in C (Postlude).
JJ>/>>, Lffebure. Offertoires. No. I in B7; No. a in F;
No. 3 in C; No. 4 in G; No. 5 in A; No. 6 in C minor.

(9540 a f).

Oifertoire in F. (No. i, Modern Organist).
Andantes in Ai> and G. (Cecilia;' 8732):

lt'fs/ey> S, Andante in F. (Cecilia; 5840).
Prelude and Fugue in C minor. (Cecilia; 5838).
Fugue in F. (Cecilia; 5846).
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Original Organ Music. Step a. (Continued.)

W$ley, Dr. S. S. Air varied (Holsworthy Church Bells).
Air varied in F& minor.

W*l$Smke1me, W. Camona in BK (No. * of Recital Seriel

Step 3.

K Organ Symphony. (Cecilia; 5843).
. /. Organ Works, edited by W. T. Best;'

Voi I 6 Preludes and Fugues (9801).
or singly 5-"*

Ho. i t in C major (9821).
ft, in G minor (9822).

3, in D major (9823).
4, In minor (9824).*
5, in F minor (9825).
6, in G major (9826).

Yol H 6 Preludes and Fugues (9802).
or singly:

No. 7. i C major (9827).
8, in A minor (9828).

9, in D minor (9829).*
Id, in G major (9830).
II, in C minor (9831).
is, in E flat major (9832).

(sometimes called "St. Ann*t Fugue**^

VoL III 6 Preludes and Fugues (9803),
or singly:

No. 13, in C majot (9833).
14, in C minor (9834).
15, in A major (983$)-
16, in B minor (9836).
17, in C minor (9837).
I*, Ja minor (9838).

Vol. IV. Fantasia, Toccatas and Fugues (9804)1
or singly:

Fantasia and Fugue ia G minor (9839).
Toccata and Fugue in D minor

{9840!
Totcmta and Fugue in E major 198411.
Toccata and Ffcgue ia C major (984*).

These numbers might be taken by students who bare armed
Steps.
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Original Organ Music. Sl*p 3. (Continued.)

VoL V. Toccatas, Fugues and Passacaglja (9305).
or singly:

Toccata and Fugue in F major (9843).
Toccata and Fugue in D minor (9844).

Passacaglia in C minor (9$45)~

ToL VIII. Six Sonatas for two Claviers and Pedal
or singly :-

No. l r in flat major (9856).
2, in C minor (9857}.

3, in D minor (9858).
4, in E minor (9859).

5, in C major (9860).
6, in G major (9861).

Vol. IX. Preludes, Fugues, Fantasia, &c (9809).
Prelude and Fugue, A minor (9862).

FugTie, G major (9863).*
Prelude, A minor (9864).
Fantasia, G major (9865).*
Fantasia and Fugue, A minor (9866).
Fantasia with Imitation, B minor \

Fantasia, C major j

Prelude, G major 1 yrtCAtt . *
Fugue, G major /

W^*
Pastorale, F major (9869).*
Prelude, C major \ . ~ ,

Trio, B minor
|
^&7 )-

VoL X. Four Concertos
No. I, in G major.

2, in A minor.

3, in C major,
4, in C major.

VoL XL The Great Choral-Preludes (gSn).
No. I. Komiu, helligcr Geist.

2. O Lamm Gottes unschuldig.
3. Christ, unser Heir, zum Jordan kaia.

4. Xun danket alle Gott,

5. Schmucke dich, o liebe Scele.
6. AHein Gott in der Hoh sci Ehr*

VoL XJL The Great Choral-Preludes (9812).
No. 7, Wir glaaben all* an einen Gott, Schopfcr

{sometimes called I4The Giant's Fugue*). (9871).
8. Kornm, heiliger Geist,

9. Nun komm\ der Heiden Heiland.

See foot-note, page 183.
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Original Organ Music Step 3. (Continued.)
10. Komm Gott, Schopfer.
11. Wir glauben all* an einen Gott, Vatr.
12. Allein Gott in der Hob' sei Ehr*.

VoL XIIL The Great Choral-Preludes (9813),
Ho. 13. Von Gott will ich nicht lassen.

14. Wetin wir in hochsten Nothen fiiaad,

15. Hcsr Jesu Christ, dich zu nns wend*
1 6. Nun komm', der Heiden Heiland.

17. Valet will ich dir geben.
18. Dies sind die heil'gen zehn Gebot*.

VoL XIV. The Great Choral-Preludes (9814).
No. 19. An WasserflQssen Babylon.

20. Valet will ich dir geben*
21. Aus ticfer Noth scbrci' ach xn dk.
22. Alicia Gott in dti Hoh* sei Bbr*.

23. Jesos Qiristns, unser Heiland.

24. Vater onscr im Himmclreich,

VoL XV. The Great Choral-Preludes (9815).
No. 25. Allein Gott la der Hdh* sei Ehr*.

26. Jesus Christos, o&ser Heiland.

27. Christ lag in Todesbanden.
28. Wie schdn leuchtet der Morgensteta.
29. Wo soil ich fliehen Mn.

30. Am Wasserfltissea Babjloa.

VoL XVL The Great Choral-Preludes. (9816),
No. 31. Ein* feste Burg 1st nnser Gott.

33. Wo soil ich fliehen bin.

33. Nun komm*, der Hciden Heilaad.

34. Kommst Du nun, Jesu Tom Himmd
35. Wer nusvdcn liehea Gott lisst waltea.

36. Gott der Vater, wohn* ons bci.

37. Kyrie, Gott Vater in Ewigkett.
3$. Christe aUer Welt Trost.

39. Kyrie, Gott, Heiliger Geist.

anu#, / K Offertoire in G.

Batiste, . Ofiertoire in C minor.
Ofiertoire in F minor.

Berens, H. Fantasia, in C minor. (Cecilia;

Best, W. T. Andante with Variations in F. (CecOfa;

Festival Overture in B>. (Cecilia; 5854).
'

Concert Overture in C (Cecilia; $841).
March for * Church Festival, and Fantasia in

(Organ Pieces, Bk. )
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Original Organ Music. Step 3.

Best* W. T Sonata in D minor. (Cecilia; 8729).
12 Short Preludes on English Psalm Times. (Cecilia;

87*5).

Allegro festive in E7, and Allegretto m Bfc (Cecilia;

Four Conceit Fantasias;

No. i. Paraphrase on the Prayer "Giustfc CielV*
2. Fantasia on a, Welsh March.

3. Fantasia on an air by Rode.
4. Marcia Eroica and Finale.

Brosig* AL Fantasia in Ai?. (Cecilia; 8725).
Capocci* F. Terza Sonata. (8745),
Chipp, JEi T. 4 Organ Pieces. (Cecilia; 8714).
JJrlffieldt . T. Air with Variations in B minor. (Ce-

cilia; 5853).
JSubois* T. Toccata in G. (No. 3 of i* Pieces).
fisher, H. Fantasia and Fugue on "Ein* feste Burg*!.
/>/)wt A. Conceit Fantasia in F minor. (Cecilia: 8730!
Gadt% M 3 Pieces. (Cecilia; 8704).
Gladstone^ Dr. F+ & Air witfi Variations in F.

Sonata in A minor.

Guilmant, A, Marche Religieuse in F. (Bk. i).
Cantilene Pastorale in B minor. (Bk. i).
Grand Choeur in D. (Bk. 4).

Tempo di Minuetto. (Bk. 12).
Grand Choeur in E7. (Bk. 10).

Ji
r

iap; C. 61 Fantasia in A. (Cecilia; 8720)*
Hesse, A. Variations on an original Theme in A. (Cecilia;

5*37 -

Variations on an original Theme in Ak (Cecilia; 5836).
Ifollins* A. Concert Overture in CL

Hopkins, . J. Allegro moderato in A.

Jordan^ li'arwifk. Prelude and Fugue in E minor. (5806!
Lfmmens, J, N. Grand Fantasia, "The Storm".
Lloyd, C. Jf. Sonata in D minor.
L0ttt E. AL Scene Pastorale.

JLux, F. Op. 29. Fanusia on "O Sanctissima".
(The melody here treated is that known in England as th*

hymn-tune "Sicilian Mariners".)
Mac Master, G. Grand Choeur in D.
Matily, A. Op. i. Sonata in D minor.
Merulelssohn- Op. 37. 3 Preludes and Fugues. (9541).
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Original Organ music. Step 3. (Continued.)
Mendelssohn.

Op. 65. 6 Sonatas. (9542).
Allegro in Bp.
Mendelssohn's organ works arc as indispensable as those of Bach

to every organist. Of the Preludes and Fugues, the 2nd in G
is the easiest and also the one most frequently heard in public.Of the Sonatas, No. 3, in C minor, and Xo. 3, in A, may be
studied first. No. i in F minor is one of the most difficult, and
also one of the finest. AH are, as Professor Faisst remarks
"epoch making" in the history of organ music. The Allegro ia
B? is from a set of nine original organ pieces in the Royal
Library, Berlin, copied by permission from the autographs and
fast published in 1898.

Merkel, G. Op. 35. Adagio in E. (Cecilia; $706).
Op. 103. Pastorale in G.

Op. 104, Fantasia and Fugue in A minor.

Op. 122, No. i. Andante in A>.

Op. 152, No. i. Adagio in A>.

Op. 42, 2*d Sonata in G minor; Op. 80, 3** Sonata
in C minor.

Op. 115, 4th Sonata in F minor; Op. 118, 5
th Sonata

in D minor.

Op. 137. 6th Choral Sonata in E minor.
* Op. 140. 7

th Sonata in A minor; Op. 178, 8th in B
minor (with Passacaglia).

Op. 183. 9
th Sonata in C minor. (Last work.)

The sonatas of Merkel and Rheinoerger are the most impor-
tant German contributions to organ literature since Mendelssohn's,
Merkel's 1st Sonata was written as an organ duet, but m*i be
obtained arranged as a solo sonata. Of the other eight, the

3** is the least important,the a<* is more frequently heard ia

Germany than in England; the 4th . 5
th

, and 6d, are specialty

interesting. All contain slow movements of much beauty; thi

fugues are written with a master hand, and a dignified style

appropriate to the organ is always maintained.

Morandi* . Overture in minor.

<AMfr, T. T. Theme with variations. (5816),
Front, JL Op. 4. Sonata in D.

Raff, f. Introduction mud Fugue in minor. (SjoiV
Rmanette, O. Preludio Romantico. Op. 39, No. i.

Musette-Meditation. Op. 39, No. 2.

Elevazione. Op. 39, No. 3.

Marcia Eucaristica. Op. 39, No. 4.

Regtr, M*x. Op. 7. 3 Organ Pieces. (5825).
R. ist Organ Sonata in A minor. (5845).
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Original Orgas Musk. Step 3. (Continued.)

Rhew&ergtr, L Op. 88. 3^ Sonata (Pastoral) m d
Op. 98. 4** Sonata in A minor. Op. in. 5

tfe Sonata
in FJ min. Op. 119. 6th Sonata in E7 min. Op. 127.

7
th Sonata in F min. Op. 132 8th Sonata in E min.

Op. 146. ioth Sonata in B min. Op. 148. n l1* Sonata
in D min. Op. 154. i2lh Sonata in Bp'maj. Op. i6z.

13
th Sonata in E? niaj. Op. 165. 14^ Sonata in C

maj. Op. 1 68. I5
t!l Sonata in D maj. Op. 175. i6A

Sonata in GjJ min. Op. 181. 17
th in B maj.

"RheinLerger , a master of form, stands at the head of the

living; organ composers who persevere in classic paths. If a few

movements, for instance, of the earlier period, show a certain

dryuess, yet by far the larger number are of considerable impor-
tance. With regard to intrinsic value, the captivating qualities
of each, and the technical dexterity required, there is, generally

speaking, a gradation from I. to XII. which in the master-works

Op. 142 and 148 reaches a climax." FuJtrff durck die OrgvJE*

JLiferaiur* by Kothe and Forchhammer, 1890.

C. H. Flute Concerto.

. Fantasia and Fugue in C minor. ^Cecilia^ 8735).
H. Con inoto in B;?.

Con moto moderato in D minor.
Fantasia with Chorale in G.

.^
Postludes in C, D, and Ek
Festive March in D.

Grand Solemn March in EX
Choral with Variations in EK
Air with Variations in A.

Henry Smart's organ works are in number and quality th*
most valuable in English organ literature. The pieces above
enumerated have obtained a widespread and well deserved

popularity.

Stftvart, Sir A jp. Concert Fantasia in D minor.

Ttpfcr* f. G. Fugues in B> and D. (Cecilia; 8707).
Fugue in E minor. (Cecilia; 8712).

Wely9 Leflburc. March in E*
Wesley\ SamuiL Fugue in G major. (Cecilia; 5839).

Prelude and Fugue in A major. (Cecilia; 8731).
Prelude and Fugue in D minor. (Cecilia; 5853).
Fugue in C. (Cecilia; 8719).
These interesting reprints of the great Bach enthusiast's c*i

positions deserve to become more widely known
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Original Organ Music. Step. 3. (Continued.)

W$ky> Dr. & Andante in Efc (/4 time).
Andante in E. (*/4 time).
Andante in F.

Choral Song and Fugue.
Originally published for a. G organ, the above, a few of

the best pieces of one of our greatest English playes* and com*
posers, fora part of a set of tea pieces, edited by Dr. Garret*
lor m C organ*

Step 4.

Best, W. T. Fantasia and Fugue in E minor. (Cecilia;
8705).
Scherzo in A minor. (Cecilia; 8709).

Gutimant, A. Sonata No. i in D minor; No. 6 in C
Caprice in Bk (Bk. 6>

Z&4 F. Prelude and Fugue on the name of Bach.
*x9 F. Concert Variations on the "Harmonious Black*
smith".

Mtrkd, G. Op. 45, Variations on a Theme of Beethoven,
Regtr* Max. Op. 16. Suite in E minor* (5826).
JRhtmberger, J. Op. 149. Sonata No. 9, in Bj? minoi;
Saint Safos, Fantasia in !?.

ThtiU, JL Theme with Variations in AK
Concert piece No* s 9 in C

ffft&r, C M Symphony No. in D (Scherso and
Finale).

Symphony No. 5 in F (with Toccata).
Symphony No. 6 in G; No. y in A| No. S in B.

Arrangements for the Organ.

Step x*

JBtetfawn. Adagio (Sestet, Op. Si), arr. by Stone
Btmutt, W. S. "God is & Spirit," quartet, arr. by Ganett
Chawet, A. Andantino "Les Cloches de Soir," arr. by
GuilmanC

ChtrubmL "Ave Maria49 and "O Salutaris,** air. by Wode*
house.

Gar** Scotoen. Gavotte Franyaise.
"

Gavotte de la Danphine.JM V*Ut 4* Pm, S. Op66, No. 3. Serenatella arr. by
J. Matthews.
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Arrangements for the Organ. Step I.

Dorn9 jL Grande Harche Imperiale.
Gade9 N. Romanza (Aquarellen)* arr. by Front
Gounod* C* "From Thy love as a Father**

arr. by Martin.

H&ndeL 12 Airs from the Oratorios, arr, by Scotsom
Clark. (8752).

Largo in G.
Handel Album, 2 vols., (6757 and 6758), arr. by Best.

A number of the shorter pieces in these two volumes would

prove useful at this stage. See next Step.

Haydn* J. Chorus, "Come, gentle Spring," (Seasons), arr.

by Hopkins.
Hitler, 3. Op. 81. "Chant de Berceau" (Bk. i, Short

Pieces) arr. by Spark.
Htnsilt, A. Romance in B. (5811 a).

Romance in B minor, arr. by Westbrook.

Liszt* JF. Ave Maria d'Arcadelt.

Mtnddssohn. 6 Airs from the JZlijah^ arr. by Calkin.

3 Airs from the Elijah, arr. by Calkin.

Air and Chorus, "O for the wings," arr. by Cooper.
Air and Chorus, "I waited for the Lord," air. by
VYodehouse,
Arioso, "But the Lord is

t
mindful" (St. Paul)* air. by

Westbrook.
Trio and Chorus, "Bead Omnes," arr. by Westbrook.

Quartet and Chorus, **Surrexit Pastor," arr. by West-
brook.

Rnnecke, C. Entr'acte, King Manfred* arr. by Prout.

Scarlatti, D. Pastorale in F, arr. by Best. (Cecilia; 5855).
Schumann, R. "Traumerei". (5811 a).

**Dir, der Unbenihrbaren," (Faust), arr. by Prout
Spohr, JL. Andantino in Bi^, arr. by Archer.

Volkmann, R. "Song of the Hero," arr. by Westbrook.

Step a.

and Modern Fugues, by John Bennett, Dupui%
Eberlin, Frescobaldi, etc, 3 vols., arr. by Westbrook.
(9791, a c).

Ascker, J. Op. 54. "Les Contemplations," arr, by West-
brook.
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Arrangements for th* Organ. Step a. (Continued.)

Bach, /. 5, "My heart ever faithful"

Aria f "Qui sedes" (Mass in B minor), arr. by Prout

Aria, "Schlage doch, gewtinschte Stunde," arr. by Prout
Chorus "Nun lob'f mein* Seel', den Herrn/* arr. by

Prout
Beethoven, Andante in F, ist Symphony, arr. by Wode*

house.

Hallelujah (Mount of Olives), am by Stone.

Larghetto (Violin Concerto), arr. by Banister.

March and Chorus (Ruins of Athens), arr. by Prout
Bennett* JK 5. Serenade (Trio Op. *6), am by Tovey.

Allegretto Semplice (Op. 17, No. i), am by Fagge.
Best, W. T. Paraphrase on Roeckel's "Air du Dauphin.**
Brahms, J. Ave Maria (Op. 12), arr, by Prout
Carter, T. Carillons de Dunkerque," transcribed by
Turpin*

QemintL Adagio (Pf. Sonata in G minor. Op. 34, No. 2),
arr. by Prout.

Costa, Sir M. March from Naaman, arr. by Westbrook.
&ussek. Andante (P Sonata in Df Op. 13, No. a), arr.

by Prout
Gounod^ C Air, "There is ft green hill," arr. by Calkin.

Graun. Choral Fugue (Dtr Tod Jtsu), air. by Prout
Choral Fugue (Te Deum), arr. by Prout

Handel Album, 3 vols., 108 pieces, arr. by Best (6757,
6753).

This fine edition Is also published in 30 books, each con*

taining about 6 pieces, selected chiefly from the little kaowa
Italian opera*, marches, Water and Fire Music, sonatas and
concertos*

Handel. 12 Movements from the Concertos (separate Nos.%
arr. by Wodehouse,
A few Not. in this eacellent selection might be deferred until

the next Step is reached.

ia Choruses from the Oratorios (in one voL), air* by
Scotson dark.
Chorus, "How excellent

1*

fSaafJ, arr. by Stone.

Air, "Comfort ye" (Messiah), an*, by Stirling.

Air, "O sleep, why dost thou leave me" (Stmelt), arr*

by Prout

Haydn* L Poco Adagio (.Quartet No. 5, Op. g)> air. by*^ -*. ^_
vvestorooK.
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ettti fisc the Organ. Step x (Continued).

dn^ I. Andante in C (^jSiirprise" Symphony), am t>f
Wodehome.
Chorus, ^The Heavens are telling** fCrea&mJ, arr. by

Stone.

Chorus, "Quoniam Tn Solus** (a
nd

Mass), air. by Stone.

Chorus, "The marvellous work" (Crtatien), an*. by
Westbrook.

Largo Cantabile (Symphony in D), air. by Wodehouse*
Romanza (La Relne de France), air. by Wodehouse.
Andante in G (Symphony in D No. 7, Salomon set)^

air. by Wodehouse.

Adagio in D (Symphony in G, Oxford set. Letter Q),
an*, by Wodehouse.

Hummel J. "Quoniam Tu Solus" (s
rd

Mass), air. by Hiies.

Kullak. Allegretto Pastorale in F, arr. by Wodehouse.
JLee, Maurice. Gavotte, Louis XV.

Menuet (Sylvaria).

Mackenzie, A. C. Solemn March (Story of Say/aJ, an. oy
Martin.

March Album, Bk. j. 18 Marches by Handel, Mozart,
Chenibini, etc;
Bk. 2. 13 Marches by Beethoven, Weber, Spontini, etc.;
Bk. 3. 13 Marches by Rossini, Schubert, etc,

(8772 a, b, c).

Massenet, J. "Angelus" (Scenes Pittoresques), arr. by
Smallwood.

Matthews, J. Short Voluntaries for the Organ. 4 Bks.
(5Sn a, b, c, d).

Book i. i t Litany for the Feast of All Souls, Schubert;
a, Romance in B, Hcnsclt; 3, Memorial of the Departed, Hebrew
Melody; 4, Traamcrei, Schumann.

Book 2. I, Andante in A (Sonata Op. 26), Beethoven;
a, Andante ia D, Op. 78, Schubert; 3, Adieu, Op. 32, No. 4,
Del Valle de Pax; 4, "Blest are the departed," Spohr; 5, A*e
Maria, Op. 5, Henselt.

liook 3. i, Berceuse, Schytte; 2, Andante (Sonata in A
minor, Op. 42), Schubert; 3 Romance (Sonata fot Vn. and P,
Op. 6), Hauptmann; 4, Andante ("Krcutzer** Sonata) Beethoven;
5, Aria (Symphony in D), Haydn.
Book 4, i t Ave Maria, Schubert; 2, Consolation , Lisit;

3, Passover Table Hymn, Hebrew Melody; 4, Resignation, Men*
delssohn; 5, Andante (Sonata No. 4), Weber,

Mendchsokn* Allegretto (Hymn ofPrate* Symphony), air.

by Front.
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Arrangements for the Organ. Step a. (Continued.)
Mendekwhm. Chorus, "How lovely** (St. Paul), arr. by Best

4 Airs from St. Paul, arr. by Calkin.

Adagio (Concerto Op. 40), arr. by Wodehouse.
War March (Athatiz). arr. by Wodehouse; also by

SteggalL
*- 2 Songs without Words (Allegro and Adagio) arr. by
Wortham.
Lied ohne Worte (Funeral March), an; by J. Wode-

house.

Jlfer&e', G. Idyll, "Evening Rest," Op. 50, No. 2, arr. by
Westbrook.

Mozart. Adagio in D, arr. by Westbrook. (8770).
Larghetto in D (Clarionet Quintet), arr. by Higgs.
Adagio in D (No. i of 6 Concerto Movements), ar*.

by Wodehouse.
Larghetto in A (No. 5 of 6 Movements), am by Wocta*

bouse.
Andante moderate in E^ (Symphony No. 33), arr. bjr

Wodehouse.
Andante in Efc* (String Quintet), arr. by Wodehouse.
Andante fPf. Concerto in A), arr. by Prout
Andante (Quartet in D, No. 7), arr. by Prout
Benedictus (Requiem JBrevis), arr. by Stone.

Mo$*koivskL Andante in F from "Foreign Parts/* Op. sj,
arr. by J. Wodehouse.

Prcut, . Triumphal March from Alfred. (8763).
Rachmaninoff* S. Prelude, arr. by B. W. Homer.
Mossing G. 3 Choruses, "Faith", "Hope" and ''Charity

11

(separate Nos.), arr. by Smart
Terzetto, "Gratias agimus," arr. by Spark.

Rubinstein, A. Allegro moderate, Op. 10, No. 16, tran-

scribed by Westbrook.

Stharwenka, J Funeral March in F minor, arr. by
West

Schubert* JR Op. 40, No. 4. Grand March in D, arr. by
Best

Op. 40, No. 5. Marche Solenelle, arr. by Best

Op. 125, No. i. Adagio (Quartet in E, arr. by Front

Kyrie (Mass in G), arr. by Prout

Air, "Steh im leuten Kampf
J>

(Lasanis), air. by Front

Fugue "Et Vitam venturi
1*

(Mass in Eb)> arr. by Prcut
- Benedictus (Mass in &)> anr.

* ~

,w^ Orgwl
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for tlie Orgma. Step a.

Schumann, R. Andante in F
("Nachfetficke*,

No. 4). am
by Front

"

, ,

Solo and Chorus, "Sehlaf aim** (Paradise mnd tM

Peri), arr. by Front

Sfokr, JL Op. 58. Adagio in Ay from a Quartet, air.

by Hopkins.

Step 3.

Back, J. -SI Choral Fugue, "Kyrie Eleison** (Mass in B
minor), an. by Frout
Chorus, "Aller Augen warten. Herr," arr. by Frout

**\Vir setzen uns mit ThrSnen" (St. Matthew Passi&n)t

arr. by van Eyken.
JBetthwen. Theme with Variations (Septet) arr. by Banister*

Adagio (Sestet), arr. by Prout

Adagio (Sonata for PL and Violin, Op- 96), arr. by
Prout

Bennett, W. S. Barcarolle (4* Concerto), air. by Wodehouse
Minuet and Trio (Symphony in G), arr. by SteggalL

Berlioz* H. Hungarian March (Faust)% arr. by Redhead.
Cherubini. "Cum Sanctu Spiritu (2

nd
Mass), arr. by Prout

Costa, Sir J March of the Israelites (Eli) arr. by Chipp.
G0unedt d Agnus Dei (Messe Solenelte)* art. by Scotson

Clark.

**Nazareth", arr. by Westbrook.

UandeL Six Fugues from the Harpsichord Suites, (9792).
Arr. by J. Higgs.
Five Fugues from the Harpsichord Suites. (9793).

Arr. by J. Higgs.
Fugue (a

nd Oboe Concerto), air* by Frout
Fugue in E minor, arr. by Smart
Chorus, "From the Censer** (Solomon), arr. by Smart
Chorus, "Zadok the Priest

1*

(Coronation Anthtm), arr.

by Rimbault
Chorus, "Bat the Waters'* (Israel in E&ft)t air. by

Rimbault
Chorus, "I will sing** (Israel in Egypty^ arr. by Rinv

bault

Chorus, "He gave them hailstones** (Israel in JEgypt),
arr. by Rimbault

Chorus, "Sing unto God** (Judo* Matcabeus), air. by
Rimbault
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Arrangements for the Organ. Step. 3. (Continued.)

Handel. Chorus wTheir Sound is gone out** (Messiah),
arr. by Best. (8757$).
Chorus, 'Crown with festal pomp" (Herevks), arr. by

Prout

Chorus, "He saw the lovely youth** (Theodora), arr.

by Prout
Chorus, "Ye boundless Realms" (Chandos Anthems),

arr. by Prout
Overture to Samson, arr* by Best
Overture to Said, arr. by Best

- Overture to Occasional Oratorio, arr. by Best
Overture to Alexander's Feast, arr. by Wodehouse.
Overture to Athaliah, arr. by Wodehouse.

Haydn, J. Adagio and Allegro (Symphony No. 7* Salo-
mon set), arr. by Wodehouse.
Finale in D ("Clock" Symphony), arr. by Wodehouse.

- Andante in EJ> (Symphony in C), arr. by Wodehouse.
Allegretto in C (Military Symphony), arr. by Wodehouse.
Air with Variations in A (Symphony in D), arr. by

Wodehouse.
Finale (Symphony in D), arr. by Wodehouse.
Motett "Insanae et vanae curae", arr. by Best
Chorus, "Quoniam Tu solus" (6

th Mass), arr. by Prout
Hitler, JF. Marcia elegiaca, arr. by Wodehouse.

Marcia giocosa, arr. by Wodehouse.
Mendelssohn. Cornelius March, arr. by Best

Andante from the Violin Concerto, arr. by Prout
Chorus, "Thanks be to God" (Elijah), arr. by SteggalL
Chorus, "Be not afraid

1*

(Elijah), arr. by SteggalL
Chorus, The Earth is now the LordV* (Si. Paul), arr.

by Prout

Pilgrims' March (ItalianSymphony), air. by J.Wodehouse.
Meyerbeer, G. Coronation March (Le Proptete), arr. by
Wodehouse.

Mozart. Andante from a Fantasia, arr. by Wodehouse.
Andante in F (P Concerto in Bj?), arr. by Wodehouse.

Adagio In F (44* Symphony), air. by Wodehouse.
Prout, A Organ Arrangements:
VoL i. 94 Pieces from Bach, Handel, Beethoven, etc.

VoL . so Pieces from Schubert, Schumann, Mendel*-

soh% etc. (9544 b).
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Arrangements for tlie Orga*. Step. 3.

Sckubert* F. Andante (Octet, Op. i66\ air. by Front
Andante (Symphony in B minor), arr. by Prom.

Schumann, R. Finale, Op, 53, air. by Best
Slow movement (Symphony in Efo Op.97)t arr. by Front

Spehr* L. Adagio (Quartet, Op. 27), arr, by Wodehouse,

Wagner, R. Frelode to Lohengrin, arr. by Sulze.

Frelude to Parsifal, arr. by Hanlein.

March from the Mastersingers, arr. by Westbrook.
The Wedding Music from Lohengrin, arr. by J. Wode-

house :

Elsa's Bridal March; Bridal Chorus; Grand Processional Marcfe.

War March from Ritnzi, arr. by J. Wodehouse.
Grand March from Tannhduser, arr. by J. Wodehouse.
"Friedensmarsch" from Ritnzi, arr. by J. Wodehouse.

Step 4.

Adam, A. Marche Religieuse, arr. by Best.

Btethovtn, Overture to Egmont, arr. by Wodehouse.

Allegretto (7
th

Symphony), arr. by J. BlickeL

Mendihsohn, Overture to Athalit, arr. by Best
Overture to St. Paul, arr. by Best

Spohr. Sinfonia (z
nd

Part, LastJudgment), arr. by Stainer.

Wagner, R. "Huldigungs-Marsch", arr. by Westbrook,
Overture to the Mastersingers, arr. by Westbrook.

Organ Duets*

Engel, > Op. 49. Introduction and Fugue.
Hesse, A. Op. 35. Fantasie.

Op. 37. Fantasie in D (Last work).
Laihner^ K Op. 6a. Introduction and Fugue*
Merkel, G. Op. 30. Sonata in D minor.

Thieh, L. Adagio in AK
Concertsatz in C minor.

VoUkmar^ W. Op. 436. "Christus", Grand Sonata.

Arrangements ."

Bach, J. S, Fassacaglia in C minor, arr. by Topfer; also

by Fischer.

Choral Frelude. "Aus defer Noihf
w

arr. by Fischer.
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Arrangements for the Organ. Step. 4. (Continued.) m

Dusstk* f. Marcia Funebre (Sonata Op. 74), ai?. by
Westbrook.

Mendelssohn. Chorus, "Happy and Blest" (St. Paul), arr.

by Stone.

Voluntaries for Special Occasions.

Easter.

Geunod, C. Air, "From Thy love" (Redemptu>H\ arr. by
Martin.

Handel Air, "I know that my Redeemer liveth" (Messiah).
Air, "But Thou didst not leave" (Messiah).
Chorus, "Worthy is the Lamb" (Messiafy
Chorus, "Hallelujah" (Messiah).

MaiUy, A. "Piques Fleuries." (Cecilia; 8716),
Merkel, G. Easter March.
Pearfe, C. W Postlude "Ad Coenam Agnl proridP.

Ascensiontide*

Gounod, C+ Chorus, "Unfold, ye portals" (Redemftiwi).
Handel Chorus, "Lift up your heads" (Messiah).
Claimant, A. Marche Religieuse (on above theme), Bk. i.

Christmas.

Adam, A. Cantique de NoeL (Arr. by Westbrook.)
Bath, f. S. Pastorale (Christmas Oratorio), art. by Best

Chorus, "Herrscher des Himmels" (Christmas Oratorio),
arr. by Prout
Chorus, "Christen atzet diesen Tag (from a Christmas

Cantata), arr. by Prout

Best, W. T. Christmas Pastorale in A (Cecilia; 5837).

Christmas Fantasia on old English Carols. (8756).

Christmas Fantasia on English Melodies. (5855).

CtrelU. Pastorale in G (Concerto for the Feast of the

Nativity), arr. by Hopkins.
Garret*, &r* Christmas Fantasia.

Gounod, C. "Nazareth**, arr. by Westbrook.

Guilmant, A. Offertoire sur deux Noels. fBk. 5.)

*de* Offertoire sur deux Noels. (Bk. 9.)

Handel Pastoral Symphony (Messiah), arr. by Best

Air
7
ami Chorus "O thou that tellest" (Messiah).

Matthews* f. Fantasia on the Carol "In dulci Jubilo,"

(Organists* Quarterly.
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for Special Occasions,

Merkel* G. Christmas Much (introducing
Fiddes**).

-*- Weihnachts- Pastorale.

Smith* JL H. ^Christmas Eve" Fantasia.

Sullivan, A. Pastorale "Bethlehem" (Ugh* ef the

Weddings.

Bamby, / "Bride's March" (Rebekah), air. by Shaw.
.

Dubois* T. "Messe de Manage
1
'. 5 Pieces.

Cantilene Nuptiale. (No. 2 of 12 Pieces).

GoMmark, C Bridal Song (Wedding Symphony), arr. by
Westbrook.

Guilmant* A. Marche Nuptiale (No. 2 of 12 Pieces\
Mendeksohn. Wedding March (Midsummer Nighfs Drtam\
Saint-Sacnst C. Benediction Nuptiale.

Wagner, J?. The Wedding Music from Lohengrin, arr*

by Wodehouse:
Elsa's Bridal March; Bridal Chorus; Grand Processional Marcb.

Funerals.

Beethoven. Marcia Funebre sulla Morte d'un Eroe (Sonata
in Ai*), arr. by Stone.

Chawet* A. Funeral Prelude. (Cecilia; 8718).

CJiapin, JF. Marche Fun&bre, arr. by Wodehouse.

Gade^ N. W. Elegie (Op. 19, No. i)f arr. by Prout

Guilmant) A. Marche Funebre and Chant Seraphiquc

(Bk. 3V
JHandeL Dead March in Saul, arr. by Best.

Hebrew Melody, "Memorial of the Departed" (5811 a).

Mackenzie* A, C. Funeral March (Dream ofJubal}, arr.

by Martin.

Mailfy, A. Prelude Funebre. (Cecilia; 8721).
Mendelssohn. Funeral March, Op. 103, arr. by Best.

Air, "Be thou faithful" (St. Paul\ arr. by Calkin.
Lied ohne Worte (Funeral March), arr. by J. Wode-

house.

Rachmaninoff, S. Prelude in C minor arr. by B. Homer.
$charwenkat X. Funeral March in F minor, arr. by West.
Sc/iubert, f Grand Funeral March in C minor, arr by

Silas,

Sfohr, Z. Quartet "Blest are the departed". (58nb).
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Voluntaries for Special Occasions. (Continued.)

Queen*$ Atc&swn A State Oeta$im$.

Btst* W. T. National Anthem. (Cecilia; 5840).
Elgar* & Imperial March*

Hesse* A. Variations on "God save the Queen,*
Ons&w. "God save the Queen*' ($

A
Quartet), an; by

Bannister.

Rintk, C. M. Variations cm "God save the Queen/
1

Dr. & S. National Anthem, with Variations in G.

Duets for Violin and Organ*

L "Epithalame."
r9 J. Op. 20. Adagio.

G0un#d. Four "Invocations" (OfFertoire, Elevation, Com-
munion and Pri&re).

Jtwen* <?, Op. 40. Arioso and Hondo patetico. (5380).
Mtrkd, G. Op. 51. Adagio in .

Rhembergtr* / Op. 150. 6 Pieces: No. I. Theme
with Variations; 2. Abendlied; 3. Gigue; 4. Pastorale;

5* Elegie; 6. Overture.

5&f, Hans. Op. aia. Andante tranquillo.

Wagntr, R. Good Friday Music (Parsifal), air. by Hems.
Wtrmann, O. Op. 49, Nos. 2 and a. Andante sostenuto

and Adagio.

Duets for Violoncello and Organ.

Gotiermann. Op. 53. 4 Morceaux.

Merkti* G. Op. 55. Arioso.

Op. 114- "Andacht".

Hummd, f. Op. 56, No* I* Romance in A w^ %>

Krttzschrrurt K Op* 26. ^Abendruhe**

Ptsttr, A. Op. 4. Andante religiose,

Op. ii. "Abendruhe**

Op. 17. *Andacfat

ValU A fat. Del Arioso in F.

Trio for Oigaii, Violin and Violoncello.

. Op. 149. Suite.
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Orchestra and Orgaa.

Bath* J. S. Symphony (In one movement) for f Vns.

Viola, Bass, a Oboes, Fag. and Organ. (Edited by
Ritter).

Fischer* C. A. Op. 37. Melody for Orchestra, Harp and

Organ.
Op. 28. *In Memoriam" Symphony.
Op. 30. Symphony.

Guilmant* A. Op. 42. Symphony in D.

(This work is identical with the solo Sonata, No. I.)

HandtL i* Organ Concerto, in G, arr. by Best (6761):

Organ part (6761 a), Orchestral parts (6761 b).

4th Organ Concerto, in F, air. by Best (6764):-*

Organ part (67643), Orchestral parts (6^64^).

7*fc Organ Concerto, in B?, arr. by Best. (6763):

Organ part (6763 a), Orchestral parts (6763 b).

8th Organ Concerto, in A, arr, by Best (5848),

<j*fc Organ Concerto in B?, arr. by Best (6762):*
Organ part (6762a), Orchestral parts (6;62b).

Largo in G, arr. by Hellmesberger.
Mozart* Sonata in C, for Organ, 2 Vns., and Bass (edited

by Rheinberger).
froutt E~ Op. 5. Concerto in E minor. (9543).

Full score (8760); Parts (MS.) on hire.

Rheinberger^ J. Op. 137. Concerto in F. for Organ,
Strings and 3 Horns.

Sawyer, JF. J. Concertsttick.

Schanuenka* X. Andante religiose, for String Orchestra,

Harp and Organ; Op. 46a, Score (7o88a), Parts
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MUSICAL TEXT BOOKS
IN

f :AUGENERVS - EDITION
ENGLISH PRINT1HG & PAPER

Net

9171 ALEXANDER, J.
" Con Amore." Poetical Introduction

to Ma&ical Instruction ... a -

Wim ANTCLIFFB.H. The Successful Music Teacher.
Third Impression 1 8

lOlftft How to Pass Music Examination*. The Successful
Candidate. Words of Advice. Third Impression. Paper 1 6

.10119 The Amateur Singer. Wotds of Advice. Second Impress. 1 -

BACH, J. 8. Analysis el J. S. Bach'* "48 Preludes and
Fugues

"
(Wohltemperites Clavier). By Dr. H. Riemann.

fiaOft Part I. S4 Preludes and Fugues. Fifth Impression. Bound ft -

308 Part II. 84 Fifth Impression. Bound 8 *

9310 BEETHOVEN PIANOFORTE SONATAS. Letters
to a Lady, by Dr. C. Reineeke, translated by

E. M, Tre*enenDawon 9
16091 CAUSE. ADAM. Summary of the Elements of Music,

with Exercises& Instructions on " How to Write Music** 1

10098 Key to the above ... ... ... ... 1

titi$8JSl Practical Hints on Orchestration 1
Harmony Exercises. Figured basses, melodies and

nnngiired basses for harmonization.
Book I. ...

"

... ^ Paper 1
Book II. . ... Paper 8
Counterpoint Exercises. 51 Examples and 291 Exercises

in two, three and four-part Counterpoint ... ... 4 *
. Orchestral Conducting. A textbook for Students and

,Amateurs.
I. The Technique of Conducting.

II. The Instruments of the Orchestra.
lit. A Short History of Conducting ; Vocabulary ot

Orchestral terms; Bibliography.
iv + 100 pages. Bound 5 -

What Mr. Corse's book does is to state in admirably
direct language the nature of the conductors art and
the problems that feee Mm and to define the procedure
of conducting.

On Conducting School Orchestras M 1 -

COCKING. P. The Composer's Vade Heram.
(English-Italian) - t

COLERIDQE-TAYIX>R, SAMUEL. Musician. His
Life and Letters, by W. C. Berwick Savers. With an
Appendix of Compositions compiled by J. H. Smither
Jackson. Second Edition, revised ... ... ... ... T

W1B CHOKER. IfORRIS. Handbook for Singers. Seventh
Impression ... _......_-, Bound -

119 DANNRBUTHER, S. Wagner and the Reform ol the

Opera ~ ... _ .T. Boond with Portrait -

1008V DAUGHTRY, O. Ear-Testa and Hew to psepare far
* Them. Sixth Impression ... m . ... ... i -



Net
& <L

EVETTS, EDGAR T. Ttte Vocal Student's Practice

Register wtth Vocabulary . ... ... ... ... & -

Modulator for use of Students of the Numeral and
Rhythmic Methods (Vocal) ... . ... .. ... 1 It

91HI GOODWIN. A. Practical Hints oa the Technique and
Touch of Pianoforte Playing. With Illustrations.

Sixth Impression ... Bound 8 -

10112 HEALS, H. A Short Treatise on the Rudiments of Music
Ifimo, - 9

lull? HULL, A. EAGLEFIELD. Organ Playing; Its Tech-

nique and Expression. 7th Impression . Bound 10 6

19118 Modern Harmony : Its explanation and application.
Fifth Impression ... ... ... ... ... Po"nd 9 -

101-JO Harmony for Students. Second Impression ... M 7 8
also in 3 parts :

lOUOa Pan L Simple Harmony up to the Dominant Seventh. 2 -

101-206 Pan II. Modulation, Suspension, Passing-Notes*
Essential Discords and Pedals. 2 -

lOl'JOr Pan III. Chromatic Harmony and Hints on Composition
with appendices on bar-Training and Musical Caligraphy. 2 -

10119 230 Questions on Musical Form in 25 tabulated papers.
with, appendix 1 6

10113 300 Questions on Pianoforte Teaching. Second Impression 1 C

10111 HUNT, E. M. Scale & Arpeggio Fingering. Classified - 9

10110 XNOWLES, C. H. Q. Rhymes on the Rule* of Harmony.
founded on Dr. Prout's ** Harmony

"*
... Bound $ 3

U177 LA MARA. Thoughts of Great Musicians ... Paper 2 -

101* LINDO* ALGERNON H. Pianoforte Studyfor Teachers
and Students Bound 4/0. Paper 3 8

10140 McEWEN, JOHN B. The Principles of Phrasing and
Articulation in Music. Third Impression . ... 8 -

MACPHERSON. C. Harmonic Thought. Past & Present 1 6

9214 MATTHEWS. J. A Handbook of the Organ. Seventh
Impression. ... ... . . ... ... Bound 8 *~

loll* 100 Examination Questions for Organ Students - 9

10100 MOZART. Practical Elements of Thorough Bass with
examples of Harmony and Counterpoint ... ... ... 9 8

9193 MUSIC AND ITS MASTERS. A conversation by
A. Rubinstein. Third Impression Bound 8 -

10096 MUSIC LOVER'S BIRTHDAY BOOK, THE
(E, M. Trevenen Dawtcn). ... Bound (gilt edges) 8 8

MUSICAL CARDS for learning to read the notes quickly
at sight Price per set in case 8^.

91HO NIECKS. PROF. F. A Concise Dictionary of Musical
Terms to which is prefixed an introduction to the
Elements of Music. Ninth Impression. Bound 4 -

Introduction to the Elements of Music. Third Impression
Bound 1 8

PAUER, E. Harmonious Ideas. Mottoes forMendelssohn's
"
Songs without words **

, I

PETERSON. FRANKLIN.
Elements of Music. Fifteenth Impression. Bound 1 8



PETERSON, PRANKLm.-tamidU tf d.

9195 An Introduction to the Study of Theory.
.** * ^ , ~ Seventh Impression. Bound 8 -**"" A Theoretic Companion to Practice. Fourth Impression,

Bound 8 8
A Handbook of Musical Form. Seventh Impretekm. Bound 9 8

10108 Catechism of Music. Eighth Impression. Bound 8 -
IOA04 The Student's Handbook ot Musical Knowledge.

Second Impression. Bound 8 9
10118 PQCHHAMMBR, A. Popular Handbook of Musical

Iniormaiion. (H. Heal) ... .M ... mBonad 4 *

PRACT1CB RBCORD and Mark Register for Musto
Pupils. Arranged for three terms . 1 8

The same, arranged for one term ... - 9

PROUT, PROF. EBBWBZBR :-
9182 Harmony : Its Theory and Practice.

Furty*Second Iznpreosion Bound 7 8
9I89 Analytical Key to the Exercises in the same.

Sixth Impression. Bound 8 -

9188 Counterpoint : Strict and Free. Thirteenth Impression.
Bound 7 8

9188* Additional Exercises to "Counterpoint*' with Melodies
and Unfigured Basses for harmonising.

Ninth Impression. Bound 8
9184 Double Counterpoint and Canon. Seventh Impress. Bound 7
9188 Fugue. Ninth Impression ..Bound 7

9188 Fngal Analysis. Fifth Impression ... ... ...Bound 7

9187 Musical Form. Twelfth Impression Bound 7

9188 Applied Forms. Ninth ImpresUon . ~ ...Bound 7

The Orchestra

9189 I Technique of the Instruments. Ninth Impression.
Bound 7

9190 II. Orchestral Combination. Seventh Impression. Bound 7

9181 PROUT. LOUIS B. Harmonic Analysis. Second Edition 8 -

10106 Sidelights on Harmony 8 *

10107 Time, Rhythm and Expression. Third Impression ... - 9

9310 RBINBCKB, C. The Beethoven Pianoforte Sonatas.
Letters to a Lady. Translated by

K. M. Trmnen Dawson 9 9

9198 RIEMANN, Dr. H Harmony Simplified; or the Theory
of the Tonal Functions of Chords. Trans, from the
German. Third Impression ... Bound 8 *

1011* L'Hannoniesimplifife, on Th*>rie des fractions tonales
des accords. Translated by Prof. Georges Humbert ... 4 f

9891 Catechism of Musical Instruments (Guide toInstrumenta-
tion). Third Impression Bound 8 *

Catttchkwi of Musical History :-

9908 Parti. History of Musical Instruments, and History ot
Tone Systems and Notations. Third Impression, Bound 8 -

9998 Part II. History of Musical Form, with Biographical
Notices. Third Impression ... ... ... ...Bound 8 *



RIEMANN, Dr. H.-<

9304 Catechwm of Pianoforte Playing. Third Impression. Bound S -

$30? Catechism of Musical ^Esthetics. Second Impression.
Bound n -

9309 Catechism of Orchestration ...Bound 3 -

9208 Introduction to playing from Score Bound 9 -

Anal) sis of J. S. Bach's 48 Preludes and Fugues."

$305 Pan I. $ Preludes and Fugues. Fifth Impression.
Bound 8 -

9*0* Part I! 2S Preludes and Fugues. Fifth Impression.
Bound 8 -

9193 RUBINSTEIN, A. Music and its Masters. A Conversa-
tion. Third Impression Bound 9 -

921* SCHROEDER.C. Handbook ot Violin & Viola Playing.
Fourth Impression Bound S -

9-211 Catechism of Violoncello Playing. Fifth Impression.
Bound S *

9213 Handbook of Conducting (J. Matthews.) Seventh Impres-
sion ... Bound S -

9194 SCHUMANN. Advice to Young Musicians -

10146 SHEDLOCK. I. S. Beethoven Pianoforte Sonatas. The
Ongin and Respective Values of Various Readings ... 1

SH INN . Dr . F. Q Elementary Ear-Training.

10148 I. Melodic. Fourth Impression -

10149 II. Harmonic and Contrapuntal. Third Impression S -

A Method ot Teaching Harmony based upon Ear-Training :

10150 I Diatonic Harmony S -

10151 II. Chromatic Harmony and Exceptional Progression.
Second Impression f

10152 Musical Memory and us Cultivation ... ... ... 9 -

10153 Examination Aural Tests and how to study them in prepa-
ration for the tests given m the Examination of the
As<*>cuLted Board, and in the Diploma Examinations of
the R.A.M. and the R C M. Third Impression t -

IGlil SIBLEY, C. The Voice and its Control 1

10131 SIMPSON.J. 300 Questions on the Grammar of Music.
Based on the Syllabus of the Associated Board of the
R A.M. and R.C M Thirteenth Impression 1

10122 Key to the above. Fifth Impression 1

10133 400 Questions on the Rudiments of Music. Thirteenth Imp. $ S
lOli* Key to the above. Fourth Impression 8
10135 A concise text book on the Rudiments of Music. 8th Imp. & 8

9196 STEILER. J. The Great German Composers. Bio
graphical Notices, with some account of their Works.

Illustrated. Bound S -
10109 WARREN. J. Catechism of the Harmonium - 9

WEST, G, F. Hints to Young.Teachers of the Pianoforte 1 6

WHITEMORE, CUTHBERT. Conimonsense in
Pianoforte Making. Ninth Impression ... 2

WHITTINGHAM, A. 200 Questions and Exercises on
F. Davenport's

** Elements of Music " - 9

AUGENER Ltd.
is GRE vr MARLEOKOUGH ST., * si HIGH ST.. MARYLEBONE.

LONDON w i.
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